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Abstract

A measurement is presented� using the H� detector� of the di�erential cross�section� d�
dM�

X

�

for di�ractive photoproduction processes in which the proton vertex is elastic� and the �nal

state photon system has mass� MX � ����GeV	 The average �p centre of mass energy is

�
�GeV	 Using the forward components of the detector� events are selected on the basis of

a large gap in the pseudorapidity distribution of �nal state hadrons adjacent to the leading

proton	 By using a reconstruction method that is insensitive to any non�containment of

parts of the �nal state in the photon direction� the cross�section is evaluated for values

of MX down to those consistent with the exclusive production of the lowest lying vector

meson states� ������ ���
�� and ������	 The total cross�section for the quasi�elastic

production of one of these states� or for the non�resonant photon dissociation to ���� is

found to be �
�����
�stat�����sys	b	 The total cross�section for photon dissociation to

the continuum of higher mass states in the measured kinematic range is ���������stat�
����sys	b	 In the high mass region� the di�erential cross�section is �tted to the triple

Regge form� d
�dM�
X � ���M�

X
n� and a value� n � ���� � �����stat � �����sys� is

obtained	

By demanding activity in the pseudorapidity range� ��� �� � �� ���� and that the largest

rapidity gap in the main part of H� is bounded by the forward edge in acceptance �� �
���� a limited measurement of the di�erential cross�section� d�

dM�
X

� has been made for

di�ractive processes in which the proton dissociates to any state with mass� mp � MY �
��GeV	 The cross�section for such processes that are quasi�elastic at the photon vertex

is found to be ��� � ����stat � ����sys	b	 An investigation of the double dissociative

di�ractive process� in which both MX and MY are large� suggests that its cross�section is

similar to that of single photon dissociation	

The acceptance of the H� Forward Muon Trigger in its ���� con�guration is evaluated

from simulations	 For tracks passing through the �rst three double layers of drift cells� the

acceptance is found to be � ��� for single muons generated in the range of polar angle�

���o ��  �� ����o� with momentum� p �� ���GeV	 For tracks that also traverse the iron

toroidal magnet of the system and the three subsequent double layers� the acceptance is

� ��� for muons in a similar range of polar angle� and with p �� ���GeV	
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Introduction

The scattering of electrons from hadrons has historically been an important tool in the

understanding of the constituents of matter	 Electrons are particularly useful probes�

since they are easily produced and accelerated� point�like and stable	 Their interactions

take place in the well understood and calculable electroweak sector of the Standard Model

���	

Early elastic electron�nucleus scattering experiments ��� demonstrated conclusively that

the proton has a �nite spatial extent on the scale of �����m� and measured the sizes

and shapes of the charge distributions of nuclei from Hydrogen to Uranium	 The earli�

est inelastic electron�nucleon scattering experiments ��� studied the electroproduction of

resonances of isospin ���� decaying to �N �nal states	 Experiments at higher energies

performed at SLAC���� and later at DESY���� observed excitations to a continuum of �nal

states beyond the resonance region	

The resolution with which the target hadron is probed is measured by the square of the

��momentum transferred� Q�	 In contrast to elastic ep scattering� the SLAC and DESY

experiments observed a scaling behaviour� such that other than the ��Q� term arising

from the exchange photon propagator� there was no discernible dependence of the cross�

section on Q� at �xed Q���M� �� where � is the energy transferred� and M is the mass

of the proton	

Such inelastic ep interactions at large momentum transfer are termed Deep�Inelastic Scat�

tering �DIS	 They have been instrumental in the development of the modern picture of

hadrons� as being composed of point�like spin�half quarks� with fractional electric charge�

interacting with one another via the strong force� by the exchange of intermediate vector

bosons� or gluons	

The total ep cross�section is dominated by the limit� Q� � �� where the exchange photon

is near to its pole	 In this photoproduction limit� interactions may be interpreted as taking

�Q���M� may be identi�ed as the Bjorken scaling variable� x� de�ned in equation ����



�

place between an on�shell photon� and a proton	 By factoring out a �ux of photons asso�

ciated with the electron� ep collisions can be used to make measurements of cross�sections

in the real �p system	 At large centre of mass energies� the total �p cross�section is known

to be dominated by contributions in which the photon converts to a hadronic state similar

to a vector meson before reaching the target	 Photoproduction processes therefore display

similar characteristics to hadron�hadron collisions at high energy� including large elastic

and other di�ractive contributions� in which vacuum quantum numbers are exchanged	

Located at DESY in Hamburg� Germany� the Hadron Electron Ring Accelerator �HERA

is the most recent facility for the study of ep collisions� and has been taking data since ����	

This thesis is concerned with a number of aspects of physics at HERA	 Chapter � contains

a brief description of the HERA accelerator� and a fuller review of the H� experiment�

which is built around one of the beam�crossing points	 Challenging triggering problems

arise from the high bunch�crossing repetition rate and large background levels� and the

solutions that have evolved in H� are stressed in particular	 In chapters � and �� theoretical

issues relating to HERA physics are surveyed	 Chapter � contains an introduction to DIS�

and to the manner in which it is described in the gauge theory of the strong interaction�

Quantum Chromodynamics �QCD	 The phenomenology of electroproduction in the newly

accessed low x regime� and of photoproduction is discussed	 Chapter � is devoted to a

review of di�ractive scattering	 Regge�s theory of the complex angular momentum plane

is discussed� and predictions for HERA data are pointed out	 One of the more exciting

results to emerge from HERA to date is the observation of a class of events with di�ractive

topologies� but at large photon virtualities	 In the �nal part of chapter �� measurements

of deep�inelastic di�raction are reviewed� and the present level of understanding of the

partonic sub�structure of the di�ractive exchange is discussed	 Chapters � and � are

concerned with measurements of cross�sections for di�ractive photoproduction� using H�

data from the ���� running period	 In chapter �� the experimental techniques used in the

selection and kinematic reconstruction of di�ractive events are described	 In chapter ��

di�erential and total cross�sections are presented	 Chapter � returns to detector issues�

and is concerned with the trigger for the H� Forward Muon Spectrometer	 The mode

of operation and �eld�programming of the device is described� and the acceptance is

quanti�ed	 Physics processes to which the forward muon system is sensitive are identi�ed�

and the prospects for measurements of elastic and inelastic J�� cross�sections with ����

data are discussed	
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Chapter �

The H� Experiment

��� Introduction

H� is one of two detectors built around the HERA interaction points which are designed

for the study of all aspects of electron�proton scattering	 The �rst part of this chapter

is devoted to a discussion of the HERA accelerator� and the remainder contains a more

detailed description of the H� experiment	 After a brief review of the lay�out of the

detector� the separate components of H� are discussed in varying degrees of detail	 A

complete presentation of the design and performance of the detector can be found in ���	

This chapter concentrates on the components that are particularly relevant to the later

parts of this thesis�	 Several unprecedented challenges in event triggering are posed by

the HERA collider� and emphasis is placed here on the design and mode of operation

of trigger systems	 A fuller description of the Forward Muon Spectrometer� and of the

methods that it uses to reconstruct particle tracks� ends the chapter	 The Forward Muon

Trigger is the subject of chapter �	

��� The HERA Accelerator

The HERA collider is the �rst example of the use of storage rings in the study of ep

collisions	 Electrons� of around �� GeV interact with protons at 
�� GeV� giving a centre

of mass energy equivalent to a �� TeV electron beam incident on a stationary target� and

�During the winter shut�down between the ���� and ���	 HERA running periods� a major upgrade
of the backward 
electron direction� region of H� took place� Since the principal analysis in this thesis is
concerned with ���� data� the detector is described in its pre�upgrade con�guration�

�Since the middle of the ���� data taking period� HERA has been running with positron beams�
Throughout this thesis� the beam lepton will be described as an electron� irrespective of its charge�
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providing an extension of two orders of magnitude over �xed target experiments in the

kinematic range covered in x and Q�	 A further advantage of colliding beams is that the

central range in pseudorapidity	 in the ep centre of mass frame covers a large solid angle

in the laboratory� allowing for the �rst time detailed study of the hadronic recoil in DIS

processes	

The HERA electron and proton beams are housed separately in a tunnel of �	�km cir�

cumference� and are brought to collision at zero crossing angle	 Conventional magnets

are used to steer the electron beam� but �elds well in excess of the magnetic saturation

of iron are required to constrain the 
��GeV protons	 A �eld of �	�T is achieved with a

system of superconducting coils	 Both superconducting� and warm RF cavities are used

to accelerate the beams	 Since the total ep cross�section is small� large beam currents are

required� and the accelerator operates in multi�bunch mode	 Bunch�crossings occur in the

interaction regions at ��ns intervals	 The size of the proton beam dominates the longi�

tudinal extent of the interaction region� which had an rms of approximately ��cm in the

���� run	 In that year� there were ��� colliding bunches of each type� and an additional

�� electron and �� proton bunches were not brought into collision	 These non�colliding

bunches are known as pilot bunches� and are used to study and estimate background

levels from beam interactions with residual gas in the beam�pipe �beam�gas�� and from

collisions of stray protons with the beam�pipe walls and other apertures �beam�wall	 The

average luminosity in ���� was ���� ��	�cm��s��	

Located at the north and south interaction points of HERA are the multi�purpose detec�

tors� H� and ZEUS� both of which provide near hermetic coverage and are asymmetric

in the beam direction� optimising the acceptance and measurement of scattered electrons

in the electron direction� and of high multiplicities of �nal state hadrons in the proton

direction	

Deep inelastic scattering of longitudinally polarised leptons from polarised targets has

previously been used to study the spin structure of the nucleon	 The present understand�

ing is somewhat incomplete� with measurements ��� showing that the total helicity carried

by charged partons is surprisingly small	 The HERMES �
� experiment� located on the

east side of HERA� is designed to further investigate the spin structure functions of the

proton and neutron	 The HERA electron beam can be polarised to a level of � 
���

by making use of the fact that� over a period of time� synchrotron radiation leads to a

natural transverse polarisation ���	 Spin rotators �ip this to a longitudinal polarisation in

advance of the HERMES target� and then back again afterwards	 A polarised hydrogen�

�Pseudorapidity� �� is de�ned in equation �����
�The gas pressure in the beam�pipe is around ����mbar� Even so� activity in the H� detector from

beam�gas sources alone occurred at rates of � ��kHz for stable� running conditions in �����
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deuterium or 	He target is placed in a storage cell at ��K� fed by a high intensity source of

polarised atoms	 The scattered lepton is detected in an electron spectrometer� consisting

of drift chambers� proportional counters� and calorimetry	

On the west side of the accelerator� the HERA�B experiment is under construction	 Fixed

wire targets are introduced to the proton ring� with the aim of producing b�quarks� mainly

through gluon�gluon fusion	 The principal motivation for the experiment is the investi�

gation of CP violation in the B system� through the study of the process� B� � J��K�
S	

The triggering and reconstruction of lepton pairs from the J�� decay� and the detection

of pion pairs from the K�
S decay are therefore the main consideration in the design	

��� Overview of H�

The H� apparatus is designed for the study of a wide range of aspects of the physics

of electron�proton scattering	 It must therefore provide comprehensive detection and

measurement both of leptons and of hadrons� throughout the full solid angle about the

interaction point	 In addition� it must be capable of recognising processes originating

from ep interactions from amidst an overwhelming background of beam�gas and beam�wall

interactions� and from cosmic sources	 With a bunch�crossing repetition rate of ��	�MHz�

fast pipelined triggering is necessary� which must also be able to identify uniquely the

bunch�crossing in which an interaction took place	 To enable complex decisions to be

made� a multiple level trigger system is implemented	 A �nal challenge is the digitisation

of all detector information� and the reading out and writing to tape of over a quarter of

a million electronic channels� spread over a large area of space� at rates of � ��Hz	

The identi�cation and measurement of the scattered lepton is paramount� particularly in

the electron direction� where the �nal state lepton in DIS processes at moderate Q� is

detected	 The higher density of particle tracks requires that the parts of the detector in

the proton direction be the most heavily instrumented	 Hadronic calorimetry with high

granularity and resolution is important for the detailed study of the hadronic �nal state	

The calorimetry should be hermetic in order to measure imbalance in transverse energy�

and detect charged current DIS events�	 A magnetic �eld� and tracking chambers cover�

ing a large solid angle are necessary for the high resolution measurement of charged track

momenta and multiplicity� and for particle identi�cation using energy loss	 Muon detec�

tors are required for detection of the decays of heavy �avour particles� and for searches

for a host of rare standard model and exotic processes	 For the study of photoproduction

�For a discussion of neutral and charged current DIS processes� see section ������
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processes� in which the beam electron is scattered at very small angles� and for luminosity

monitoring and measurement� further instrumentation is necessary downstream in the

electron direction	 Detectors that are sensitive to hadronic activity in the very forward

direction facilitate the study of elastic and di�ractive processes	 Finally� strategically

placed scintillators are required� to identify out of time particles� and hence to reject non

ep background	

The main body of the H� detector is depicted in �gure �	�	 Nearest the interaction point

are the central � � and forward 	 tracking devices	 The Backward Electromagnetic

Calorimeter �BEMC �� surrounds the beam�pipe in the backward direction	 Labelled
� and � � the Liquid Argon �LAr calorimeter is situated outside the trackers and the

BEMC� and �lls the space beyond the trackers in the proton direction	 A superconducting

coil 
 � of radius �m� loops around the LAr calorimeter� providing a highly uniform

solenoidal �eld of �	��T throughout the tracking region	 The iron return yoke of the

magnet �� is instrumented to provide muon detection throughout the full solid angle�

and is also used as a tail�catcher for uncontained hadronic showers	 There are further

muon chambers � beyond the iron in the forward direction� with a toroidal magnet ��

enabling a further measurement of the momentum of penetrating tracks at low angles to

the beam�pipe	

As illustrated in �gure �	�� a right handed coordinate system is de�ned� with its origin at

the nominal interaction point� the positive z direction being that of the proton beam� and

the positive y direction being vertically upwards	 In the corresponding set of spherical

polar coordinates�  � � lies in the positive z direction	

��� Triggering and Reconstruction

E�cient event triggering and data read�out are essential to the design of the HERA

experiments	 H� has ��� ��� electronic channels to be read out per event� with the

additional constraint of a very high bunch�crossing frequency	 Triggering and read�out

systems are based on a VMEbus ���� standard	 Most of the sub�detectors that comprise

H� have trigger systems� each of which typically sends eight bits of information� called

trigger elements or trigger bits� to the �rst level of the central trigger �CTL� ���� at each

bunch�crossing 
	

The time interval between bunch�crossings at HERA ���ns is short by comparison with

�In ���	� CTL� received a total of ��� trigger elements per bunch�crossing�
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Figure �	�� The H� detector� The forward ��z� direction is de�ned to be that of the proton
beam	 and is towards the bottom left of the �gure�
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the response and read�out times of the detector components �	 For example� the maximum

drift time in the cells of the Forward Muon Detector is � ���	s	 Both the trigger� and

the readout for the experiment are therefore pipelined	

SUB-
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Figure �	�� A schematic illustration of the H� trigger and read�out chain�

Figure �	� illustrates the principal behind the H� implementation of pipelining	 Each

sub�system trigger must process the information from a number of bunch�crossings simul�

taneously and sequentially� and the decision for a particular bunch�crossing is required to

reach CTL� within a �xed period �currently �� bunch crossings	 The full sub�detector

information must be stored in memory for at least as long as it takes for the CTL� decision

to return �� �� bunch�crossings	 Pipelining makes the �rst level trigger dead�time free�

and it is therefore desirable that as much background rejection as possible is performed

by CTL�	

Trigger elements arrive at CTL� every ��ns� and are synchronised using variable delay

lines that account for the di�ering latencies of the di�erent sub�system triggers	 CTL�

combines the information it receives from the full detector by searching for programmable

combinations of trigger elements that constitute a sub�trigger	 If a sub�trigger condition

is satis�ed� a scaler� corresponding to that sub�trigger� is incremented	 Pre�de�ned pre�

scales determine how many times a particular sub�trigger condition must be met before it

results in the read�out of an event	 Sub�triggers divide into two groups	 Those designed for

obtaining samples for physics analysis must always contain a T� signal� from at least one

sub�system trigger� and are not pre�scaled if at all possible	 Either because of high physics

�At the LHC� the situation will be even more extreme� with a bunch crossing interval of �	ns�
	There were around �	 physics sub�triggers in ���	�
�Most� but not all sub�system triggers have su�cient time resolution to provide information to the

central trigger as to the precise bunch�crossing from which an event originates� Those that can are known
as T� triggers�
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rates in the case of minimum bias photoproduction triggers� or because of high background

rates in the case of some of the looser DIS and muon triggers� small pre�scales have to

be applied� which merely result in a precisely known ine�ciency factor for measurements	

The second group of sub�triggers are constructed for monitoring purposes��	 Some of

these are designed to trigger on particular sources of background� to measure their rates	

This class have very high pre�scales so that numbers of events can be counted without

contributing to dead�time� and the occasional event is read�out for monitoring	 A second

class of monitor triggers are similar to particular physics sub�triggers� but have one or

more of the conditions missing	 Their pre�scales are generally lower than the background

monitor triggers� but signi�cantly higher than their physics partners� and they are used

in the measurement of e�ciencies of the sub�system trigger elements that they make

redundant	 After CTL� has taken ��� bunch�crossings to combine the information from

the di�erent sub�system triggers� it sends an L�Keep signal to all branches� de�ned by

the OR of all sub�triggers after application of pre�scales� stating whether or not each

bunch�crossing should be read out further	

If the L�Keep signal is not set for a particular bunch�crossing� the information stored

by each sub�detector simply falls o� the end of the pipeline	 Dead�time begins when a

positive L�Keep signal is returned by CTL�� at which point� all pipelines are stopped�

and the data that they contain are passed to front�end processors for zero�suppression	

Upon an L�Keep signal� each trigger system also provides more detailed information to

the central trigger	 This can be�� used by two further trigger levels that can make the

decision to abort the building and readout of an event if it is identi�ed as background	

The level � trigger provides a signal after ��	s� and level � can reject the event after


��	s	

The requirement that the tracks in an event should point to a vertex in the nominal

interaction region is the main criterion by which CTL� selects events	 From a background

rate in excess of ��kHz� it is able to reduce the event rate to �����Hz� with dead�time

of the order of ���� and minimal losses to e�ciencies for the majority of ep interaction

processes	 After front�end processing� each sub�detector transfers its compressed data

asynchronously� with an event tag� to a central event builder �CEB� over an optical �bre

ring ���� �see �gure �	�	 The front�end systems of all sub�detectors� and the CEB are

su�ciently well bu�ered for the event building not to contribute signi�cantly to dead�

time	 When all sub�detectors have sent their information to the CEB� dead�time ends�

and the pipelines are once again freed	 The reading out of an event costs the experiment

���ms of dead�time	

�
There were around �� monitor sub�triggers in ���	�
��During ���� running� neither the level �� nor the level � trigger levels were used�
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Once the information from the di�erent sub�systems has been pieced together by the

CEB� events are passed to the level � stage of the trigger	 This takes the form of a �lter

farm of �� RISC �Reduced Instruction Set Computing processors� running in parallel	

A limited reconstruction of each event is performed� and fast and often complex on�line

software cuts are applied� based on the full event information� and varying from level �

sub�trigger to sub�trigger	 The level � trigger rejects the bulk of remaining beam�gas and

cosmic induced events� as well as those resulting from trigger noise	 Events that pass the

level � cuts are written permanently to tape at the rate of approximately ���� events per

second� and are an average of ���kBytes in size	 A small proportion of events rejected at

the level � stage are still allowed through the �lter� to monitor the e�ects of the cuts	

Although all data written to tape is permanently retained� further selection must take

place before data sets are produced for physics analysis� and there is therefore a �fth

level of selection o��line	 A full reconstruction of each component of the detector is

performed separately� after which detailed linking of charged particle track segments and

energy clusters from the di�erent sub�detectors gives an overall picture of the �nal state	

Monitor sub�triggers are placed in data streams separate from physics sub�triggers	 The

fully reconstructed physics sub�triggers are subjected to further cuts� before being written�

in a smaller format more convenient for analysis� to data summary tapes	

��� Calorimetry

Figure �	� summarises the four distinct components of the H� calorimetry	 The LAr

�labelled EMC and HAC in the �gure and BEMC calorimeters are used in chapters �

and � of this thesis for the measurement of the hadronic �nal state produced in photo�

production processes	 Between these two detectors� full coverage in laboratory rapidity is

available throughout the range� ���� � � � ���	

The remaining two calorimeters are not used in the analysis in this thesis	 The plug

calorimeter consists of nine �	�cm layers of copper absorbing plates� with eight ��	m

layers of silicon as sampling material	 It is designed to close the gap in acceptance between

the forward edge of the LAr and the beam�pipe� in order to minimise the transverse

momentum that can escape in the forward direction	 Its resolution is limited by its coarse

sampling and by leakage� and is designed to be ��E�
E
� ���p

E
��� ��	

The instrumented iron uses the return yoke of the magnet as absorbing material� and

��Radiation damage to the silicon detectors of the plug calorimeter ���� has resulted in an increasingly
poor signal to noise ratio� and the design resolution has never been reached�
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Figure �	�� r � z projection of the H� calorimeters	 showing the four separate systems
described in the text�

limited streamer tubes ��� to detect the showers produced	 Divided into barrel� front and

back end�cap regions� the instrumented iron provides near �� coverage	 Apart from the

detection of muons �section �	�� it also acts as a �tail�catcher�� to detect components of

hadronic showers not fully contained by the LAr and BEMC calorimeters� with resolution
��E�
E
� ���p

E
���	

����� The Liquid Argon calorimeter

The principal measurement of the hadronic �nal state� as well as that of scattered electrons

in very high Q� ��� ���GeV� DIS events� takes place in the LAr calorimeter ����	 It is

designed to provide smooth and hermetic coverage in the range� �o �  � ���o� for

the detection and energy measurement of all strongly and electromagnetically interacting

particles	 A single liquid argon cryostat is used� containing calorimeter stacks� structured

in 
 wheels in z� each of which is divided into octants in �	 This level of segmentation is a

compromise between the minimisation of cracks� and practical considerations of handling	

Liquid Argon is chosen for the sampling medium� because of its high atomic density� and

its stability� homogeneity of response� and ease of calibration	 The LAr is located inside
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the solenoidal magnet to minimise the dead material encountered by particles in their

path to the calorimeter	

The electromagnetic part of the LAr uses �	�mm thick plates of lead as absorbing material�

sandwiching comparable thicknesses of sampling medium	 Its thickness varies between ��

radiation lengths in the more forward part� and �� radiation lengths in the central and

backward regions	 Except in the most backward wheel� the electromagnetic part of the

LAr is entirely surrounded by the hadronic section	 Re�ecting the greater length of

time taken for hadronic showers to develop in a medium� the plates in the hadronic LAr

are each ��mm in thickness� and are made from stainless steel	 The sampling cells are

approximately �mm thick� and the overall coverage varies between �	� and 
 interaction

lengths	 The orientation of the absorber plates in both parts of the LAr is such that the

angle of incidence of a particle originating in the vertex region is always less than ��o	

The cells are therefore stacked parallel to the beam in the forward and backward regions�

and perpendicular to the beam in the central region	

The LAr contains around �� ��� read�out channels	 Both for the electromagnetic and

hadronic parts� the trigger combines and re�orders these into ��� towers� pointing to

the interaction region	 The energies and transverse energies in each tower are summed�

towers are combined� and the �nal energy sums are discriminated against programmable

thresholds that de�ne the trigger elements sent to the level � trigger	 Separate thresholds

may be set for channels� towers and �nal sums	 Acceptable rates have been achieved by

setting �nal thresholds of less than �GeV	

O��line� noise is eliminated by removing signals from channels that are isolated from

other activity	 The non�compensating nature of the hadronic calorimeter results in losses

at the ��� level� which are corrected using energy dependent weighting factors	 The �ne

segmentation of the calorimeter� and the di�erence between the locations and shapes de�

veloped by electromagnetic and hadronic showers� allows a highly e�ective e�� separation

of less than ���		 Measured in test beams ����� the resolution of the electromagnetic LAr

system was found to be ��E�
E
� ����p

E
� ����� with E in GeV� and that of the hadronic part�

��E�
E

� ����p
E
� ����	 The overall energy scale for the electromagnetic system is known to

��� from calibrations comparing the LAr energy measurement of the scattered electron in

DIS� with measurements made in the tracking detectors	 The hadronic scale is determined

using p
T
balance in DIS events� and is presently known to ��	
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����� The Backward Electromagnetic Calorimeter

Filling the region between the beam�pipe and the backward part of the electromagnetic

LAr� is the BEMC ����	 It is a conventional lead�scintillator sampling calorimeter� and its

principal purpose is the triggering and energy measurement of the scattered electron in

neutral current DIS events� with � �� Q� �� ���GeV�	 It is also used in the measurement

of the hadronic �nal state in low�x DIS and photoproduction processes	 The angular

range covered is ��� �  � ���o	 In order to aid the spatial resolution for electrons� a

Backward Proportional Chamber �BPC is mounted directly onto the front surface of the

BEMC �see �gure �	�� covering the region� ��� �  � ���o	 The BPC consists of four

planes of multi�wire proportional chambers �MWPCs� with the wires of alternate planes

o��set from one another by ��o	 It measures the impact position of particles entering

the BEMC to �	�mm	 Proton beam�induced background is vetoed using the ToF device

�section �	
� which is located behind the BEMC in the z direction�		

a b

c
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Figure �	�� The Backward Electromagnetic Calorimeter� �a� Cross�section in the beam
direction	 showing the layout of stacks� �b� and �c� Longitudinal views of a stack	 showing
the wavelength shifters �WLS� and photodiodes used for readout�

Figure �	�a shows a view of the BEMC in the z direction	 

 calorimeter stacks are

contained within a cylindrical barrel	 Of these� �� are square in cross�section and the

��During the winter shut�down prior to the ���	 run� the backward region of the H� detector was
upgraded� The BEMC was replaced by a high resolution lead��bre SPACAL calorimeter ����� which is
also able to ful�l the r�ole of the Time of Flight Device� The BPC has been replaced with a drift�cell
based tracker� giving improved spatial resolution and an additional measurement of electron momenta�
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remainder� at the inner and outer extremes� have triangular and trapezoidal cross�section

such as to make the most e�cient use of the available space	 In pro�le ��gures �	�b and c�

each stack consists of �� sampling layers� covering a total of ��	� radiation lengths	 �mm

depths of scintillator are sandwiched between �	�mm sections of lead absorber	 Atomic

excitations of the scintillating material produce electromagnetic radiation in the ultra�

violet region� which is shifted by a dye into the blue� and passed via wavelength shifters

to photodiodes� by which stage its wavelength distribution is centred at around ���nm	

�Long� wavelength shifters collect the light from the full length of the stack� and in order

to improve the reconstruction of the longitudinal pro�le of showers� light from the �nal

�� layers is also collected by broader �short� wavelength shifters� which are connected to

two photodiodes	

Each photo�diode corresponds to a read�out channel	 The trigger sums the analogue

signals to give a response for each stack at each bunch�crossing	 Two thresholds are

de�ned for the stacks� the lower of which is intended to be as low as possible within

noise constraints ��	�GeV in ����� and the higher of which was �	�GeV in ����	 Any

stack with energy greater than the higher threshold is combined with all adjacent stacks

that are above the lower threshold to de�ne a cluster	 Pre�de�ned thresholds for cluster

energies� and for the energy deposited throughout the entirety of the BEMC de�ne the

trigger bits that are sent to the level � trigger	 In ����� the cluster threshold was �	�GeV

in combination with a track trigger� or �	�GeV for a stand�alone BEMC trigger	

Calibration of the BEMC is performed in data� using the kinematic peak technique���

and gives an overall energy scale that is known to �� for electrons	 Test beam results

����� along with cross�checks using H� data� show an electron energy resolution that is

parameterised by ��E�
E

� ��	�
E
� ����p

E
� ������ where the �rst term arises from constant

levels of noise in the electronics� the second term is due to sampling �uctuations� and the

�nal term is generated mainly by leakage due to �nite stack depth	 The comparatively

large stack cross�section of the BEMC means that the spatial position of a cluster is best

measured by the BPC	 Electron�hadron separation is performed o��line� based mainly on

lateral shower pro�les� and the isolation of clusters	

Since it only covers � � interaction length� the hadronic response of the BEMC is poor	

Around ��� of hadrons fail to interact in passing through the detector� and since the

minimal ionising signal is only � �
 above noise levels� they are not detected	 The

average pion deposits around ��� of its energy in the BEMC� and with detailed o��line

corrections� measurements can still be made	 The resolution for hadrons is of the order

��The energy spectrum of scattered electrons in DIS events has a pronounced peak near to the beam
energy� Monte Carlo techniques are used to tune the energy measurement to the expected shape�
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Figure �	�� The inner part of the H� detector	 showing the central and forward trackers	
and the full inner�backward region� The BPC is labelled 
backward MWPC�	 and sits on
the surface of the BEMC�

The H� particle tracking system divides into two distinct components� the central and

forward trackers	 The central tracker has a coverage in polar angle of �� �  � ���o�

whilst the forward tracker covers the region � �  � ��o	 With the BPC �section �	�	�

providing additional tracking information in the backward region� charged particle tracks

can be reconstructed throughout the rapidity range� ���� � � � ��
	 An illustration of

the full tracking region of H� can be found in �gure �	�	

Both the forward and central trackers contain mixtures of drift chambers and MWPCs	

The MWPCs have fast response times� and are used primarily as triggering devices	

Their resolution is limited to the wire spacing� and more accurate measurements of hit

coordinates can be made with drift chambers	 Digitisation of all drift chamber information

in H� is performed with F���� Flash Analogue to Digital Converters �FADCs ���	 These

have sampling frequencies of ���MHz� and hence� resolutions of the order of a few ns

on the times of arrival of pulses	 With drift velocities for electrons in the gas of around

�cm	s��� hits can be located to ��� � ���	m in the drift direction	 Building multiple

layers of drift cells allows detailed reconstruction of the trajectory of a charged particle�
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and staggering cells relative to one another resolves ambiguities as to which side of a

central sense wire a particle passed through	 The coordinate in the direction of the sense

wire may be inferred by charge division to �� �� of the wire length� provided it is read

out at both ends	 Momentum measurement is possible from the bending of the track in

the solenoidal �eld	 Particle identi�cation is performed from dE�dx measurement� and

with transition radiators	

����� The Central Tracker

Figure �	�� A section in the r � � plane of the Central Tracking Detector�

A longitudinal pro�le of the central tracker can be seen in �gure �	�� and a cross�section

is shown in �gure �	�	 The main feature is two large concentric drift chambers� CJC�

and CJC� ����� with wires strung parallel to the beam axis� such that the r and � coor�

dinates are best measured	 The CJCs have cells that are tilted by about ��o from the

radial direction� so that the drift direction for high momentum tracks is never far from

perpendicular to the track direction� and so that tracks of all momenta are sampled a

number of times	 CJC� has �� cells with �� sense wires each� and CJC� has �� cells� each

of which contains �� sense wires	

Along with hadron triggers from the LAr calorimeter� the CJC trigger ��
� is principally

responsible for triggering hard photoproduction events� both with and without a tagged
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electron� and other classes of events containing high p
T
tracks	 Using �� of the �� layers

in r� the trigger accepts tracks whose distance of closest approach to the origin in the

r � � plane it measures to be less than �cm	 Trigger elements are de�ned according to

multiplicity and numbers of tracks of either sign	

The best measurement of the z coordinates of central tracks is obtained from two thin

layers of drift chambers �CIZ� COZ ����� whose sense wires run perpendicular to the

beam�pipe� and whose drift �elds are such that ionisation drifts in the z direction	 The

CIZ is located immediately inside CJC�� and the COZ lies immediately outside it	 With

this additional information on the z coordinate of tracks� the design resolution on the

momentum of charged tracks in the central tracker is ��p�
p�
� �� ���	GeV��� with double

track resolution of � ���mm	

The presence of any track pointing to the nominal vertex region is established in the

majority of sub�triggers� using the z�vertex T� trigger element from the MWPCs in the

central tracker �CIP� COP ����	 The CIP detector is the innermost component of the

central tracker� and the COP is located immediately inside CJC�	 The mode of operation

of the z�vertex trigger is described in section �	�	�	

����� The Forward Tracker

As shown in �gure �	�� the forward tracker ���� is divided in z into three very similar

supermodules	 Each supermodule consists� in increasing z� of twelve layers of planar drift

chambers� a section of MWPCs� transition radiators and twelve layers of radial drift

chambers	

The planar drift chambers are split into four sets� each of which has three layers of

drift cells� with wires in the r � � plane	 The three layers in a set have sense wires

o�set from one another by ��o in azimuth� so that a space�point measurement can be

made	 The transition radiators consist of ��� closely spaced polypropylene �lms	 When

a charged particle crosses one of the boundaries in refractive index� it emits a soft X�ray

with a probability proportional to the Lorentz factor� �	 This makes transition radiators

particularly useful for e � � separation	 The photons are emitted at small angles to the

direction of the track� and cause ionisation principally by the photo�electric e�ect in the

gas of the subsequent radial drift chambers	 The transition radiation is therefore observed

as an enhancement in charge deposition in the �rst layers of the radial chambers	 The

radial chambers consist of �
 radially strung wires in each of twelve planes� the length of

which increases with z	 They provide an accurate measurement of the � coordinate and
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a more limited extraction of the radial coordinate from charge division	

The MWPCs in the �rst supermodule are used with the CIP and COP in the z�vertex

trigger	 The Forward Ray trigger ���� uses all MWPCs in the forward tracker� with the

CIP� to trigger forward going tracks using topological criteria	 The trigger searches for

�rays� in each of �� sections in azimuth and activates level � trigger elements when it �nds

a ray segment in three of the four modules used	

����� The z�Vertex Trigger

Most non�ep induced background can be removed by requiring the reconstruction of a

vertex in the interaction region	 The z�vertex trigger ���� is able to do this at the level �

trigger stage� and is used as one of the main triggers in the analysis that follows	 Signals

from the double cylindrical MWPC layers of the CIP and COP are used� along with the

double layer of the planar MWPC in the �rst supermodule of the Forward Tracker	

CIP
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FPC

Histogram

Track 1 Track 2

Track 3
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z
Beam-pipe

Particle tracks
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Figure �	�� An illustration of the mode of operation of the z�vertex trigger	 showing a
single segment in � for a hypothetical event� By combining information from any two of
the CIP	 COP and the MWPCs in the �rst supermodule of the Forward Tracker	 rays are
de�ned	 and extrapolated back to r � �	 where a histogram of the resulting positions in z
is made� The three genuine tracks give entries in the same bin	 whereas rays made from
wrong combinations form a random pedestal�

Figure �	� illustrates the principal on which the z�vertex trigger works	 The detector is

divided by the trigger logic into �� segments in �	 Rays are de�ned within each segment�
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corresponding to lines drawn through pairs of hits in any two of the three sets of chambers

used	 All possible rays are extrapolated to r � � and a histogram is logically built of the

resulting positions in z� in �� bins of �	�cm	 The histograms from di�erent � segments

are summed and the combined histogram is used in a fully programmable way to de�ne

trigger elements to be sent to the �rst level trigger	

Rays corresponding to true tracks give entries in the bin of the histogram corresponding

to the vertex position of the event� signi�cant above a relatively �at background from

wrongly identi�ed rays	 Background events with vertices outside the interaction region

develop no peak� and only the pedestal is visible	 A T� trigger element is de�ned� and

is set whenever there is at least one entry in the histogram	 The T� bit is e�cient at

recognising any activity whatsoever in the central region of the detector� and is used

by most sub�triggers for bunch�crossing identi�cation	 Peak signi�cance analysis on the

histogram is performed on�line� to de�ne further trigger elements and low multiplicity

triggers are set in the case where there are few entries in the histogram� but they are all

in the same bin	

��
 The Luminosity System

The H� detector is complemented with instrumentation along the beam�line in the electron

direction� in the form of a photon detector� and a low angle electron tagger� both of which

are illustrated in �gure �	
	 This system ful�ls the dual r�ole of measuring luminosities

����� and triggering on and measuring the energy of electrons scattered at extremely low

Q� �� ����GeV� for photoproduction analyses ����	 The luminosity system is used for

both of these purposes in the analysis parts of this thesis	

����� The Electron Tagger and the Photon Detector

Electrons scattered at very small angles to the beam�line are de�ected by the beam mag�

nets through an exit window and hit the electron tagger at z � �����m	 The electron

tagger consists of �� crystal calorimeters� covering �� radiation lengths	 Its acceptance is

de�ned by the �elds of the HERA magnets� and is highly sensitive to any change in the

x coordinate of the electron beam at the interaction point	 The issue of the acceptance

and resolution of the electron tagger is discussed in section �	�	�	

Photons leaving the interaction point collinear with the electron beam leave the beam�

pipe where it starts to bend� and enter the photon spectrometer	 This consists of the
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Figure �	
� A Bremsstrahlung event	 detected in the luminosity system� a� Top view of the
beam�line instrumentation	 showing the electron tagger �ET� and photon detector �PD�
in their positions relative to the interaction point �IP�� b� x� y projection of the electron
tagger� c� Side view of the photon arm	 consisting of a lead �lter �F�	 a water Cerenkov
counter �VC� and the main photon detector	 �PD�� d� x � y projection of the photon
detector�

main photon detector� along with a lead �lter for the removal of synchrotron radiation

and a water  Cerenkov counter� which provides a crude energy measurement� and removes

out of time photon showers	 The photon detector itself consists of �� crystal calorimeters

of the same design as those in the electron tagger and also covers �� radiation lengths	 It

is situated at z � ������m	

����� Luminosity Measurement

The luminosity collected by the experiment can be measured by several di�erent methods

����� from the radiative elastic process� ep� ep�	 Near to the poles of both the electron

and photon propagators� the elastic Bremsstrahlung process� whereby the electron radiates

a photon in the electromagnetic �eld of the proton� dominates over inelastic reactions	

Radiation from the initial and �nal state proton lines can be safely neglected� and at low

virtualities� the proton is well approximated as being point�like	 A precise calculation

of the cross�section in QED is then possible� and in the highly relativistic limit and

small angle approximation� the Bethe�Heitler formula ���� can be used to measure the
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luminosity� from the measured and acceptance corrected Bremsstrahlung rate� with a

theoretical uncertainty of less than �	��	 Due to the statistical limitations in using other

processes� measurements based on the Bremsstrahlung process are the only ones that are

currently competitive��	 The errors on the measured luminosities are then dominantly

systematic	

On�line� the luminosity is monitored in a way that is sensitive to instantaneous changes�

by counting events with coincident signals in the electron tagger and the photon detec�

tor	 In the very low Q� limit� the sum of the electron and photon energies from the

Bremsstrahlung process is constrained�

Ee � Ee� � E� ��	�

such that the selection of events with �� � E� � Ee� � ��GeV yields a relatively pure

sample	 The additional requirements that E� � �GeV and Ee� � �GeV ensures that the

sample is not corrupted by trigger thresholds or noise e�ects	

A more accurate luminosity measurement can be made o��line� with corrections for en�

ergy leakage from the edges of the electron detector	 Residual background from the

Bremsstrahlung of electrons from gas particles in the beam�pipe are subtracted statis�

tically using pilot bunch information	 A correction must also be made for the e�ect of

Proton Satellite Bunches� which appear at �	
ns intervals relative to the main bunch� and

are due to protons escaping during pre�acceleration and injection	 They can contain up

to ��� of the total proton current	 The error on the resulting luminosity measurement is

� ��� limited by the dependence of the electron tagger acceptance on the beam�optics	

An alternative method gives the best luminosity measurement available	 The Brems�

strahlung process is still used� but the measurement is based solely on the detection of

the scattered photon	 With a slightly higher energy cut of E� � 
GeV� the acceptance

of the photon spectrometer for the Bremsstrahlung process is � �
�� and is only weakly

dependent on the beam optics	 The absolute calibration and determination of resolution

for the photon detector is performed by comparison of the photon energy spectrum with

a Monte Carlo ��
� based on the Bethe�Heitler formula� and including a full simulation of

the HERA beam�line� and and the luminosity system	

The average luminosity is calculated using the formula�

L �
Ndata�!t�Nback�!t

ABH !t
��	�

where ABH is the acceptance for the Bethe�Heitler process� as measured using the Monte

Carlo	 Ndata�!t is the number of events collected in a time interval� !t� and Nback�!t is

��At ���� luminosities� typical Bremsstrahlung rates were � ��kHz�
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the corresponding number of electron�beam�gas initiated events	 Nback�!t is estimated

from the number of detected events in the electron pilot bunches� and the ratio of total

to pilot bunch currents�

Nback�!t �
Iall
Ipilot

Npilot�!t ��	�

��� The Time of Flight Device and Other Scintilla�

tors

Scintillator based detectors have intrinsically good time resolution� and are essential for

the removal of background at CTL�	 The principal purpose of the Time of Flight ho�

doscope �ToF ���� is the fast separation of ep collisions in the interaction region from

proton beam induced background originating upstream	

The ToF consists of two walls of plastic scintillator between the BEMC and the backward

end�cap of the iron �see �gure �	�� detecting particles arriving from either direction�	

The scintillator walls are sandwiched between layers of lead� whose purpose is the removal

of synchrotron radiation	 The device must operate in the �	��T �eld of the magnet� so

signals are ampli�ed using high �eld photomultipliers	 They are then discriminated in

NIM logic and information with a time resolution of � �ns results	 The signals are strobed

against prede�ned windows� corresponding to signal and background time periods� before

being sent to the level � trigger	

The principal of operation of the ToF is that particles originating upstream� associated

with proton beam induced background� arrive at the scintillator a time � jzj �c before

a bunch�crossing� where z is the location of the ToF relative to the interaction point	

Particles associated with an ep interaction arrive at a time � jzj �c after the bunches are

brought to collision	 The timing discrimination therefore improves with jzj� but at the

expense of angular coverage	 The ToF is located at z � ��m� which is just su�cient for

the e�cient separation of signal from background	 Its geometrical coverage of ���� �� � ��
�� is similar to that of the BEMC	 The e�ciency of the device for minimally ionising

particles has been measured to be �
� �� from studies of independently triggered beam

halo muons arriving nearly parallel to the proton beam	

Three main pieces of information are sent by the ToF to the Central Trigger for each

bunch�crossing� all of which correspond to a coincidence of hits in both scintillator walls

within the open period of a strobe window��
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Figure �	�� An illustration of a ��ns cycle in the operation of the Time of Flight hodoscope�
The Global window covers the full beam�crossing cycle� The Background Window is � ��ns
long and covers the period during which the proton beam	 of ���ns in size	 passes� Around
�ns after the end of the Background Window	 the Interaction Window begins� This is
� ��ns long	 and includes the point at which the electron beam	 of negligible size	 passes
the device�

Global Signal A pair of hits at any stage in the ��ns cycle	

Background Signal A pair of hits in the pre�de�ned background window	

Interaction Signal A pair of hits in the pre�de�ned interaction window	

Figure �	� shows how the three time windows are de�ned� relative to the times at which

the electron and proton beams pass the device	 Events triggered by the trigger element

from the ToF interaction window are analysed in chapters � and �	

Since the electron beam passes the ToF at similar times to particles from ep interactions�

signals in the Interaction Window are dominated by synchrotron radiation	 A further

Time of Flight device� similar to� but smaller than the one in the backward direction is

placed ��mm from the beam axis� in the vicinity of the forward muon toroid �z � �m�

and is known as the Forward ToF �FToF ����	 The FToF is sensitive to particles arising

from beam�gas and beam�wall interactions� as well as from secondary scattering of proton

remnants in ep interactions	 Global� Interaction and Background signals are sent to the

Level � trigger along similar lines to those of the ToF	 Where both sets of scintillators are

�red� the di�erence in timing between ToF and FToF signals separates ep interactions

from background arising from either beam	

H� is instrumented with two further sets of scintillators	 The �Veto Wall� is situated

backward of the iron return yoke� and consists of two double scintillator walls at z �

����m and z � �
��m	 Its purpose is the detection of hard penetrating background
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particles �almost exclusively muons� arriving with the proton beam	 Again� information

is sent to the level � trigger� allowing dead�time free removal of such background	

In the very forward direction� at z � ��m� the Proton Remnant Tagger �PRT surrounds

the beam�pipe	 It consists of two layers of scintillator� sandwiched between lead shielding�

and is used o��line for the identi�cation� at very large rapidities �� �� � �� 
� of particles

originating from proton fragmentation	 This makes the PRT very useful for di�raction

analyses �see section �	�	�	

�� Muon Detection

The outermost components of H� are devoted to the detection of penetrating muon tracks	

Surrounding the whole of the main body of the detector �see �gure �	�� the iron yoke

of the magnet is interleaved with instrumented slits� containing a total of �� layers of

limited streamer tubes� comprising the central muon system	 In the forward direction� the

Forward Muon Spectrometer provides supplementary muon detection and measurements	

Reconstruction e�ciency has been studied in the Central Muon System using samples

of cosmic muons which are triggered� and whose momentum is measured by the central

tracker	 E�ciencies of around ��� are found for muons with momenta above a threshold

of approximately �GeV	 The central muon trigger ���� uses � of the �� layers	 It divides

the system into inner and outer forward and backward end�caps� as well as forward and

backward barrel regions	 The trigger logic searches for coincidences of signals from the

layers in each of the � regions� requiring pre�programmed numbers of layers to show a

track segment	 Currently� a 	
�
layer condition is required in all regions except for the front

end�cap� where backgrounds are largest� and a �
�
layer coincidence requirement is set	

The very forward regions of the HERA detectors are subjected to the highest levels of

activity� and are therefore a complicated environment in which to trigger and reconstruct

particles	 For this reason� H� is instrumented with further muon detectors� in addition

to the instrumented iron� in the form of the Forward Muon Detector �FMD ����	 The

resolution on momentum of muons at low polar angles� when measured in the main

solenoidal �eld of H�� is poor� since the transverse motion with respect to the �eld lines

is small	 To provide an independent measurement� an iron toroidal magnet is included as

part of the Forward Muon system	

The following sections contain a detailed description of the FMD	 This serves to give an

impression of how the reconstruction chain of a typical component of H� works� and also
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provides the necessary background for chapter �� which is concerned with the Forward

Muon Trigger	

��	�� Overview of the Forward Muon Spectrometer
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Figure �	��� Schematic overview of the Forward Muon Spectrometer� �a� The full system
in r� z projection� �b� A single  layer in x� y projection� �c� Distribution of drift cells
within a layer in r � z projection�

The FMD is designed to provide identi�cation and momentum measurement of muons

produced at the vertex in the momentum range� � � p � ���GeV� with polar angles�

�o �  � ��o	 Multiple Coulomb scattering sets the lower bound on the momentum

measurement�
� and the upper limit is set by the degree to which a track can be bent in

the magnetic �eld of the toroid	 The muon signal from ep interactions is very small by

comparison with background levels	 As well as the high incidence of secondary hadronic

activity� there are also high rates of background muon tracks not originating from ep

interactions	 Cosmic rays� and beam�halo muons� passing through the detector in time

with� and almost parallel to the proton beam� are the main sources of muon background	

Beam halo muons arise from proton beam�gas and beam�wall interactions� well upstream

��A muon loses an average energy � �GeV in the main body of H�� before reaching the FMD� An
additional energy � ��	GeV� is lost in the iron toroid�
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of the detector	 Both beam�halo and cosmic muons are useful for calibrating the detector�

and measuring misalignments ���� ����	

x

y

Local
Coordinates

330Ω

Boundary

Sense Wire

Cell

To
pre-amplifier

Figure �	��� A section of an octant of a  layer	 showing the location of the sense wires�
The local coordinate system used within an octant is also illustrated� The local x and y
coordinates are de�ned such that the origin is at the beam�pipe�

The lay�out of the FMD in the r�z plane is shown in �gure �	��a	 Three pairs of planes�

or layers� of drift chambers are located on either side of the toroidal magnet	 Those layers

labelled  are designed to give an accurate measurement of the polar coordinate��� and a

more restricted measurement of �	 The drift cells in the layers labelled � are orthogonal

to those in the  layers� and are designed to be more sensitive to the � coordinate	 In

azimuth� each pair of planes is divided into distinct octants� as shown for a  layer in �gure

�	��b	 The number of drift cells per octant increases with distance from the interaction

point� between �� in � and �� in �	 Within an octant� a local system of coordinates is

de�ned� shown for a  layer in �gure �	��� such that the origin in local x and y is at the

beam�pipe� and the y direction points radially outwards along the axis of symmetry of

the octant	 As shown in �gure �	��c� each layer consists of two planes of drift chambers�

staggered from one another by half a cell	 A muon track can therefore be sampled up to

twelve times as it traverses the system	

The toroidal magnet is �	�m thick� has inner radius �	��m� and outer radius� �	�m	 Twelve

rectangular coils� each with �fteen turns of water cooled copper tubing and carrying a

current of ���A� provide a �eld of approximately �	�T	 The incident polar angle of charged

tracks is deviated in the magnetic �eld by ! � ��o�p� where p is the track momentum�

measured in GeV 	 Multiple scattering is the limiting factor for the momentum resolution�

except at very large momenta� where octant misalignments become important	

��All subsequent description of cell geometry refers to the � layers�
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��	�� The Forward Muon Drift Cells

Each drift cell has internal dimension in the local y coordinate of ��
mm	 There are

approximately �mm of dead material between cells	 The thickness of the cells in the

z coordinate is ��mm	 The length in the local x coordinate varies from ��cm for the

innermost cells� to ���cm for the outermost	 As illustrated in �gure �	��� each cell has a

central sense wire� stretched in the local x direction� such that the maximum drift distance

is always ��mm	 Pairs of adjacent sense wires are linked at one end by a ���" resistor	

The other end of the sense wire is read out� via a pre�ampli�er� and the cell through which

a particle passed is determined by charge division	

The sense wire is held at a higher potential than the outer edges of the cells� and the

resulting �eld is very uniform in the local y coordinate except near to the sense wire�

where it increases sharply	 A minimally ionising particle passing through a cell causes

primary ionisation of a small number of atoms	 The liberated electrons drift towards the

sense wire at a terminal velocity determined by collision rates with gas particles	 In the

�nal few hundred 	m nearest to the sense wire� where the �eld increases� the electrons gain

su�cient energy to cause secondary ionisation� and an avalanche of electrons ultimately

develops	 Since most of the ionisation takes place very near to the sense wire� a sharply

rising pulse develops� which passes in both directions along the wire� to the pre�ampli�ers	

Noble gases are generally chosen for drift cells� since they are more easily ionised than

polyatomic gases	 Small admixtures of polyatomic gases are also included� since their

rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom allow absorption of photons from electro�

magnetic showers� limiting the lateral extent of the avalanche	 The detailed choice of

gas mixture and drift �eld is determined by the requirements that the mixture should be

non��ammable� and that there should be a uniform drift velocity	 If the drift velocity is

too large� it limits the resolution� and if it is to small� triggering speed is compromised	

A drift �eld of ���Vcm��� with a gas mixture of ��	�� argon� �� carbon dioxide and

�	�� methane� provides a drift velocity� vdrift � �cm	s��� which is stable against small

variations in the �eld� or in pressure ����	

��	�� Reconstruction of Forward Muon Tracks

The pulses that are read out through the pre�ampli�ers pass via coaxial cables to FADCs�

which are remote from the detector	 Here� the signals are digitised in �	��ns time bins�

with a non�linear 
�bit scale� designed to provide the most accurate measurement for

small pulses	 The FADCs have a ��� time�slice memory� which recirculates until a readout
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instruction is received from the central trigger	 The full contents of the memory are then

passed to front end processors� where information on drift times and deposited charge is

extracted by the Q� t algorithm	

The Q� t algorithm ���� de�nes a hit as two successive rising digitisations above a pre�

de�ned threshold	 The start time of the pulse� and hence the drift time in the gas is

de�ned as the intercept of the steepest part of the rising edge of the pulse with the

pedestal	 Knowledge of the drift velocity in the gas enables extraction of the location

of the hit in the local y coordinate to ���	m�	 As the pulses travel along the sense

wires� they undergo dispersion in proportion to the total resistance that they encounter	

Integrating the charge collected at either end of the sense wire in a �xed number of time

bins from the start of the pulse determines which of the two possible cells was struck� and

provides a measurement to better than �� of the wire length of the local x coordinate	

There is still ambiguity as to whether a track passed above or below the central sense

wire	 This is resolved at the pair��nding stage of the reconstruction	

The FMD data is written to tape in its Q� ted format	 O��line� the reconstruction ����

takes place as a three stage process	 Pairs of hits within an octant from the two sub�

planes of a layer are �rst combined	 Multiple solutions are retained� except where a pair

candidate has a separation in the local y coordinate in excess of �	�cm	 Linking between

the layers on the same side of the toroid to produce track segments is the next stage	 Any

segment must contain at least one pair of hits and an unpaired hit from the two distinct

 layers	 All hits must be in the same� or adjacent octants	 �� cuts are used to determine

which of the possible segments to retain	 The �nal stage is to link segments from before

and after the toroid to produce �nal tracks	 Initially� pre� and post�toroid segments are

linearly extrapolated to the centre of the toroid� where the combination is rejected if the

segments do not pass within ��cm of one another in the radial coordinate� and ��o of one

another in azimuth	 For candidates that pass this cut� a momentum scan is performed�

allowing for the �eld of the magnet� multiple scattering� and either charge of muon	 The

minimum �� of the scan with respect to the track momentum de�nes the �nal momentum

measurement	 If the �� is too large� does not contain a minimum� or any of the hits in

the track can be used to give a better solution with other points� the track is rejected	

The resolution is currently estimated ��
� to be 
���p����p � �
� for tracks at �GeV�

rising to ��� at ���GeV	

�	This �gure applies for ���	 conditions�
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HERA Physics

This chapter contains background information on the physics of ep scattering� and dis�

cusses the main theoretical issues confronted with data from HERA	 A brief review of DIS

will be given� concentrating on the relevance of HERA data to the understanding of the

dynamics of the previously unmeasured low x regime	 This is followed by a discussion of

the photoproduction limit� in which Q� � �	 Searches for rare standard model and exotic

processes that can be carried out at HERA are reviewed in ����� and will not be covered

here	 A full discussion of di�ractive physics and its relevance to HERA will be given in

chapter �	

��� Deep�Inelastic Scattering

����� Kinematics of Deep�Inelastic Scattering

The diagram shown in �gure �	� de�nes the ��vectors used in the discussion of the

neutral current �NC DIS process� ep � eX	 The description of the process is based

on the assumption that the interaction proceeds via the exchange of a single point�like

electroweak gauge boson� which couples to a single charged parton within the proton	 The

exchanged boson has ��vector q� such that q� � �

In electroweak theory� the neutral current can be mediated either by a photon� or by a

Z� boson	 Since the propagator term in the amplitude has the form�

T � �

Q� �M�
��	�

where M is the mass of the intermediate boson� Z� exchange does not become signi�cant

by comparison with photon exchange until Q� � M�
Z� � ���GeV�	 Throughout most of
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Figure �	�� The neutral current Deep�Inelastic Scattering process via photon exchange	 in
the lowest order of QED� The four�vectors used in the de�nitions of kinematic variables
are shown�

the accessible kinematic range� Z� exchange is therefore strongly suppressed� and con�

tributes no more than �� to the cross�section� even at the highest Q� points measured at

HERA so far	

In the Charged Current �CC DIS process� ep� �eX� the exchanged boson is a W�� and

the �nal state electron of �gure �	� is replaced by a neutrino	 Since the W boson is also

massive� CC DIS also occurs signi�cantly only at the highest values of Q�	 CC events

are characterised by a large imbalance in �nal state transverse momentum� facilitating

the isolation of a sample of events with an unobserved �nal state neutrino� and the

measurement of a CC cross�section ����	

The kinematics of the inclusive electromagnetic DIS process are described using combi�

nations of the ��vectors of �gure �	� that are Lorentz scalars	 The centre of mass energy

of the ep system�

s � �k � p� ��	�

is �� ���GeV� for the HERA beam energies�	 The square of the ��momentum transferred�

Q� � �q� � ��k � k�� ��	�

de�nes the virtuality of the exchanged photon� and provides a scale in the interaction	

The dimensionless Bjorken scaling variable�

x �
Q�

�p�q
��	�

�This value applies for the ���� beam con�guration� of electrons at ���	GeV and protons at ���GeV�
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is interpreted as the fraction of the proton�s momentum carried by the struck parton�

provided that the parton is itself massless� and carries no transverse momentum	 The

deep inelastic regime may be de�ned as that region in which both Q� and p�q are large�

such that their ratio� x� is well de�ned	 The second Bjorken scaling variable is de�ned as

y �
p�q

p�k
��	�

In the target rest frame� y describes the fraction of the electron energy taken by the

exchanged boson	 In the centre of mass frame of the electron�parton system� it speci�es

the angle at which the lepton is scattered� according� to y � �� � cos ���	

The invariant mass of the hadronic �nal state �i	e	 the complete �nal state excluding the

scattered electron is denoted W � so that

W � � �q � p� ��	�

The quantities de�ned in equations �	� � �	� are not mutually independent	 Neglecting

the azimuthal degree of freedom� the kinematics of the inclusive scattering process at

�xed s can be completely described in terms of two independent variables	 In the limit

where the masses of the incoming particles are small by comparison with the centre of

mass energy� the kinematic variables are related by

Q� � sxy ��	�

W � � Q�
�
�� x

x

�
��	


����� The Born Cross�Section
 and Structure Functions

The most general considerations of invariance under the discreet and continuous trans�

formations of the Poincar#e group allow the inclusive di�erential electromagnetic	 cross�

section ep � eX to be expressed� in lowest order of QED� in terms of two Structure

Functions� F��x�Q
� and F��x�Q

�� which are dependent upon the spatial distribution of

electric charge within the proton�	 The structure functions are related to the ep cross�

section by

d�
ep�eX

dxdQ�
�

����
em

xQ�

h
xy�F��x�Q

� � ��� yF��x�Q
�
i

��	�

From similar symmetry considerations� it can be shown that F� describes the photo�

absorption cross�section for transversely polarised photons� 

T
� and F� is related to the

�This equality holds with �� � � de�ned by back�scattering of the electron�
�To describe the full neutral current� a third structure function� F�
x�Q

�� is added� which is parity
violating� and describes Z
 boson exchange�

�For a formal derivation� see for example ����
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sum of longitudinally and transversely polarised photon cross�sections� 

T
�


L
����	 Equa�

tion �	� can therefore be re�expressed in terms of one structure function and the photo�

absorption ratio�

R�x�Q� �


L
�x�Q�



T
�x�Q�

��	��

as

d�
ep�eX

dxdQ�
�

����
em

xQ�

�
�� y �

y�

� � � �R�x�Q� �

�
F��x�Q

� ��	��

In order to decouple R�x�Q� from F��x�Q
� in equation �	��� it is necessary to measure

the di�erential cross�section at a number of di�erent centre of mass energies of the ep

system ����	 At �xed beam energies� this is in principal possible through the study of

events with initial state QED radiation ����� though the sensitivity to R is limited by the

precision of the measurements	 In lower energy experiments� the size of R has been shown

to be negligible� by comparison with that of F� except at the highest values of y ����	 The

inclusive cross�section can thus be described to good approximation by a single structure

function� F��x�Q
�	 In HERA analyses to date� the value of R�x�Q� has been assumed

from previous measurement and evolved using QCD ����	

Equation �	�� gives the QED Born cross�section� for the lowest order DIS process in �em	

After small corrections for initial and �nal state electromagnetic radiation� this equation

is used to extract F��x�Q
� from the experimentally measured di�erential cross�section	

The structure function� F��x�Q
� has now been measured by H� at �
� points in the

x�Q� kinematic plane ����� in the range �� ���� � x � ���� and ��� � Q� � ����GeV��

some of which are shown in �gure �	�	

����� Scaling and the Quark Parton Model

The experimental observation ��� ��
� that at �xed x� F��x�Q
� has little� if any depen�

dence on Q� over a wide kinematic range� is known as scale invariance ����	 It can be

understood in models� such as the Quark Parton Model �QPM ����� that consider the

proton as having a sub�structure of non�interacting point�like constituents� termed �par�

tons�	 DIS processes are then treated as the incoherent elastic scattering of leptons from

charged partons within the proton	

The point�like nature of the interaction in the QPM leaves no scale in the process� and

leads automatically to scale invariance	 The scaling is expected to hold wherever the

�This is an equivalent statement to the Callan Gross relation ��	�� F� � �xF�� and leads to the
conclusion that the charged partons within the proton are spin half objects� The Callan Gross relation
is violated to the extent that R is non�zero�
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Figure �	�� F��x�Q
� as measured at HERA	 and in �xed target experiments	 as a function

of �a� Q� and �b� x� The curves shown represent a phenomenological �t performed by H�
in ���� � For clarity	 an arbitrary vertical displacement is added to each point in �a�	
c�x � ����n� ���	 where n is the x bin number such that n � � for x � �����

partons can be considered as stationary� i	e	 where the motion of the partons as bound

constituents is negligible	 For this reason� the model is formulated in the in�nite mo�

mentum frame of the proton	 It is� at �rst sight� surprising that the QPM can provide

a good description of data	 The partons concerned are never produced as free particles�

but are always con�ned within hadrons� implying that very strong parton�parton inter�

actions must exist	 This appears hard to reconcile with the fact that the QPM requires

bound quarks to be completely non�interacting	 The low energy con�nement property

and the scale invariance observed in the deep�inelastic regime can be simultaneously un�

derstood in terms of the fast running of the coupling constant� �s� that is peculiar to

the strong interaction	 Figure �	� shows a measurement of �s as a function of the main

scale in the inclusive DIS process� Q�	 At low Q�� the coupling constant becomes very

large� and partons are strongly interacting� a property which is known as infrared slavery	

However� in the high Q� limit� �s�Q
� � �� and once Q� has reached moderately large

values� the quarks within the proton can be considered to good approximation as being

non�interacting	 This high Q� behaviour is known as asymptotic freedom	
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Figure �	�� A measurement of �s as a function of Q
� from an analysis of jet rates in DIS�

The falling dashed curve is a prediction based on QCD in next to leading order� Taken
from ���� �

The observed x dependence of the structure function ��gure �	�b can be consistently

described in parton models ���� in which the proton consists of three valence quarks� a

sea of quark�antiquark pairs at low x� and gluons� responsible for binding the quarks and

generating the strong �nal state interactions that restore the observed colour con�nement	

Since the photon couples only to charged objects� F� can be expressed as a sum of charge

squared and momentum fraction weighted Parton Density Functions� fi�x�Q
�� for each

quark �avour� expressing the probability of �nding a quark of type i carrying a fraction�

x� of the proton�s momentum	

F��x�Q
� � x

X
i

e�i fi�x�Q
� ��	��

where the sum is over all active quark �avours	 The scaling property of the QPM implies

that in the region of asymptotic freedom� the parton densities of equation �	�� are a

function solely of the singlet �valence and non�singlet �sea quark distributions in the

proton� and are independent of Q�� so that F��x�Q
�� F��x	

Experimentally� gluons are observed to carry a signi�cant fraction of the proton�s momen�

tum	 The normalisation of the parton density functions should be given by momentum
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conservation� through the momentum sum rule�

X
i

Z �

�
dx x fi�x � � ��	��

such that the sum of all parton momenta is equal to the momentum of the proton	

However� when only the charged partons that can couple to the photon are considered�

around half of the proton momentum is unaccounted for	 The remaining momentum must

be carried by electrically neutral partons	

����� Scaling Violations

The QPM describes the proton as a distribution of asymptotically non�interacting charged

partons� giving rise to scale invariance	 Scaling is observed to hold exactly at values of

x � ���� but away from this value� detailed measurements have shown that F� displays a

slow evolution with Q� �see �gure �	�a	 This re�ects the fact that� even at large Q�� �s

is still �nite� and partons should really be regarded as weakly interacting	 In order to fully

understand violations of scaling in DIS data in general� and HERA data in particular� a

theory that describes the interactions between partons is required	

Quantum Chromodynamics �QCD is the gauge theory of the strong force	 The QPM

is equivalent to the zeroth order process in QCD� with higher order processes described

by a perturbative expansion in orders of �s	 Where the coupling constant is small� or

equivalently the hard scale in the interaction� Q�� is moderately large� the perturbative

expansion is convergent ����� and predictions can be made	 The study of F��x�Q
� is then

a quantitative testing ground for QCD	

For a given order� n� of perturbation theory� a full expansion for �F��x	Q��
� lnQ� would contain

terms of order �ns ln
mQ� and �ns ln

m ��x� with m � n	 A full QCD expansion is not

tractable� but di�erent terms in the expansion dominate in di�erent kinematic regions	

Analytic treatments are possible under a number of di�erent approximations� and the

dynamics in each case are expressed in terms of evolution equations� relating parton

distributions at one point in the kinematic plane to parton distributions at others	 HERA

data on F��x�Q
� provide an opportunity for detailed tests of the applicability of di�erent

evolution schemes over a very wide kinematic range	
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��� Phenomenology in the Low x Regime

The substantial rise in F� with decreasing x in the newly accessed low x regime ��gure

�	�b� becoming more signi�cant with increasing Q�� is the most striking feature of the

HERA DIS data	 Various schemes for perturbative QCD evolution in which the rise can

be explained have been proposed� and will be discussed in this section	

����� The DGLAP Evolution Mechanism

In the comparatively large�x kinematic region accessed by �xed target experiments �����

the evolution equations variously ascribed to Dokshitzer� Gribov� Lipatov� Altarelli and

Parisi �DGLAP���� describe the observed scaling violations well	

x

y
(y-x)

(a)

x

y (y-x)

(b)

Figure �	�� Illustrations of the splitting functions	 �a� Pqq�x�y and �b� Pqg�x�y The
quark coupling to the photon with momentum fraction	 x	 originates from a parent quark
or gluon with momentum fraction	 y� The splitting functions express the probabilities that
the parent parton will undergo each splitting	 as a function of the ratio of momentum
fractions	 x�y�

The quark density functions are split into a �avour non�singlet �valence distribution and

a �avour singlet �sea distribution	 The quark and gluon density functions are �tted

or inserted by hand from existing data� at a moderately large starting scale� typically

Q�
� � �GeV�� such that perturbation theory is valid	 These distributions are then evolved

to higher values of Q� by allowing partons to undergo QCD splitting processes� such

as those depicted in �gure �	�	 Quarks coupling to the photon from the non�singlet

distribution are modi�ed from those at the starting scale by the gluon Bremsstrahlung

process q � qg	 Those from the singlet distribution are modi�ed by both q � qg and

g � �qq	 The gluon distribution is driven by the processes q � qg and g � gg	 The
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iteration of splitting processes such as those in �gure �	� leads to a description of the low

x regime in terms of ladder diagrams such as that shown in �gure �	�a	

The result is three coupled integro�di�erential equations for the Q� dependence of the

quark singlet and non�singlet� and gluon density functions� known as the DGLAP equa�

tions�

dqNS�x�Q�

d lnQ�
�

�s�Q
�

��

Z �

x

dy

y

�
qNS�y�Q�Pqq

�
x

y

��
��	��

dqS�x�Q�

d lnQ�
�

�s�Q
�

��

Z �

x

dy

y

�
qS�y�Q�Pqq

�
x

y

�
� g�y�Q�Pqg

�
x

y

��
��	��

dg�x�Q�

d lnQ�
�

�s�Q
�

��

Z �

x

dy

y

�
qS�y�Q�Pgq

�
x

y

�
� g�y�Q�Pgg

�
x

y

��
��	��

where� for example� Pqq�x�y is a splitting function� describing the probability of a struck

quark of momentum fraction� x� originating via a gluon Bremsstrahlung process� from a

starting distribution quark with momentum fraction� y	 The splitting functions have been

calculated in leading order and next to leading order of QCD� and solving the DGLAP

equations leads� via equation �	��� to logarithmic dependences of the structure function

on Q�� such that F� falls with Q� at high x and rises with Q� at low x	 A physical

interpretation of the Q� dependence is that the spatial resolution of the virtual photon

increases with Q�� such that more and more partonic structure is revealed	 The splitting

mechanisms then result in a net migration of partons from high x to low x� at high Q�	

The DGLAP evolution equations formally sum terms contributing to F� with maximum

power of lnQ�� to all orders of perturbation theory	 The reduction of the full expan�

sion to sums of the terms in �ns ln
n�Q� is known as the leading logarithm approximation

�LLA�Q�	 The kinematic region of validity of DGLAP evolution is that in which per�

turbation theory is applicable� and all terms involving powers of ln���x may safely be

neglected�

�s 	 � ��	��

ln
�

x
	 ln

Q�

Q�
�

��	�


DGLAP evolution is thus expected to be valid for large Q� and intermediate to large

x	 Parameterisations based solely on DGLAP evolution� for example� those of Martin�

Roberts and Stirling����� have been successful in the description of all HERA data to date�

provided that parton distributions at the starting scale show a rise with decreasing x in the

low x region	 An equally successful phenomenological �t to HERA and �xed target data is

obtained by Gl$uck� Reya and Vogt �GRV����	 A modi�ed approach to DGLAP evolution

is taken in an attempt to generate the parton distributions throughout the kinematic plane
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from a starting point representing the valence structure only� at a very low starting scale

of Q�
� � ���GeV�	 Even at the lowest values of x� the GRV parameterisation is able to

describe HERA data well� though a small admixture of valence gluons are required and

since �s must be large at the starting scale� the use of the standard perturbative approach

of DGLAP evolution is generally considered to be questionable	

In the low x limit� the dynamics of parton distributions are governed principally by the

behaviour of the gluon distribution� g�x�Q� �see section �	�	�	 The non�singlet quark

distribution can safely be neglected� and the singlet quark distribution is driven by the

rapidly rising gluon distribution	 Under such circumstances� predicting the behaviour of

F��x�Q
� reduces to predicting the behaviour of the gluon distribution	 Ball and Forte

have noted ��
� that in the double limit of large Q� and small x� the DGLAP evolution

equations can be reduced to a wave�like equation for xg�x� which is analytically soluble�

and speci�es the behaviour of F� in the region� depending on the boundary conditions

imposed by constraining the gluon distribution at the starting scale	 Provided only that

the starting gluon distribution is soft �i	e	 g�x�Q�
� � x�� as x� �� the resulting low x

behaviour of the gluon distribution is always similar� and yields a scaling behaviour for F�

in the two variables� 
 �
q
ln �

x
ln�Q� and � �

q
ln �

x
� ln�Q�	 In the double asymptotic

limit of large 
 and large �� ln�xg�x� is predicted to be linear in 
� with a slope that

is independent of �� and �at in � at �xed 
� up to corrections of order ��� and ��
	

In the double limit� the gluon distribution� xg�x� is predicted to grow faster than any

power of ln ��x but slower than ��x	 H� data for F�� rescaled to remove sub�asymptotic

contributions� exhibit these scaling properties to within present experimental errors ����	

The BFKL mechanism of section �	�	� implies a steeper gluon distribution at the starting

scale	 Such hard boundary conditions would destroy the double scaling property	

����� The BFKL Evolution Mechanism

Terms in �ns ln
n���x in an expansion for F�� not described by the DGLAP equations� are

expected to become relevant to the description of QCD dynamics at su�ciently low x�

though it is not clear whether the appropriate limit is reached in the HERA regime	 In

the LLA���x� the leading term in ��x is considered at each order of perturbation theory	

Balitski� Fadin� Kuraev and Lipatov �BFKL assume that the low x region is dominated

by the splitting g � gg� such that �gure �	�a is a typical diagram contributing to F�	

The �scale dependent gluon density function� g�x�Q�� is related to the non�integrated

gluon distribution of the proton� f�x� k� by

xg�x�Q� �
Z Q�

�

dk�

k�
f�x� k� ��	��
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xn

Q2

kTn

xn-1 kTn-1

x

x1 kT1

(a) (b)

Figure �	�� �a� A ladder diagram contributing to the structure function	 F��x�Q
� at

low x� In DGLAP evolution	 the ladder is	 in general	 composed of both quarks and
gluons	 and there is strong ordering in transverse momentum	 kT 	 and weak ordering in
longitudinal momentum	 x	 of partons along the ladder� In the BFKL scheme	 gluons
only contribute� The strong ordering in kT is replaced by strong ordering in x� The
Double Leading Logarithm Approximation of section ����� implies strong ordering in both
quantities� The BFKL equation is formed by summing squared amplitudes such as that in
�b�� Cutting along the dotted line reveals the �nal states of �a��

where k describes the transverse momenta of gluons along the chain in �gure �	�a	 By

summing squared amplitudes� such as that in �gure �	�b� for all possible gluon insertions
�

the BFKL or Lipatov equation���� is obtained�

x
�f

�x

 KL � f ��	��

where the symbol � implies integration over x and kT 	 KL is the Lipatov kernel� corre�

sponding to a sum over terms of form �ns ln���x
n� and hence expressing evolution in x	

The BFKL equation can be solved analytically at �xed Q�� and leads via equation �	��

to the prediction that for the gluon dominated low x regime�

F��x�Q
� � x�
 ��	��

where

� �
���s
�

ln � ��	��

�Relating inclusive cross�sections 
�gure ��	a� to elastic amplitudes 
�gure ��	b� in this way is a
widely used technique� the validity of which follows from Unitarity via the Optical Theorem� For F�� the
relevant amplitude is that of forward virtual Compton scattering� Such ideas are expanded in section
������
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giving� � � ���	 Using the BFKL equation� the structure function at low x is then

predicted from the measured structure function at higher x and the same Q�	

The LLA in ��x is valid in the kinematic regime where

�s 	 � ��	��

ln
Q�

Q�
�

	 ln
�

x
��	��

where Q�
� is a moderate scale �� �GeV�	 The BFKL equation is thus applicable to the

region of the kinematic plane where both x and Q� are comparatively small	

����� The Double Leading Logarithm Approximation and the

GLR Equation

The observed rise in F� with decreasing x cannot continue inde�nitely� or unitary would

ultimately be violated	 It is usually assumed that the rising gluon distribution is even�

tually damped� in the large Q�� very low x limit� by the recombination process� gg � g	

Recombination is expected to become important where parton densities become so high

that gluons can no longer be considered to be independent	

For su�ciently large Q� and small x� terms in ln�Q� and ln���x are both important to

the behaviour of F�	 An appropriate framework in which to describe this region is o�ered

by the Double Leading Logarithm Approximation �DLLA� which formally sums all terms

of the forms ��s lnQ
�n� ��s ln ��x

n and ��s lnQ
� ln ��xn	

The nature of the ordering in transverse momentum� k
T
� and longitudinal momentum�

x� of partons in low x ladder diagrams such as that of �gure �	�a� is dependent upon

the evolution scheme used	 The LLA�Q� of DGLAP evolution implies strong ordering in

parton virtuality� and weak ordering in x� such that in �gure �	�a�

x � xn � xn�� � x� ��	��

Q� � k�Tn � k�Tn�� � k�T� � Q�
� ��	��

The LLA���x of the BFKL equation relaxes the strong ordering in kT in favour of ordering

in ��x such that

x	 xn 	 xn�� 	 x� ��	��

Q� � k�Tn � k�Tn�� � k�T� � Q�
� ��	�


�Problems with low kT cut�o�s 
validity of perturbation theory� and high kT cut�o�s 
Energy � mo�
mentum conservation� may modify the e�ective value of � such that it falls to around ��� � ���� See for
example �����
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The DLLA has strong ordering in both kT and ��x	

The evolution equation of Gribov� Levin and Ryskin �GLR ���� can describe the necessary

saturation of the parton densities within the framework of the DLLA	 If �s is kept �xed�

the GLR equation predicts an asymptotic gluon density at low x and large Q� of the form�

xg�x � e
�

h
��s
�

ln� �x ln
�
Q�

Q�
�

�i �
�

��	��

Recombination e�ects are expected to be small in the kinematic domain of HERA� since

gluon densities should not be su�ciently large ����	 However� interest in GLR evolution is

sustained by the possibility of the existence of localised regions of high density� or hotspots

����	

����� The Hadronic Photon and the Regge Limit

In the limit as Q� � �� no form of perturbative description is valid	 ep collisions are

therefore generally divided into two distinct classes according to the virtuality of the

exchanged photon	 The high Q� DIS regime is traditionally viewed in terms of a point�

like virtual photon probing the partonic structure of the proton target	 Interactions in

the photoproduction regime of vanishing Q� are well known to resemble hadron�hadron

collisions �section �	�	�	 This behaviour is understood in terms of the photon �uctuating

to a hadronic state before interacting with the proton �section �	�	�	 The appropriate

language with which to discuss photoproduction is then that of soft collisions between a

proton and a quasi�real hadronic photon	 At su�ciently small momentum transfers� t�

hadron�hadron cross�sections are best described in the framework of Regge phenomenology

�section �	�	 Such an approach is equally applicable to photoproduction interactions�

wherever the photon interacts through its hadronic component	

A sharp division between the perturbatively calculable and incalculable is unphysical�

and the hadronic interpretation of the photon has been extended to describe low x elec�

troproduction	 At low x� large longitudinal distances are involved in the interaction�

and even at large Q�� the photon may dissociate to a hadronic system at distances of

� ���fm in advance of the target in the proton rest frame at HERA ����	 In the Aligned

Jet Model ����� the photon splits to a q�q pair with a probability that is proportional to

��Q�� which are aligned along the ��p interaction axis with little relative p
T
	 By the

nature of the splitting� one of the quark pair can in general be considered to be �fast� and

	By the uncertainty principle� distance scales follow a ��x behaviour�
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undergoes little further evolution� whilst the second �slow� parton undergoes substantial

QCD development before being absorbed on the target	

In the Regge theory based model of Abramowicz� Levin� Levy and Maor �ALLM ����� F�

is related to the total photoproduction cross�section through ��
�


tot�p �W�p � lim
Q���

����em
Q�

F��x�Q
� ��	��

where W�p is the invariant mass of the �p system at the speci�ed values of x and Q�	

The divergence at Q� � � is controlled by including an e�ective propagator mass for the

photon� re�ecting its �nite spatial extent when interacting hadronically	 The valence and

sea components of the structure function are related to the pomeron ��
IP
 and reggeon

��
IR
 components of the total �p cross�section �see section �	�	�� such that


tot�p �W
� � A

IP
W ���

IP
������ � A

IR
W ���

IR
������ ��	��

F��x�Q
� � Aseax

���
IP
��� � Avalx

���
IR
��� ��	��

The virtual photon at low x has been observed to display similar characteristics ���� �����

to those of the real photon	 A direct comparison� using H� data� between photoproduc�

tion processes and DIS at low x� in terms of hadronic �nal state energy �ows and rates

of di�ractive processes is presented in ����	 Even at relatively large values of Q�� the

DIS data display similar topologies and proportions of di�ractive events to those of the

photoproduction sample	

Treatments of DIS in which the hadronic photon picture is used to complement the tra�

ditional point�like photon treatment �eg ����� will be instrumental in understanding the

manner in which QCD dynamics approach the non�perturbative limit at low x and low

Q�	 Regge theory� and its application to �p interactions� will be discussed in detail in

chapter �	

����� The Gluon Density of the Proton at low x

The dynamics of the low x region are principally dependent upon the behaviour of the

gluon density� xg�x	 Although the photon does not couple directly to gluons� various

methods have been used to infer the gluon density function from DIS data	

Phenomenological �ts to F��x�Q
�� based on DGLAP� or mixed DGLAP and BFKL

evolution� with assumptions for functional forms of the gluon� and singlet and non singlet
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Figure �	�� The gluon density	 xg�x of the proton at Q� � ��GeV�	 as extracted in
���� in the LLA�Q�� approximation� The points are extracted from F� data	 using the
Prytz method described in the text� The shaded area shows the results of a QCD �t using
DGLAP evolution	 and the solid line is the result of a mixed �t	 where DGLAP evolution
is used for x � ���� and BFKL evolution is used for x � �����

quark distribution functions at the starting scale� have been used to estimate xg�x to

next to leading order in QCD ����	

Under certain approximations to the evolution equations� the gluon density can be ex�

tracted from the measured F��x�Q
�� and its derivatives with respect to x and Q�	 For

example� the method due to Prytz ����� achieves this in the DGLAP framework� by assum�

ing that the low x quark distribution coupling to photons is dominated by the splitting�

g � �qq	 By Taylor expanding the splitting function� Pqg�x�y about x�y � ���� a predic�

tion for the gluon distribution is obtained	

�F��
x
�
� Q�

� logQ�
� ��

��

�s�Q
�

�
xg�x ��	��

which gives an approximation that is good to � ���� with the principal source of error

being the neglect of separate evolution of the singlet quark distribution	 A measurement

of xg�x� extracted by this method is shown in �gure �	�	 Fuller details� along with other

methods of extracting gluon densities based on derivatives of F�� can be found in ����	

The gluon density can also be measured from studies of photon�gluon fusion events� where

the hard sub�process is ��g � q�q �see section �	�	�	 In leading order of QCD� such
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processes give rise to a two�jet �nal state con�guration	 The gluon density in leading

order can be unfolded from the observed rate of such events� after statistical subtraction

of background from the QCD Compton process� ��q � gq� which also yields a two jet

�nal state	 A measurement of xg�x based on photon�gluon fusion rates is presented in

����	

All of the methods of measuring the gluon density described above give consistent results

for HERA data to within errors� and a strong rise with decreasing x is common to all

measurements	 It can be seen from �gure �	� that the gluon density rises by a factor � �

between x � ���� and x � ���		

Whilst the data are not yet su�ciently accurate to discriminate between evolution schemes�

the form of the gluon distribution is consistent with the BFKL prediction of equation �	���

with a weak constraint on the hardness of the x dependence� ��� �� � �� ���	 Since the

DGLAP equations evolve the structure function in Q� only� they do not directly predict

x dependencies� and the gluon density at low x depends upon that assumed at the start�

ing scale	 As discussed in section �	�	�� a number of parameterisations based solely on

DGLAP evolution provide a good description of DIS data	

����� Concluding Remarks
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Figure �	�� A schematic illustration of the x � Q� kinematic plane	 and the various
evolution schemes that may describe the dominant dynamics in di�erent regions�
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A brief review has been given of the phenomenology of the HERA low x regime� and of the

di�erent possible approximations to a full perturbative QCD expansion that may apply in

di�erent regions of x�Q� space	 The kinematic limits of applicability for each scheme are

not well de�ned� though �gure �	� gives a qualitative picture of how the approximations

�t together	

At present� HERA data is equally well described by the DGLAP mechanism� or by a

mixture of BFKL and DGLAP evolution ����	 Future measurements of F��x�Q
� may

enable more exacting tests� and determine whether BFKL dynamics are visible at the

values of x reached at HERA	 The �nal states produced in DIS are also sensitive to the

dominant dynamics at low x ����� but they will not be discussed here	

��� Photon Physics

�����fty years of conscious brooding have brought me no closer to the answer to the ques�

tion	 �What are light quanta�� Of course	 today	 every rascal thinks he knows the answer	

but he is deluding himself �� A	Einstein� ����

����� Introduction

Since the di�erential ep cross�section contains a propagator term of the form ��Q�� HERA

physics is dominated by very low Q� electroproduction� usually termed photoproduction	

By factoring out the photon �ux using the Weizs$acker�Williams approximation �see section

�	�	�� cross�sections for the scattering of real photons from the proton can be extracted

from those measured in ep interactions at vanishing Q�	 HERA thus o�ers an excellent

arena for the study of the photon at high energy�	

The understanding of photons� as the interacting quanta of the electromagnetic force�

dates back to the earliest years of Quantum Mechanics	 Quantum Electrodynamics �QED

is the modern theory of photons and their interactions with matter	 The essential ingre�

dient of QED is that photon couplings must be modi�ed by corrections in a power series

in �em� to account for interactions of the photon with the electromagnetic �eld of the

vacuum	 QED is the most successful theory that we have� having been tested with ex�

treme precision in a variety of di�erent experiments over a very wide range of energy	 For

�A typical real photon originating from the electron beam at HERA has a laboratory energy of around
�	GeV� giving a 	p centre of mass energy 
W�p� of around ���GeV� In terms of hadron�hadron collisions�
only data for pp and �pp collisions exist at such energies�
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example� QED predicts that the Land#e g�factor of leptons� identically � in Dirac theory�

is subject to small corrections due to vacuum interactions	 g�factors can be obtained ex�

perimentally by measurement of spin precession frequencies when a particle is subjected

to a uniform external magnetic �eld	 The g factor for the electron has been measured

to a precision of one part in ���� using a low temperature trapping device ����� whilst

that of the muon has been extracted to one part in �� in a muon storage ring at CERN

����	 In both cases� the measured value is correctly predicted by QED	 Indeed there is no

experimental evidence for any departure from QED predictions for photon interactions�

based solely on the electrical and magnetic properties of interacting particles� and of the

vacuum	

����� The Hadronic Behaviour of Photons

At su�ciently high photon energies �� �me� the e
�e� pairs generated in QED photon

splittings may materialise as real particles	 This is the most trivial example of the photon

interacting in a resolved way� rather than through its bare state	 As experiments reached

GeV scales� photons were still generally treated as point�like quanta� with all physical

detail revealed being assumed to be associated with the target	 However� it increasingly

became apparent ��
� that photon�hadron interactions showed broadly similar character�

istics to hadron�hadron collisions� but with cross�sections reduced by a factor � �em	 Soft

collisions� typical of peripheral strong interactions� yielding entirely hadronic �nal states

of low p
T
were observed to dominate	 At high energies� the total cross�section for photon

interactions with nuclei� �A � X� where A denotes the atomic number of the target

nucleus� ceases to scale linearly with A� as would be expected for a point�like electromag�

netically interacting photon	 Instead� it follows a lesser power of A ����� indicating that

processes in which the photon interacts strongly� near to the surface of the nucleus are

dominant	 This phenomenon is known as nuclear shadowing	 The exclusive yield of �nal

state hadrons with identical quantum numbers to the photon �i	e	 vector mesons was

also signi�cantly larger than would be expected for a bare photon	

����� The Vector Dominance Model

The observation that the photon may behave in a similar way to hadrons led to the idea

of a two component state vector�

j�i � p
Z	 j�Bi�

p
�em jhi ��	��
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where j�
B
i is the bare photon� interacting only electromagnetically� jhi undergoes conven�

tional strong interactions� and ���Z	 expresses the probability that the photon behaves

hadronically	 At HERA energies� interactions between real photons and hadronic matter

are expected to be heavily dominated by the hadronic component	

Any hadronic manifestation of the photon must have the same quantum numbers as the

bare state� JPC � ���� and zero charge� strangeness and baryon number	 This has

been con�rmed experimentally in the study of quasi�elastic photon interactions �
��	 The

Vector Dominance Model �VDM� �rst formulated by Sakurai �
��� provides a description

of the hadronic component of the photon	 The state� jhi� is treated as a superposition of

the three vector mesons known at the time� ������ ���
�� and ������� roughly�� in the

ratio �����	 The model is built from three principles�

 When interacting� jhi is a superposition of vector mesons� with relative contributions

proportional to g�mv� where g is the coupling of the vector meson to the photon�

and mv is the mass of the vector meson	

 Any photon surviving an interaction as a hadron remains a superposition of vector

mesons	

 As predicted by unitarity� the optical theorem �see section �	�	� relates the forward

elastic �di�ractive cross�section to the total �absorptive cross�section	

The VDM has been generalised �
�� to include other vector mesons ��������� J��������

%����� 			� and further extended �
�� to a continuum of unbound states with appropriate

quantum numbers ������ ������� �KK� �NN etc		 It has proved successful in giving

at least a phenomenological description of high energy processes involving photons	 For

example� the VDM predicts for the total �p cross�section �
��


�ptot �
��em
��


�ptot �
�

���

�ptot �

�

���

ptot ��	��

where � is an e�ective coupling of the photon to the � meson� with a correction for �

and � contributions	 The �nal equality follows from use of the additive quark model �
���

in which coupling strengths are determined by numbers of valence quarks	 This relation

between the total �p and �p cross�sections is demonstrated to hold approximately in

section �	�	�	

�
These ratios are asymptotic predictions based on the SU
�� �avour wave�functions of the vector
meson states� There are strong corrections in the photoproduction regime� mainly due to interference
between the 
 and � states �����
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����� The Structure of the Photon

The partonic structure of the photon has been measured �
�� in e�e� colliders� by studying

interactions in which a virtual photon associated with one of the beams probes a real

photon radiated from the other	 A structure function� F �
� �x� � Q

�� analogous to that of

the proton can be de�ned	 The photon�s structure function is observed to di�er from those

of conventional hadrons� in that it does not fall rapidly with increasing x� but is relatively

�at for most values of x� 	 This can be qualitatively understood in terms of the evolution

processes that take place during the �uctuation of the photon to a hadronic object	 Any

resolved manifestation of the photon must originate from the point�like QED process�

� � q�q� whilst any subsequent development of the q�q pair is a consequence of QCD	

The relative transverse momentum squared� p�
T
of the q�q pair provides a scale for QCD

processes� which de�nes the coupling strength in the same way that Q� did in �gure �	�	

Where p
T
is small� the coupling strength is large� the q�q pair interact strongly with one

another� and the resonant ��� states of the VDM are ultimately built� in a perturbatively

incalculable way	 However� the process � � q�q gives rise to a wide spectrum in relative

p
T
� reaching into the regime where the coupling strength becomes small and the q�q pair

are asymptotically free	 At high p
T
� the resolved photon no longer behaves in the way

predicted by the VDM	 Instead� the perturbative scale ensures little QCD development�

and a signi�cant fraction of photon interactions take place at large values of x� 	 The

result is a harder overall structure function than is the case for conventional mesons	

(a) (b) (c)

Photon
Fragmentat ion

Region

Proton
Fragmentat ion

Region

Central
Region

p

γ γ
γ

p p

Figure �	
� Examples of �a� Direct	 �b� VDM Resolved and �c� Anomalous resolved pho�
ton couplings in hard photoproduction processes at HERA� Resolved couplings are charac�
terised by the presence of a photon remnant�

The resolved structure of the photon is often divided into two components� such that
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equation �	�� is extended to

j�i � p
Z	 j�Bi�

p
�em jhi�p�em jhanomi ��	��

where jhi describes a structure typical of bound�state mesons� as expected in the VDM�

and the additional term� jhanomi denotes the anomalous� perturbative part of the pho�

ton structure	 The de�nition of the boundary in p
T
between the VDM and anomalous

components is somewhat arbitrary	 Examples of direct� resolved and anomalous photon

couplings at HERA are shown in �gure �	
	

Figure �	�� The distribution in x� of a sample of two jet photoproduction events	 taken
from ���� � The dashed line shows a Monte Carlo prediction for the direct photon con�
tribution� The full line is a prediction for quark induced resolved processes	 based on
measurements in two�photon experiments	 and corresponding to the sum of the VDM re�
solved	 and anomalous resolved contributions� The gluon distribution of the photon is
inferred from the di�erence between the points and the sum of the two quark�based Monte
Carlo predictions�

The partonic structure of the photon can be investigated at HERA through the study of

the photoproduction of high p
T
jets	 The jets are interpreted as originating from hard

scattering processes between a single parton from the proton and a single parton from the

photon	 Jet cross�sections are then sensitive to the parton distributions of the photon�

via unfolding methods in which parton�parton cross�sections� calculated in QCD� are

convoluted with the measured parton distributions of the proton	 In contrast to photon�

photon scattering experiments� hard photoproduction events can be induced by gluons as

well as quarks	 By comparing parton densities measured in photon�photon experiments

with jet�jet cross�sections in photoproduction� measurements of the gluon density of the

photon have been made at HERA�

�	 The distribution of the fractional momentum� x��

carried by the parton from the photon entering the hard scattering in events with two
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centrally produced jets is shown in �gure �	�	 Contributions from direct� resolved quark

and resolved gluon induced interactions are clearly observed	

��� Summary

Both through cross�section measurements� and analyses of �nal states� data from HERA

provide the most detailed testing ground� in the widest kinematic range yet� for the

understanding of QCD	 Detailed measurements of the partonic structures of the proton

and photon have already been made	 The structure function� F��x�Q
�� has been observed

to display a sharp rise in the newly accessed low Bjorken�x regime� which has been shown

to be principally generated by an equally sharp rise in the gluon density function	 Both

�xed target� and HERA data for F� can be well �tted� using parameterisations based on

evolution in Q� or mixed evolution in Q� and ��x	 No evidence has yet been found for

saturation of the gluon distribution	

Future measurements at H� and ZEUS will extend the kinematic range of measurement

of F� to lower values of Q� at �xed x��� and with increased statistics� to values of Q� close

to the kinematic limit�� of s � ���GeV�	 �s�Q
� decreases by at least a factor of two

in the accessible kinematic regime� and at the highest Q�� non�perturbative e�ects are

truly negligible	 The possibility of running the accelerator at di�erent beam energies may

allow measurements of the longitudinal structure function of the proton� FL�x�Q
� �

R�x	Q��
��R�x	Q��

F��x�Q
�� and the HERMES experiment will obtain information on the spin

structure of the nucleon	

The study of interactions of the hadronic photon with protons has been possible using

the Q� � � limit of ep collisions	 Measurements have been made that allow� for the �rst

time� an extraction of gluon densities for the photon	 These too will be improved by the

collection of larger luminosity samples� and better understanding of systematic errors	

This chapter has given a broad overview of the main aspects of proton and photon physics

that are accessible at HERA	 In the following chapter� a more detailed discussion of the

third major area of interest in HERA physics� that of the structure of the pomeron� is

presented	

��The SPACAL extends the H� upper limit in � of acceptance for the scattered electron from � ���o

to � ���o�
��At this value of Q�� the spatial resolution is � ����	m�
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Chapter �

Di�raction

��� Introduction

The study of hadron�hadron interactions at low momentum transfers has been one of the

central themes in the development of particle physics	 In the absence of any hard scale�

perturbative QCD is not applicable� and the phenomenological models that have been

instrumental in the development of the �eld very often still give the best descriptions

available	 A consistent description of peripheral strong interactions is o�ered by Regge

theory� in which scattering processes are described in terms of the exchange of virtual

mesons	 The interpretation in the framework of Regge theory of elastic scattering at high

energies has long been problematic� in that none of the known mesons can be used to

describe observed cross�sections	 The introduction of a vacuum or di�ractive exchange�

known as the pomeron� to describe total� elastic� and low mass inelastic cross�sections

has proved highly successful�
��� though the nature of the object exchanged is not deter�

mined	 The observation of high p
T
di�ractive jet production �������� supports a partonic

interpretation� though the parton distributions are not well constrained	

Interactions consistent with a di�ractive interpretation have been observed throughout

the Q� range at HERA� and the hermetic coverage o�ered by the detectors has allowed

the �nal states produced to be fully contained	 Di�ractive photoproduction is relevant

to the understanding of the high energy hadronic nature of the photon in the VDM	 In

di�ractive DIS� the hard scale provided by the virtuality of the photon probe facilitates

a study of the deep�inelastic structure of the exchange	

In this chapter� the ideas that lie behind Regge theory are surveyed�	 The application

�Regge theory is the theory of the complex angular momentum plane� No attempt at a detailed
description of its formalism is o�ered here� though it can be found� for example� in �����
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to the cases of elastic� total� and di�ractive dissociation cross�sections is then discussed�

concentrating on the speci�c case of the �p system	 Finally� recent measurements of the

di�ractive contribution to the proton structure function� and of the partonic structure

of the pomeron are brie�y reviewed	 The additional constraints on the nature of the

di�ractive exchange that can be obtained in the study of jet production and �nal state

energy �ows will not be considered here	

��� Hadron�Hadron Interactions

����� Soft Strong Interactions

Figure �	� showed the dependence of the strong coupling constant� �s� on the main DIS

scale� Q�	 In hadron�hadron interactions� the appropriate scale for QCD is also set by the

momentum transferred	 At large momentum transfer� corresponding to hard interactions�

the coupling constant is small� making perturbative QCD in low order applicable for

calculations	 At low momentum transfer� the coupling constant becomes large� such that

a perturbative expansion is no longer appropriate	 In this non�perturbative regime� the

phenomenological approach of Regge theory ���� gives the best description of hadronic

cross�sections that we have	

It is the size of �s in long range interactions that gives rise to the con�nement of strongly

interacting particles inside hadrons	 At low momentum transfers� the sub�structure of

hadrons is not resolved� and the residual strong interaction takes place between com�

posite hadrons� rather than between the quarks and gluons that compose them	 The

con�nement aspects of QCD can be incorporated in a picture in which the peripheral

strong interactions that take place between composite hadrons are not viewed in terms

of single gauge boson exchange� but as being due to the exchange of groups of coloured

partons� comprising virtual hadrons that are net colour singlets	

����� s and t Channel Processes

The general two�body scattering process� AB � CD can be discussed in terms of two

independent invariants	 It is convenient to work in terms of the Mandelstam s and t

variables� de�ned by

s � �A�B� � �C �D� ��	�

t � �A� C� � �B �D� ��	�
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(a) (b)

Figure �	�� Diagrammatic representation of a� a generalised s channel process	 and b� the
equivalent t channel crossed process�

where A�B�C� and D denote the ��vectors of the initial and �nal state hadrons	 The

variable� s� is the square of the centre of mass energy of the interaction� and t� which is

negative� gives the square of the ��momentum transferred between the interacting parti�

cles� A and B	

In �eld theories� interactions are described in terms of intermediate states� occurring

either as exchanges or as resonances	 For the purposes of this discussion� the generalised

s channel process� AB � CD� will be de�ned as the exchange case� shown in �gure �	�a	

Using crossing symmetry� the related t channel process� A �C � �BD of �gure �	�b� can

be described with the same amplitude� though the two processes take place in physically

disconnected regions of s and t space	 The amplitudes for the two processes are identical�

provided that s of �gure �	�a is replaced by t for �gure �	�b� and vice versa	 i	e	

TAB�CD�s� t � TA �C� �BD�t� s ��	�

The existence� and approximate mass of the � meson was anticipated by Yukawa ���� in

an attempt to understand the limited range of the nuclear force in terms of the exchange

of massive particles	 Since the uncertainty principle relates the range� r� and mass� m� of

the exchanged particle� according to r � ��m� a model in which only the lightest mesons

are considered is able to describe only the long�range� highly peripheral components of

an interaction	

In �eld theoretic formulations of exchange ideas� for example� the One Particle Exchange

model ����� where single � exchange is treated in a similar way to photon exchange in

QED� the amplitude for an exchange must contain a propagator term� of the form

T �s� t � g�

m�
 � t

��	�
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where g is the magnitude of the coupling of the propagator to the external particles� and

there is a singularity� or pole in the unphysical� t � �� region of the s channel diagram

where t � m�
	 The amplitudes for peripheral s channel processes� where � exchange is

dominant� are well described� via equation �	�� in terms of a continuation of the amplitude

for the resonance production of � mesons in the crossed t channel process	

����� Regge Trajectories and s�Channel Amplitudes

The modern generalisation of Yukawa type models is Regge Theory	 A complete descrip�

tion of the short� as well as long range parts of an amplitude should sum contributions

from all possible exchange particles with appropriate quantum numbers	 Such particles

may be viewed as angular momentum excitations of the lowest lying state� such that

the angular momentum and mass�squared of contributing exchange particles are simply

related by a Regge trajectory	 In the original Regge theory of non�relativistic potential

scattering ����� and its generalisation to relativistic particle physics ���� ����� angular mo�

mentum is treated as a continuous complex variable� ��t� with physically observable t

channel resonances occurring only at physical values of spin� such that Re���t� is an inte�

ger or half integer	 Stable hadrons have pure real values of ��t� whilst unstable hadrons

have an imaginary component that is related to their decay width	 Bound states therefore

lie near to the real axis of ��t	 In general� the locus of a trajectory is found to be a linear

path in spin�mass squared space�� such that the trajectory in the t channel� or at small

jtj in the s channel can be written

��t � ��� � ��t ��	�

As an example� the trajectory for which the � meson is the lowest lying state is shown in

�gure �	�	

t�channel amplitudes may be computed by decomposition into partial waves of di�erent

angular momentum

T �s� t �
�X
l��

��l � � Tl�t Pl�cos  ��	�

where Tl�t is the amplitude for the lth partial wave� and Pl�cos  is the Legendre poly�

nomial for angular momentum� l	 In continuing the amplitude to describe the s�channel�

where cos  � �� equation �	� may be re�expressed as a sum over poles of the form

of equation �	� for each partial wave	 When expressed in terms of contributing Regge

�The linearity of trajectories can be qualitatively understood in terms of QCD� if mesons are modelled
as a simple pair of massless quarks connected by a rotating string� See for example �����
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trajectories� the pole in the lth partial wave may be written

Tl�t � ��t

l � ��t
��	�

where ��t denotes the trajectory exchanged� and the residue function� ��t describes the

coupling of the pole to the external particles	 In the asymptotic limit where s�� and

t�s� �� the leading dependence on s of the contribution to the amplitude of a trajectory�

��t� is given by	

T �s� t � ��t

�
s

s�

���t�
��	


where s� de�nes the energy scale on which s must be large� typically taken to be � �GeV�	

For a process that is dominated by the exchange of a single trajectory� the di�erential

cross�section can then be expressed as

d


dt
� �

s�
jT �s� tj� ��	�

� f�t
�
s

s�

����t���
��	��

Despite being essentially a phenomenological model� with no real basis in QCD� Regge

theory is able to provide accurate predictions for the s and t dependencies of a wide range

of hadronic interactions at low momentum transfer� over many orders of magnitude in s

�����	 Consider� for example� the charge�exchange reaction� ��p� ��n� and its t channel

crossed equivalent� ���� � �pn	 The leading trajectory appropriate to these amplitudes

is that of the � meson� which is shown in the Chew�Frautschi ���� plot of �gure �	�	 The

linear trajectory constructed through the t channel resonances extrapolates well through

the t � � exchange points at low jtj� measured directly in the s channel process	 The

cross�section for ��p� ��n is well described by the form� �	��� with ��t � ���t

����� t Dependences and Shrinkage

Using the low jtj parameterisation of equation �	�� the s channel cross�section of equation

�	�� may be expressed as

d


dt
� f ��t

�
s

s�

�������� � s

s�

����t
��	��

If the dependence of the propagator couplings on t is small� then at large s� the t depen�

dence must be dominated by the �nal term of equation �	��	 Since t is negative� and

�There are many reasons� independently of Regge theory� to expect the scattering amplitude to have
the leading behaviour of equation ���� See� for example �����
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Figure �	�� Chew�Frautschi plot of the � trajectory	 ���t� The data shown with triangles
at negative t are measured in the charge exchange reaction	 ��p � ��n	 and are taken
from ���� � The line drawn is ��t � ���
� � ��

�t	 �tting through the natural G�parity	
JPC � ��� states	 � and �	 �closed points�� An extrapolation of the trajectory at positive
t �ts well through the points at negative t� Related states with positive parity or negative
G�parity	 that are added to the � trajectory to form the more general exchange�degenerate
leading meson trajectory	 the Reggeon	 �

IR
�t	 are shown as open points�

�� must be positive� d
�dt falls sharply at large s� from a maximum at t � �	 Regge

theory thus predicts that as the centre of mass energy increases� the forward �t� � peak

becomes sharper� or shrinks	 A physical interpretation of this fact is that as s increases�

more and more partial waves of higher and higher angular momentum contribute to the

scattering process	 The Legendre polynomials that describe each partial wave have faster

variations with cos  as the angular momentum increases� and hence� stronger depen�

dences on t	 The forward peak� which is the only place where all partial waves add more

or less coherently� must therefore become more pronounced as the centre of mass energy

increases	

Shrinkage of hadron�hadron cross�sections is an experimentally well observed phenomenon

�����	 The fast variation of cross�sections with t at �xed s is found to be well described
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at low jtj by an exponential parameterisation	 Equation �	�� may be re�expressed as

d


dt
� f ��t

�
s

s�

��������
e
��� ln

�
s
s�

�
t

��	��

�
�
d


dt

�
t��

ebt ��	��

where b �� �� �� is known as the slope parameter�

b � b� � ��� ln
�
s

s�

�
��	��

and describes a logarithmic shrinkage of the forward peak for a process with centre of

mass energy	

��� Di�ractive Scattering

����� The Pomeran�cuk Trajectory

2

Σ
X

α

2

dσ

dt
el ~ 1

s2

2α(t) - 2
s~ ~1

s2

Figure �	�� A diagrammatic representation of a general elastic cross�section in terms of
a leading Regge trajectory	 ��t	 and its physical interpretation as a sum over t channel
intermediate states	 X�

Equation �	�� gives the Regge prediction for the s and t dependences of a general hadronic

cross�section� in terms of the leading trajectory that contributes to the exchange	 An

application of this is to the case of the elastic cross�section� AB � AB	 Figure �	� shows

a diagrammatic representation of the required leading trajectory for the elastic process�

in terms of a coherent sum over possible intermediate states� X	

Elastic and total cross�sections are closely related by the Optical Theorem�


ABtot � �

s
Im�TAB

el t�� ��	��

� s������ ��	��
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where the second equality follows from �	
� and from the fact that the elastic amplitude

is almost pure imaginary	 A diagrammatic demonstration of the optical theorem can be

found in �gure �	�	 The total cross�section may be represented as a squared incoherent

sum over a complete set of �nal states� which in turn is related� via the closure of the set�

to an elastic amplitude	 The dashed line in the diagram following the second equality of

�gure �	� illustrates where an elastic amplitude� proceeding through a given intermediate

state� X� must be cut� in order to obtain the original amplitude of the �rst diagram	 The

�nal equality follows by the same de�nition of the trajectory as that used in �gure �	�	

2
1
2s

αΣ
X

σ
tot = = Σ

X
~ s

11
2s

Figure �	�� A diagrammatic representation of the Optical Theorem� The s dependence of
a total cross�section is related to the elastic amplitude at t � ��

Experimentally� a clear picture has emerged �
��� in which total and elastic cross�sections

for hadron�hadron collisions display a slow rise with
p
s at high centre of mass energy	

In the Regge picture� from equations �	�� and �	��� this would require that the leading

trajectory mediating high energy elastic scattering has an intercept�

��� � � � � ��	��

with � small and positive	 However� all meson trajectories have ��� �� ���	 This apparent

contradiction is resolved by the introduction of a vacuum or Pomeron trajectory� �
IP
�t�

to describe total and elastic cross�sections at high energies	 Such a trajectory must carry

the quantum numbers of the vacuum if it is to mediate elastic scattering� and must couple

equally to particles and anti�particles� if the Pomeran cuk theorem ������


�AB ��
s�� 
� �AB ��	�


for all hadrons� A and B� is to be satis�ed	

The t � � part of the pomeron trajectory is well measured in pp and p�p interactions� and

is generally taken to have a linear� form ������ similar to

�
IP
�t � ���
� � ����t ��	��

�At high jtj� in the exchange process� the trajectory ceases to be linear� and a quadratic term is
often added� This behaviour can be understood in terms of interference between the leading trajectory
exchange and multiple pomeron exchanges ����� In fact� the raw t dependence of an elastic process at
�xed s looks like a classical di�raction pattern� with the position of the �rst minimum giving information
on the spatial extent of the target hadron�
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This di�ers from all meson trajectories� not only in that its intercept is greater than unity�

but also in that meson trajectories universally have slopes� �� � �	 Interactions described

by the exchange of the pomeron trajectory are termed di�ractive	

If elastic cross�sections are described by the exchange of the pomeron trajectory� then the

cross�section for the process� AB � AB� may be written �from �	��� and corresponding

to the �nal diagram of �gure �	� as

d
ABel
dt

�
��
AIP �t�

�
BIP �t

���
s��IP �t��� ��	��

where �iIP �t is the coupling strength of the pomeron to the external particle� i	 Equation

�	�� is valid in the Regge limit� where s�� and t�s� �	

Where the centre of mass energy is large� the di�ractive exchange dominates both elastic

and total cross�sections	 The total cross�section of equation �	�� is given� as in the �nal

diagram of �gure �	�� by


ABtot � �AIP ���BIP �� s
�IP ����� ��	��

Though the introduction of the pomeron trajectory is an e�ective tool in the phenomeno�

logical description of total and elastic cross�sections at large centre of mass energies� there

are no established poles corresponding to resonance production of pomeron states in the

t channel	 By extrapolation of the measured s channel trajectory� �	��� one might expect

to �nd a pole in the form of a JPC � ��� state at a mass of around ����MeV	 It is often

assumed that the pomeron trajectory is associated with multiple gluon exchange� and if

this is the case� then the pole might be expected to have a valence gluon structure	 A

recent candidate for such a state is presented in �����	

����� Phenomenology of Total Cross Sections

The interpretation of di�ractive scattering as being due to the exchange of t channel

physical states implies that the pomeron can be considered as a distinct entity� or quasi�

hadron� the properties of which are portable between the collisions of di�erent types of

hadron	 The part of the amplitude expressing the propagator should then factorise� and

the pomeron should be considered as a universal object to all forms of hadron scattering	

The ideas of universality and factorisation will be discussed further in section �	�	

In ������ Donnachie and Landsho� �t the centre of mass energy dependence of the total

cross�section for pp and �pp scattering from
p
s � �GeV to

p
s � ����GeV� using a
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Figure �	�� Donnachie Landsho� �ts to the centre of mass energy dependence of the total
cross section for a� pp and �pp scattering ����� 	 b� ��p and ��p scattering ����� 	 and
c� �p scattering ���� � The high s points in the �pp case are from the Tevatron� Those in
the �p case are from HERA� In c� the solid line is the Donnachie Landsho� �t	 whilst the
broad dashed curve represents the ALLM parameterisation of section ������

simple sum of two Regge amplitudes� the pomeron� and the exchange degenerate reggeon�

introduced in �gure �	�	 The �t used is �see equation �	��


tot�s � A
IP
s�IP ����� � A

IR
s�IR����� ��	��

with the normalisations� A
IP
� A

IR
� and trajectory intercepts� �

IP
and �

IR
as free parameters	

The Pomeran cuk theorem is satis�ed by keeping A
IP

�xed in the pp and �pp cases	 The
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result of the �t is shown in �gure �	�a� with the trajectory intercepts found to be�

�
IP
�� � ���
 ��	��

�
IR
�� � ���� ��	��

Constraining these values for the intercepts� the �t is performed to ��p� and ��p data

��gure �	�b� and �p data ��gure �	�c� with only the normalisations for the pomeron

and reggeon terms as free parameters	 From the results for the amplitudes and intercepts

of the �ts� the following conclusions may be drawn�

 All hadronic cross�sections can be described via the optical theorem� over a large

range of energy� with a universal pomeron & reggeon model	 The reggeon has the

larger coupling to hadrons� and consequently dominates at low centre of mass en�

ergies	 However� the reggeon contribution falls approximately as s����� such that

at large centre of mass energies� the pomeron term �� s��� dominates� and the

cross�section starts to rise slowly with s	

 In accordance with the Pomeran cuk theorem� at large centre of mass energies� the

couplings to charge conjugates are equal� such that 
�pp ��
s��


��pp and 
���p ��
s��


���p

 The ratio of the strengths of pomeron exchange for �p to pp is approximately ����

which is an example of the additive quark rule� and indicates that the pomeron

coupling strength to hadrons is in proportion to the number of valence quarks
	

 The total �p cross�section is � �
���

times that for �p� as predicted by vector domi�

nance in equation �	��

In light of the total photoproduction cross�section data from H� and ZEUS ��gure �	�c�

Regge inspired models� such as those of Donnachie and Landsho�� and of ALLM� are

generally found to be successful for the description of �p collisions ����	

�The rise of the total cross�section where the leading pomeron trajectory dominates goes approximately
as s
�
	� Asymptotically� unitarity� in the form of the Froissart bound ����� dictates that total cross�
sections can rise no faster than ln� s� though the problem is not relevant at HERA energies� It is
generally assumed that the e�ective intercept� �

IP

�� falls very slowly with energy because of multiple

pomeron exchange 
cuts�� such that the Froissart bound is ultimately satis�ed�
�Further evidence for the fact that the pomeron coupling strength depends on numbers of valence

quarks has been found in the analysis of exclusive di�ractively produced �nal states in pp collisions at
the ISR ������
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����� Diractive Processes in �p interactions

The truly elastic reaction� �p� �p is an O���
em process� and has a very low cross�section	

However� the reaction �p � V p� where V is any vector meson� occurs at around ��� of

the total photoproduction cross�section ����	 This is an O��em process� and within the

framework of the VDM of section �	�	�� may be considered to be elastic	 In Regge theory�

the VDM elastic process is expected to have the same s and t dependences as conventional

hadron�hadron elastic scattering	 A diagram of such a quasi�elastic �p reaction is shown

in �gure �	�a	

γ ρ , ω , φ , ψ...

γ ρ , ω , φ , ψ...

γ

γ

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure �	�� Di�ractive interactions proceeding by single pomeron exchange	 occurring in
�p collisions� a� The quasi�elastic reaction �p � V p� b� Single photon dissociation

�p � X����p� c� Single proton dissociation �p � V Y ��
�

�
� d� Double dissociation

�p � X����Y ��
�

�
� In each case	 the symbol	 IP is used to denote the exchange of the

leading pomeron trajectory�

So far� di�raction� or pomeron exchange� has been discussed in terms of its relevance

to elastic scattering� and through the optical theorem� to total cross�sections	 In fact�

di�raction also exists as an inelastic process� in which one or both of the interacting

hadrons dissociates to an unbound state in a high mass continuum� which must still

have identical quantum numbers to the incident particle	 Figures �	�b�d show the three

distinct classes of dissociative di�raction that can occur with single pomeron exchange in

�p collisions	 In all cases� no colour is exchanged	

In ����� a measurement is presented of the relative contributions of each of these processes
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to the total �p cross�section at HERA energies	 All four processes contribute signi�cantly�

and around ��� of the total cross�section is found to be di�ractive in the form of one of

these diagrams	 The principal concern of this thesis is the measurement of cross�sections

for the reactions of �gures� �	�a and �	�b	 A restricted evaluation of cross�sections for

the reactions of �gures �	�c and �	�d is also performed	

��� Di�ractive Dissociation

����� Triple Regge Dynamics

Regge theory o�ers predictions� in terms of trajectories� for the dynamics of dissociative

di�raction� and of inclusive processes in general	 Feynman���
� predicted that high energy

inclusive reactions of the form AB � CX should scale in an analogous way to Bjorken

scaling in DIS� such that cross�sections should be functions of the transverse and longitu�

dinal momenta of the particle� C� but not of the centre of mass energy	 A version of the

optical theorem for such inclusive processes was proposed������ formalising this statement

by relating the inclusive reaction AB � CX to the theoretically much simpler three�body

elastic scattering process� AB �C � AB �C	

Provided that the amplitude� TAB�CX retains its analytic form on exchanging the outgoing

particle� C� for an incoming �C with reversed ��momentum� the physical region of AB �
CX can be described in terms of the unphysical region of the hypothetical three�body

cross�section� AB �C � X	

TAB�CX�pC � X � TAB �C�X��pC � X ��	��

Mueller�s version of the optical theorem then relates the cross�section for AB �C � X to

the three�body forward elastic amplitude in a similar way to equation �	��


tot�AB �C � X � �

s
Im

�
T
AB �C

X��AB �C

�
t��

��	��

or formally�

d�
AB�CX

dM�dt
� �

s�
DiscM� �TAB �C�AB �C ��	��

where M is the mass of the inclusive �nal state� X	

M� � �A�B � �C� ��	�


The term� DiscM� is the discontinuity across the M� cut only of the elastic amplitude�

constraining the intermediate state through which the elastic reaction proceeds to have

mass� M 	 The Mueller optical theorem is illustrated in �gure �	�	
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Figure �	�� A representation of the idea behind the Mueller Optical Theorem	 relating the
inclusive cross�section for AB � CX to the three�body elastic amplitude	 AB �C � AB �C	
passing through an intermediate state of mass	 M �

Regge expansions are possible for equation �	�� in various di�erent regions of phase space	

Where the particle� C� lies in the fragmentation region of A or B �i	e	 it can be regarded as

a fragment of one of the incident particles� the three�body forward scattering amplitude is

dominated by Regge exchanges between the A �C system and B	 In the special case where

C is isolated in rapidity to the extent that it alone de�nes the fragmentation region� the

process can be pictured in an analogous way to DIS� but with a Regge exchange rather

than a photon� as in the �rst diagram of �gure �	
	

α α α

α

α α

2

~sd2σ

X
2dt dM

~ ~

Figure �	
� Diagrammatic representation of the triple Regge amplitude	 which is that
shown in the �nal diagram	 and can be used to calculate the inclusive cross�section	 AB �
CX	 shown in the �rst diagram�

The region of phase space where s � M� � t is known as the triple Regge region	 In
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this limit� the inclusive cross�section is given in Regge theory by �����

d�
AB�CX

dM�dt
� �

�

X
i	j

�iAC�t�
j
AC�t

�
�

M�

�� � s

M�

��i�t���j �t���

totiB�jB�M

�� t ��	��

where the labels refer to those in �gure �	
� and the sum is over all contributing tra�

jectories	 �iAC are the Reggeon couplings as in equation �	��	 
totiB�jB�M
�� t is the

cross�section for the Reggeon hadron interaction� iB � X� with the mass of the state� X�

constrained to be M 	 This cross�section is related� by the Mueller optical theorem� to the

amplitude for the forward scattering iB � jB� via an intermediate state of mass� M � as

shown in the second diagram of �gure �	
	 The Reggeon�hadron scattering itself contains

a large centre of mass energy �M�� so it too can be treated with a Regge expansion�


totiB�jB�M
�� t � 
�

X
k

gijk�t�
k
BB

��

�
M�

s�

��k�����
��	��

where gijk is the triple Reggeon coupling at the centre of the last diagram of �gure

�	
	 The overall di�erential cross�section in the triple Regge region is then given� from

equations �	�� and �	��� by

d�


dM�dt
� ��

s�
X
i	j	k

�iAC�t�
j
AC�t�

k
BB��gijk�t s�i�t���j �t� �M��k�����i�t���j �t� ��	��

Equation �	�� extends the applicability of Regge descriptions of processes� from the

exclusive two body case� to the general inclusive process� AB � CX� where C takes up

the full fragmentation region of A	

����� The Triple Pomeron Amplitude and Feynman Scaling

It has been demonstrated that in the triple Regge limit� the Reggeon that couples to the

particle� B� in the last diagram of �gure �	
� is dominantly the pomeron� and in the

speci�c case of di�ractive dissociation� AB � AX� the two Reggeons coupling to the

particle A must also be pomerons	 The cross�section� �	�� then reduces to the triple

pomeron amplitude� given di�erentially in M�
X and t by

d�


dM�
Xdt

� ��
AIP �t�BIP ��gIPIPIP �t

���s�

�
s

M�
X

���IP �t�

�M�
X

�IP ��� ��	��

Writing� as discussed in section �	�	�

�
IP
�t � � � � � ��

IP
t ��	��
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one obtains

d�


dM�
Xdt

� ��ts������t

�
�

M�
X

��������t

��	��

where � contains all the couplings of equation �	��	

With � small and a peripheral t distribution� di�ractive dissociation cross�sections are

expected to show approximate Feynman scaling in s� as discussed in section �	�	�� and

are predicted to display an approximate ��M�
X dependence	 These properties have been

demonstrated experimentally for pp and �pp interactions �eg ����� and once in a pho�

toproduction experiment �����	 All available experimental data support the hypothesis

that both elastic and dissociative di�ractive processes are dominated by the exchange of

a single pomeron trajectory� de�ned in equation �	��	 Figure �	� shows a measurement

of the di�erential cross�section d�
�dtdM�
X for di�ractive pp collisions at the CERN ISR	

In the triple Regge region de�ned by the large dissociation masses beyond the resonance

region� the ��M� dependence is clearly observed	 Such dissociative cross�sections also

display very little dependence on centre of mass energy	

10
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10
-1

1

10 10
2

MX
2 (GeV2)

d2 σ/
dt

dM
X2
 (

m
b 

G
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-4
)

t = -0.75 GeV2

s = 930 GeV2

Figure �	�� A measurement of the invariant mass spectrum from the reaction pp� pX at
s � ���GeV� and t � ����GeV�� The spectrum shows a strong elastic and resonant peak
at low masses	 and a high mass continuum� The line drawn is A�M�	 which �ts the data
well in the triple Regge region� The dashed line is the continuation of the triple Regge
region �t	 which falls well short of the data at low masses� The data are taken from �����
�
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Experimentally� di�ractive dissociation has been shown to display a strong forward peak�

with a fast exponential fall o� with t� as was the case for elastic scattering �equation

�	��	 In the small t limit� equation �	�� may be expressed in terms of a slope parameter�

such that

s
d�


dtdM�
X

�
�

s

M�
X

��
IP
���

ebt ��	��

with

b � b� � ��� ln

�
s

M�
X

�
��	��

giving a logarithmic shrinkage in s�M�
X 	 The low t exponential dependence has been

extensively tested in pp� �pp� �p� and Kp interactions�����	 It is found that at �xed s� the

slope parameter falls to roughly half of its elastic value by the triple Regge region� and

has very limited dependence on M�
X thereafter	 Shrinkage in di�ractive dissociation has

been demonstrated in comparisons of �pp data from the ISR and the SPS�����	

����� Further Scaling Properties of Diraction

In the ansatz of factorisation of the di�ractive vertex� there are further relationships

between elastic� total and dissociative cross�sections	 From equations �	��� �	�� and

�	��� and ignoring any t dependence of couplings� the reactions� AB � AB� AB � X

and AB � AX are related by

M�
X

d��
dtdM�

X


tot
�

�
AIP

g
IPIPIP

���

�
s

M�
X

������t

��	��

� constant

M�
X

d��
dtdM�

X

d�el
dt

�
g
IPIPIP

�
BIP

�
�

M�
X

������t

��	�


� constant

Equation �	�� states that� neglecting the �nite sizes of � and ��� di�ractive dissociation

cross�sections scale to total cross�section	 Furthermore� the constant formed by the ratio

of the two has no dependence on the dissociating particle� but only on the target	 Equation

�	�
 expresses a similar scaling behaviour of the dissociative to the elastic cross�section	

In this case� the ratio is independent of the nature of the target hadron	 These scaling

properties have been tested for a number of di�erent hadrons ������ and for photons�����
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incident on proton targets� and are found to hold to within experimental accuracies of

� ���	

Crossing symmetry and analyticity can be used to make a further connection between

elastic and dissociative cross�sections in the form of the �rst moment Finite Mass Sum

Rule �FMSR �����	 This expresses the fact that the behaviour of the di�erential cross�

section in the low mass resonance region must� on average� be the same as that in the

smooth high mass region� provided that the cross�sections are expressed in terms of the

fully crossing symmetric variable�

� � M�
X �M�

� � t ��	��

where M� is the mass of the incident hadron	 Formally� the FMSR is expressed as

jtj d
el
dt

�
Z ��

�
d� �

d�
diss
dtd�

�
Z ��

�
d� �

d�
diss
dtd�

					
triple Regge region

��	��

where � � can take any value beyond the resonance region	 The FMSR is found to hold for

pp � Xp to within a few percent �����	 Its interpretation in the photoproduction case�

�p� Xp� is interesting in that the choice of M� has implications to the interpretation of

the VDM of section �	�	�	 In a strict application of the VDM� one might expectM� � M��

whereas the massless nature of the photon would imply that even in the resolved case�

M� � �	 A detailed test for photoproduction is described in ������ where it is found that

the FMSR is strongly violated for M� � �� and holds approximately for M� � M�	 If

the incoming particle is considered to have mass� M�� for resolved interactions and to be

massless where the photon dissociates directly from its bare state� then the FMSR can be

satis�ed exactly when there is a fraction � ��� of direct photon interactions	

��� The BFKL Pomeron

The pomeron that has been discussed thus far is a highly non�perturbative object� that

provides a good description of all aspects of long range di�ractive scattering and total

hadronic cross�sections	

The diagram of �gure �	�b� used in the calculation of squared amplitudes contributing to

the proton structure function at low x� such as �gure �	�a� in itself constitutes a pomeron�

like object	 It is purely perturbative� and describes the exchange of gluon ladders	 The

x dependence of equation �	�� can be expressed in Regge language� to give a trajectory

�The value of � in equation ���� is related to the BFKL Pomeron trajectory of equation ���� by
� � �

IP
� ��
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with little t dependence� and an intercept of around �	�	

�
IP �
�t � ��� � �t ��	��

This trajectory de�nes the BFKL or hard pomeron	 It di�ers from the trajectory of the

soft pomeron �equation �	��� both in the t dependence� and in that the intercept is

larger	 Any measurement that suggests an increase in the pomeron intercept� or that

shows a high�t tail in di�ractive processes would therefore be indicative of a contribution

from the BFKL pomeron	 A further signature is the absence of any shrinkage in the t

dependence	

If the total DIS cross�section� 
�
�p

tot � is plotted as a function of the ��p centre of mass

energy� W��p� then equation �	�� predicts that the high energy behaviour should follow


�
�p

tot � W
���

IP
������

��p ��	��

Plotting the F� data in this way ���
� clearly indicates that the e�ective value of �
IP
��

increases from a value entirely consistent with the soft pomeron at Q� � �� to a consid�

erably larger value� as the perturbative region of high Q� is reached	 As can be inferred

from the duality expressed in equations �	�� and �	��� this is a re�ection in Regge lan�

guage of the rise of the low�x structure function with decreasing x	 As was discussed in

section �	�� this rise is consistent with the BFKL prediction� but it can also be generated

in perturbative QCD with DGLAP evolution alone	

It is often suggested ����� that the onset of BFKL dynamics may most clearly be observed

in terms of a contribution to di�ractive processes from a pomeron of a form similar to �	���

wherever a hard scale is present in the interaction	 The large mass of the charm quark

provides a hard scale in elastic J�� photoproduction �see section �	�	�	 The �p centre of

mass energy dependence of the cross�section is found to be stronger than that expected for

the exchange of a soft pomeron ����������� but once again� perturbative models that do not

require the BFKL mechanism ����� can generate such a behaviour� given an appropriate

gluon distribution for the proton	 In exclusive � meson electroproduction� the �nite

values of Q� provide a scale	 ZEUS report ���� a centre of mass energy dependence that is

signi�cantly stronger than that expected for a conventional pomeron� but H� �nd it to be

entirely consistent with the soft prediction �����	 There is also a suggestion of shrinkage

in the H� results� and no evidence for a tail in the t distribution is found	

	The H� and ZEUS data points are in agreement to within one standard deviation�
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����� Kinematics of Deep�Inelastic Diraction
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Figure �	��� Diagram representing the Inclusive Deep�Inelastic Di�ractive Scattering pro�
cess	 under the assumption of factorisation and pomeron exchange dominance� The three
�nal state invariants discussed in the text are shown as M�

X 	 M
�
eX and W ��

The observation at HERA����� of a class of DIS events with a large rapidity gap adjacent

to the proton direction is once again suggestive of the exchange of the vacuum trajectory	

Such events can be interpreted within the dual frameworks of Regge theory and QCD�

as a further manifestation of di�ractive dissociation� but with a highly virtual photon�

e�ectively probing the structure of the di�ractive exchange	 Figure �	�� shows the

interpretation of such events in terms of the exchange of the pomeron trajectory� ��t	

In di�ractive DIS� the conventional description of the kinematics of DIS� as discussed in

section �	�	� must still apply	 Additional invariants are de�ned in terms of the ��vectors

of �gure �	�� as follows�

M�
X � X�X ��	��

W � � ��� � p� ��	��

M�
eX � �X � k�� ��	��

t � �p� p�� ��	��

� ��� �X� ��	��

x
IP

�
����p� p�

���p
��	�
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� �
Q�

�����p� p�
��	��

��	��

Under the assumption of pomeron exchange� � is the analogue of the scaling variable�

x� for the pomeron� giving the fraction of the pomeron�s longitudinal momentum that

is carried by the parton coupling to the photon	 x
IP

is a y�type variable� giving the

projection of the pomeron momentum onto the proton�	 Just as y describes the fraction

of the electron beam momentum taken by the photon in the Q� � � limit� x
IP

can be

interpreted as the fraction of the proton momentum that is carried by the pomeron as

t� �	 Neglecting the azimuthal degree of freedom� the deep�inelastic di�ractive process

can be entirely speci�ed in terms of four independent variables� for example� �� Q�� xIP

and t	

����� The Diractive Structure Function

By analogy with the de�nition of the proton structure function �equation �	��� a di�rac�

tive structure function�� may be de�ned in terms of the four degrees of freedom as

d�
D�ep� epX

d� dQ� dx
IP
dt

�
����

em

�Q�

�
�� y �

y�

�

�
F
D���
� ���Q�� x

IP
� t ��	��

where the photo�absorption ratio� R� has been set to �	 If the di�ractive vertex factorises�

then the structure function should separate between terms involving variables describing

the lower end of the pomeron exchange in �gure �	��� and terms involving variables

describing the upper end� such that

F
D���
� ���Q�� x

IP
� t � fIP�p�xIP � t F

IP
� ���Q� ��	��

Previous experiments that have studied di�raction have generally measured kinematic

variables by the detection of a leading �nal state proton	 In �xed target experiments� the

recoiling target is detected� and in colliding beam experiments ����� Roman Pot detectors��

are inserted into the beam�pipe well downstream of the vertex� to detect and measure the

energy of intact protons scattered at low t	 Such instrumentation is yet to be used in H�

analyses��� and all kinematics must be obtained from the scattered electron and&or the

�Note that x � x
IP
�

�
The structure function is well de�ned irrespective of the dynamics assumed for the exchange�
��Roman Pots are movable vacuum�tight inserts to the beam�pipe� housing detector elements� which

are able to detect particles de�ected at very small angles to the beam� Several Roman Pots are generally
installed� so that a particle�s momentum can be sampled more than once�

��Two stations of a Forward Proton Spectrometer have now been installed ���	�� Scintillating �bre
hodoscopes are used to detect the scattered proton�
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di�racted hadronic �nal state	 The quantity� t� can then only be determined� via equation

�	��� as the total p�
T
of the �nal state	 Except in the special case of the quasi�elastic

production of vector mesons� where the tracks from the resulting low multiplicity decays

may be measured with su�cient resolution� t is very poorly reconstructed	 Inclusive

HERA measurements of di�ractive processes to date have been integrated over t� leaving

three degrees of freedom	 A three dimensional structure function� F
D�	�
� ���Q�� x

IP
 can

then be de�ned� in an analogous way to F
D���
� in equation �	��	 The factorisation

statement of equation �	�� reduces to the separation of the x
IP

dependence from the �

and Q� dependence	

If factorisation holds� the soft non�perturbative dynamics at the proton vertex� param�

eterised by the pomeron �ux factor� fIP�p� are given by Regge theory	 By considering a

single Regge amplitude of the form of equation �	
 for the process� ep � Y p� where

Y � e �X� one obtains

d�


dtdM�
eX

�
�

s

M�
eX

����t���
��	��

which is valid at �xed mass� MeX � of the system� eX� and where M�
eX provides a scale	

Since xIP 
M�
eX�s� at �xed MeX � equation �	�� may be written

d�


dtdxIP
�
�

�

xIP

����t���
��	��

Various Regge theory motivated parameterisations for the pomeron �ux factor exist ������

all of which follow the behaviour of equation �	�� and are similar to

fIP�p�xIP � t � f�t

�
�

x
IP

����t���
��	��

The quantity� F
D�	�
� ���Q�� x

IP
 has been measured by H� ����� and by ZEUS���
�	 The H�

results are shown in �gure �	��	 The factorisation property is demonstrated by the fact

that a universal �t of the three�dimensional structure function to the triple Regge form�

A�xn
IP
� provides a satisfactory description of the data to within experimental accuracy�

throughout the ��Q� space	 Via equation �	��� the �t yields a value for the t integrated

e�ective pomeron intercept of�	

��
IP
� ����� �����stat� �����sys ��	��

Assuming a peripheral t dependence of the form �	��� with any slope parameter� b � ��

the integration over t causes no more than a �� deviation of ��
IP
from the intercept� �

IP
��	

��In ������ ZEUS report a higher value� but not the ���� ��� that would be indicative of hard pomeron
dominance�
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Figure �	��� A measurement of the three�dimensional di�ractive structure function	
F
D�	�
� ���Q�� x

IP
 as a function of x

IP
	 in di�erent bins of � and Q� as presented in ����� �

A universal �t �shown� to the form A�xn
IP
gives a good description of the data throughout

the � �Q� plane�

The fact that the intercept is found to be very di�erent from that of the leading meson

trajectory �� ��� indicates clearly that the exchange is di�ractive	 There is no evidence

for BFKL pomeron exchange� though a small contribution is not excluded	

����� The Partonic Structure of Diraction

Insofar as the factorisation statement of equation �	�� holds� the quantity� F IP
� ���Q��

may be interpreted as a structure function� measuring the partonic content of the mediator

of the exchange in di�ractive DIS	 Equation �	�� would indicate that that object is the

universal pomeron of soft hadronic physics	 Irrespective of the normalisation of the �ux

factor� fIP�p� F
IP
� ���Q� is proportional to the quantity�

'FD
� ���Q� �

Z x
IPhigh

x
IPlow

F
D�	�
� ���Q�� x

IP
 dx

IP
��	��

obtained by integration of F
D�	�
� over any �xed range in x

IP
	 The � and Q� dependence

of 'FD
� ���Q�� as obtained by integration of F

D�	�
� ���Q�� x

IP
 over the full measured range

in ������ is shown in �gure �	��	 'FD
� broadly displays Q� scale invariance� indicative of a
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partonic sub�structure� with the suggestion of logQ� scaling violations	 The � dependence

is inconsistent with that of conventionally bound mesons��� but can be described by either

a �at or a hard structure	 There is no reason not to expect some QCD evolution to take

place� so the extreme hard case of a ��� � � dependence� where two partons share the

whole of the pomeron momentum� is unrealistic	 The data are consistent with a pomeron

valence structure consisting of a simple gluon pair� with a developing parton sea due to

QCD splitting at low �	
F ~

2D

β=0.065H1 data F ~

2D
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Figure �	��� 'FD
� ���Q�	 as measured in ����� � The left hand plots show the dependence

of the pomeron structure function on Q� in di�erent bins of �	 with best �ts to a log�Q�
behaviour shown as solid lines� The right hand plots show the � dependence	 in di�erent
bins of Q�� The solid line is the form	 ��� � �	 expected in models of the pomeron
consisting of two hard gluons sharing the pomeron�s momentum� The falling dotted line
is ��� ��	 which is a soft behaviour based on counting rules�

The fact that 'FD
� continues to rise with logQ� up to large values of � �the bottom Q�

dependence plot of �gure �	��� is indicative of a gluon dominated structure��	 Several

authors����� have attempted to �t the measured pomeron structure function using stan�

dard DGLAP evolution� in order to determine valence and sea quark� and gluon densities

at starting scales of Q�
� � �GeV�	 The common conclusion is that the data are best �tted

with a hard �� � � gluon dominated structure at the starting scale	 The con�dence with

��This is probably unsurprising� since the measured pomeron must be well o� shell�
��For the proton� which has a quark valence structure� �F�

� lnQ� becomes negative at around x � ���	


see �gure �����
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which this assertion can be made is currently limited by the experimental accuracy of the

results	

Large distance scales are involved in di�ractive DIS� and an alternative approach is o�ered

by the Aligned Jet Model �section �	�	�	 Unitarity requires that the absorption of

partons on the proton must be shadowed by an elastic parton scattering process� yielding

a rapidity gap	 Much of the observed dynamics can be reproduced with simple non�

perturbative arguments in this model �����	 Other non�perturbative approaches to the

hadronic �nal state in DIS ����� seek to explain large rapidity gaps in statistical terms�

as arising from large numbers of soft colour interactions� taking place along with a basic

photon�gluon fusion mechanism	

��
 The Present Picture

In this chapter� an extensive survey of di�ractive physics has been presented	 It is apparent

that a large fraction of HERA physics may be discussed in terms of Regge theory� and that

data are becoming available that distinguish between hard and soft di�ractive dynamics	

The total and elastic cross�sections in the Q� � � regime have been shown to be well

described by the universal soft pomeron of hadron�hadron physics	 Since no hard scale

is present� this comes as no surprise� though such measurements are also relevant to the

understanding of the hadronic nature of the photon	 Where hard perturbative scales

are present in an interaction� di�ractive processes may provide the best indication as to

whether or not BFKL dynamics are applicable in the HERA domain	 The W��p depen�

dence of the total ep cross�sections at large Q� can be explained by the introduction of the

hard pomeron� and the elastic J�� cross�section is also suggestive of a hard contribution	

In both cases� perturbative treatments that do not use BFKL evolution are also able to

generate the observed behaviour	 Measurements of the di�erential di�ractive dissociation

cross�section at large Q� continue to support factorisation of the di�ractive vertex	 Re�

sults from H� and ZEUS di�er as to the pomeron intercept that is measured in di�ractive

DIS� and this is also the case for �� electroproduction	

Already� the study of deep�inelastic di�raction has yielded information on the structure of

the pomeron	 With increased statistics and a better understanding of systematic e�ects

in the future� it is hoped that a full partonic interpretation will emerge	 It is apparent

that the introduction at HERA of the hard scale supplied by the photon virtuality to

di�ractive processes� throws up a number of questions relating to the interplay between the

VDM� Regge theory� and QCD� and ultimately� to the relationship between perturbatively
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calculable� and incalculable strong interactions	



��

Chapter �

Event Selection and Kinematic

Reconstruction

��� Introduction

This chapter contains a discussion of the experimental techniques used in the subsequent

extraction of di�ractive photoproduction cross�sections	 First� the kinematic variables de�

scribing di�ractive processes at vanishing Q� are reviewed	 The Monte Carlo models that

are used to correct the data are surveyed� and the triggers used in collecting minimally

biased samples of photoproduction events are discussed� and their e�ciencies studied	

There follows a description of the cuts applied in the isolation of samples of di�ractive

events� and in the reduction of sources of background	 The method used to reconstruct

invariant masses of di�ractively produced states is introduced� and �nally� further correc�

tions that must be made in order to obtain fully corrected cross�sections are described	

This chapter serves as a preamble to chapter �� where the measured cross�sections are

presented	

��� Nomenclature and Kinematic Variables

The measurements presented in this� and the following chapter� relate to the four di�rac�

tive photoproduction sub�processes de�ned by the diagrams in �gure �	�	 Shorthand

notations will be used to distinguish the di�erent processes	 The quasi�elastic process

��gure �	�a will be referred to as EL� single photon dissociation ��gure �	�b will be

termed GD� single proton dissociation ��gure �	�c PD� and double dissociation ��gure

�	�d DD	 Non�di�ractive processes will be referred to as ND	
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For the purposes of this analysis� the EL process is de�ned as the elastic production of

one of the lowest lying vector meson states� �� � and �	 This is a working de�nition�

based on the simplest version of the VDM� which is not unambiguous	 Any process in

which the photon �uctuates into a hadronic state in advance of the target� and that

hadronic state remains intact after the interaction� may be considered to be elastic	 By

the present de�nition� the exclusive production of vector mesons with higher masses than

the lowest lying states ��������� J�� 			� and the possibility� expressed through the

extended version of the VDM �
��� that the photon may �uctuate to a continuum of more

complex� and ultimately unbound states� are incorporated in the de�nition of the GD

process	 Non�resonant photon dissociation to a ���� �nal state contributes to the low

mass part of the invariant mass spectrum at the level of approximately ��� of the rate for

elastic �� production �����	 The resonant and non�resonant processes are experimentally

indistinguishable� and the direct process� �p� ����p is included in the EL category in

this measurement	

γ

γ

Figure �	�� Diagram illustrating the kinematic variables used to describe a generalised
di�ractive photoproduction process in the framework of single pomeron exchange� The
state	 X has invariant mass	 MX 	 and the state	 Y 	 has mass	 MY �

Figure �	� illustrates the invariants that will be used to discuss all four of the di�ractive

sub�processes	 The diagram is essentially that of the DD process ��gure �	�d� but for

the purposes of this discussion� the process may be either elastic or inelastic at either

vertex	 Then� for example� in the case of the EL process� X in �gure �	� is a vector

meson state� and Y denotes an intact proton	 In the following de�nitions of invariants�

the particle symbols are used to denote their four�vectors� and the electron and proton

masses are neglected	

In the Q� � � limit� the square of the centre of mass energy of the �p system�

W �
�p � �� � p� ��	�
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may be expressed in terms of the y variable of equation �	�� as

W �
�p � ys ��	�

where s is the squared centre of mass energy in the ep system	 Since the electron is

scattered at very small angles in the photoproduction limit� y describes the ratio of the

photon to the electron beam energy	

y �
E�

Ee
��	�

W�p may then be obtained from the energy of the �nal state electron� using

W�p �

s
s
�
�� Ee�

Ee

�
��	�

Invoking energy and momentum conservation� the variable� y� may also be obtained from

the full hadronic �nal state� h� according to

y �
�E � pzh

�Ee
��	�

In the case of the EL and GD processes� the �nal state proton continues intact� and close

to the �z direction� so that its contribution to �E � Pzh may safely be neglected	 y can

therefore be calculated from a knowledge of E� pz of the dissociating photon system� X�

alone	 Where the proton dissociates� such an approximation continues to be valid in the

laboratory frame� to well within the experimental resolution	

The square of the four�momentum transferred between the proton and the photon de�nes

the invariant mass of the propagator� generically referred to here as a pomeron�

t � �p� Y � � IP � ��	�

such that the invariant masses of the di�ractively produced �nal state systems may be

expressed as

M�
X � �� � IP � ��	�

M�
Y � �p� IP � ��	


The measurement presented in these chapters is principally concerned with the quantity�

MX � which is obtained from the reconstructed invariant mass of all particles detected in

the photon fragmentation region	

The variable�

� �
M�

X

W �
�p

��	�
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is often found in the literature�	 As expressed in equation �	��� the contribution to

the di�erential cross�section in �� of a Regge trajectory ��t� goes approximately as
d�
d�
�
�
�
�

��������
	 Since the pomeron intercept is signi�cantly larger than that of other

trajectories� processes yielding large rapidity gaps are dominantly di�ractive at small val�

ues of �	 At larger values� contributions from the exchange of other Regge trajectories

�e	g	 the pion become important	 Previous measurements of di�ractive processes have

therefore generally been subject to an upper kinematic limit in �	 Typically� only data

with � � ���� or � � ��� have been considered	 The analogue of � for the dissociating

proton system� Y � is

�
Y
�

M�
Y

W �
�p

��	��

The discussion that follows frequently refers to the rapidity of a particle�

y �
�

�
ln

�
E � pz
E � pz

�
��	��

Where the mass of the particle is unimportant� true rapidity reduces to pseudorapidity�

expressed� as

� � ��

�
ln

�
tan



�

�
��	��

where  is the polar angle of the particle with respect to the beam axis	

��� Monte Carlo Models

Corrections to the data for detector ine�ciencies and smearing are made using two Monte

Carlo models� based on the PHOJET ����� and PYTHIA ����� event generators	 The two

generators are designed to describe both direct and resolved photoproduction processes�

throughout the range of transverse momenta occurring in the interaction	 Where there is

a hard sub�process� perturbative QCD is used to calculate cross�sections	 However� the

bulk of photoproduction events contain no hard scale� and the minimally biased parts of

both models are based on Regge phenomenology	 Di�erent mechanisms are used by the

�� is closely related to other variables that are commonly used in the description of di�ractive disso�
ciation� The Feynman variable� de�ned as x

F
� pzp�

�pp relates the longitudinal momentum of an intact
�nal state proton to the beam momentum� such that� in the limit that t and the proton mass may be
neglected� � � ��x

F
� The variable� x

IP
� de�ned in equation ���� reduces to � in the limit where Q� � �

and t�mp may be neglected�
�This di�ers from the usual de�nition by a factor of ��� This is a consequence of the H� coordinate

system� in which the proton beam de�nes the �z direction�
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two generators to achieve smooth transitions between the soft and hard regimes	 Both

Monte Carlos produce di�ractive events of all four types in �gure �	�� as well as non�

di�ractive events	 In the following sections� a brief overview is given of the manner in

which the PHOJET and PYTHIA generators produce soft di�ractive event distributions	

����� The PYTHIA Event Generator

The PYTHIA Monte Carlo uses the results of the �ts of Donnachie and Landsho� �section

�	�	� to describe the centre of mass energy dependence of the total �p cross�section�

with �
IP
�� � ���
�� and �

IR
�� � �����	 The various transitions between the di�erent

di�ractive sub�processes are treated in such a way as to achieve smooth dependences� and

to avoid double counting of event types	 Quasi�elastic events are generated in the ratio

� � � � � � �� � ��� � �� using the optical theorem of equation �	�� and the assumed total

cross�section� according to the approximation

d

EL

dt
�


�tot
���

eBELt ��	��

with a slope parameter B
EL
� ��GeV�� at HERA energies	 � mesons produced in elastic

processes are taken to be transversely polarised� and so decay with a sin� � distribution

in their rest frame� where � is measured relative to their direction of �ight in the �p

centre of mass frame	 Other vector meson states are treated similarly	

Dissociative di�ractive events are generated using approximations to the triple Regge

formalism of section �	�	�	 A critical pomeron is assumed� such that �
IP

 �� and

d
�dM� � ��M�	 The resulting dissociative cross�sections are given by

d

GD

dt dM�
X

�
g
IPIPIP

���
��
�IP

�
pIP

�

M�
X

eBGDt F
GD

�M�
X � s ��	��

d

PD

dt dM�
Y

�
g
IPIPIP

���
��
pIP

�
�IP

�

M�
Y

eBPDt F
PD

�M�
Y � s ��	��

d

DD

dt dM�
X dM�

Y

�
g�
IPIPIP

���
�
pIP

�
�IP

�

M�
X

�

M�
Y

eBDDt F
DD

�M�
X �M

�
Y � s ��	��

The factors F
GD

� F
PD

� and F
DD

are functions that are designed to modify equations

�	����	�� in kinematic regions where triple Regge predictions are not strictly valid	 They

contain free parameters which are extracted in �ts to pp and p�p data	 Their e�ect is to

suppress production near to kinematic boundaries� to enhance the low mass part of the

single dissociation cross�sections� and to suppress DD events where the two di�ractively

produced states overlap in rapidity space	 The triple pomeron coupling and couplings

of the pomeron to the external particles are constrained by low energy data	 The t

dependences of the single dissociation processes are weakly mass dependent� and are
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given by equations �	�� and �	��� with �� � ����GeV��	 The slope parameter� BPD�

for PD is taken to be approximately one unit larger than that for GD at the same �nal

state mass� and both are typically around half of the value for the elastic process	 The

slope parameter for double di�raction has a logarithmic dependence on the square of

both dissociation masses� and is typically around � GeV��	 The range in t is governed

by mass dependent kinematic limits	 GD events are generated starting at a threshold of

MX � M�����GeV	 Light dissociating states with MX � M���GeV decay isotropically

to a two body �nal state	 Resonances� such as the ������� are therefore not generated

explicitly� but are treated in an averaged manner	 Higher mass dissociating systems

are treated as strings stretched along the �p interaction axis� with particles produced in

the string development distributed in a longitudinal phase space with limited transverse

momentum	 �see section �	�	� for a justi�cation of this	

����� The PHOJET Event Generator

In the PHOJET Monte Carlo� the total cross�section is once again modelled in terms of a

superposition of Pomeron and Reggeon components	 The e�ective pomeron and reggeon

intercepts used are determined in �ts� using the PHOJET model� to pp and p�p data	 ��
IP

is taken to be ����GeV��	

The elastic cross�section is treated in a similar way to the PYTHIA case� with the ratio

of vector mesons once again constrained to be � � � � � � �� � ��� � �	 The di�erential

elastic cross�section is given by

d

EL

dt
�

�

���
��
�IP ��

pIP

�
s

s�

����IP ������
ebEL t ��	��

Di�ractive dissociation to states with masses not su�ciently large for triple Regge dy�

namics to apply	 are treated� through the extended VDM of section �	�	�� as quasi�elastic

processes� though they are still included in the GD category	 For simplicity� this region

is treated as a single e�ective resonance� normalised to the triple Regge and the elastic

kinematic regions via the FMSR of section �	�	�	 The di�erential cross�section in the

low mass dissociation region is assumed to exhibit the Regge behaviour of equation �	���

with mass dependence entering only through revised couplings and through the slope pa�

rameter� which evolves smoothly from the elastic to the triple Regge regions	 The states

produced in elastic and low mass dissociation processes are taken to be transversely po�

larised� and decay to two or three particle �nal states� with speci�ed angular distributions	

The high mass di�raction dissociation region is modelled with a triple Regge amplitude�

�The low mass dissociation region is de�ned by M� � �M� � MX �
p
	GeV in the model�
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but with a mass dependence d
�d� � ���	 � � M�
X �M�

� � t� is the crossing symmetric

variable used in the FMSR� and M� � M�	 The cross�section for high mass di�ractive

dissociation takes the form�

d

GD

dM�
X dt

�
�

���
��IP ��

pIP g
IPIPIP

�
s

s�

����IP ������ �s�
�

��IP ���
ebGD t ��	�


with the PD and DD cross�sections treated similarly	 Dependences on t are expressed

through slope parameters �b
GD

etc	� similar in magnitude to those in the PYTHIA case	

The pomeron couplings are obtained from �ts to pp and p�p data	

Multi�particle �nal states are generated by considering colour �ow topologies arising from

various Pomeron and Reggeon cuts	 Reggeon cuts produce single colour strings� whilst

pomeron cuts yield two strings� which fragment independently of one another	

��� Selection of Minimally Biased Photoproduction

Events

����� Data Samples

The data used in this analysis were collected in two short dedicated runs during ����� one

with the usual interaction point �z � �cm� and one with the interaction point shifted

by � ��cm in the proton ��z direction	 In the nominal vertex case� samples collected

with two di�erent triggers are analysed	 The �rst� hereafter described as the z�vertex

trigger� requires a coincidence of a signal �Ee� � �GeV from the electron tagger trigger

element of the luminosity system �section �	�	�� and a T� signal� indicating activity

in the central part of the detector� from the z�vertex sub�system trigger �section �	�	�	

Studies have shown that the minimum requirement for the z�vertex T� trigger bit is a

single central track� originating from the vertex region� with a threshold of p
T
� ���MeV	

The second trigger used will be described as the ToF�IA trigger	 It requires a coincidence

of trigger elements from the electron tagger and from the interaction time window of the

ToF �section �	
	 It is e�cient for the detection of particles leaving the interaction

region in the backward direction� close to the beam�pipe	 For the shifted vertex data�

only the sample collected with the ToF�IA trigger is analysed	 Both of the sub�triggers

used also contain vetoes� rejecting events in which signals are detected in the background

time windows of the ToF and FToF scintillators	 The overall sample sizes before any cuts

are �
���� events in the z�vertex triggered sample� ���
�� events in the nominal vertex

ToF�IA sample� and ������ events in the shifted vertex ToF�IA sample	
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The three distinct data samples are treated separately� and results are combined at the

end of the analysis chain	 The data used are taken from all runs for which the detectors

needed for the analysis� and other main components of the H� were fully operational� and

for which background levels were tolerably low	 The nominal and shifted vertex data sam�

ples were collected in di�erent run ranges� and are therefore completely independent	 The

nominal vertex ToF�IA and z�vertex samples were collected in the same run period� and

would be fully independent only if there were no events appearing in both samples	 Al�

though the two triggers are sensitive to events with di�ering topologies� approximately 
�

of events with large MX in the nominal vertex ToF�IA sample also appear in the z�vertex

sample	 Because of this small correlation between the two nominal vertex measurements�

only one of them can be considered wherever results are combined	

����� Electron Tagger Acceptance

The electron tagger is used in order to trigger� and measure the energy of the scattered

electron emitting the photon	 As discussed in section �	�	�� its acceptance is sensitive to

the beam optics	 A method exists ���� for the extraction of the acceptance for inclusive

photoproduction� for a given beam con�guration� to an accuracy of � ��	 The electron

tagger acceptance for the Bremsstrahlung process� A
BH

�y is obtained in the same way

as is done for the o��line luminosity calculation �section �	�	�� with y measured from

the photon arm of the luminosity system alone	 A simulation of Bremsstrahlung events

is tuned to the data� by variation of the simulated beam tilt� until the electron energy

spectrum of the luminosity tagger is duplicated	 To account for the fact that the Q�

dependences in the Bremsstrahlung and inclusive photoproduction cases are di�erent� the

acceptance for the photoproduction case� A
�p
�y� is calculated with the same simulation�

now tuned to the beam optics� but with generated photoproduction events	 The result is

an integrated tagger acceptance�
R A

�p
�y dy accurate to � ���� depending on the data

sample	 In the period spanning this measurement� there were three distinct periods of

beam optics	 The electron tagger acceptance functions for each period� calculated using

the method described above� are shown in �gure �	�a	 For the calculation of overall

electron tagger acceptances� an average of the three functions shown� weighted to the

total luminosity in each period� is used	 The systematic error on the resulting acceptance

is conservatively estimated to be ��	
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Figure �	�� �a� The e�ciency of the Electron tagger as a function of the energy of the
scattered electron	 for the three di�erent periods of beam optics spanning the measurement�
E�ects due to the tagger trigger e�ciency	 and due to the �ducial cut	 jx

ET
j � ��mm	

are included� �b� The measured Ee� spectrum in the electron tagger for the nominal vertex
ToF�IA sample	 compared to an average of the predictions of PHOJET and PYTHIA�
The data are corrected for beam gas background�

����� Removal of Background

Cuts are applied to the three data samples� to remove events from background sources

and events for which the scattered electron energy is poorly measured	

To remove background from the Bremsstrahlung process� it is required that the energy

measured in the photon detector of the luminosity system� EPD � �GeV	

Where the scattered electron is detected near to the boundaries of the electron tagger�

there is a high probability that part of the electron shower is not contained	 A cut on the

local x coordinate in the electron tagger� of the centre of gravity of the electron cluster�

jxtagj � ���cm� is applied� rejecting events in which the energy deposit is within ���cm of

the edge of the detector	

For events in which the scattered electron energy is small� there is a large background

from electron beam�gas interactions� and from o��momentum electrons travelling with the

electron beam	 At large energies of the scattered electron� the tagger acceptance becomes
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small ��gure �	�a	 The analysis was therefore restricted to the range� ��� � y � ���� or�

equivalently� through equation �	�� ��� � W�p � ���GeV	 Figure �	�b shows a control

plot for the scattered electron energy� after cuts on xtag and EPD	

After cuts associated with the scattered electron� the resulting samples are still heavily

contaminated with beam induced background	 Since the electron beam� and particles

associated with its interactions� pass the ToF device during its interaction window� the

ToF�IA triggered data are contaminated with background from the electron beam	 The

z�vertex triggered data contains background associated with both beams	 At the level �

stage of the triggering process �section �	�� z�vertex triggered data are subjected to cuts

against beam�gas background� and are accepted only if

vuuty�h �

�
��p� pz

�p

��

� ���� ��	��

yh � ���� ��	��

where yh is obtained using the hadronic de�nition of equation �	�� and pz and p are

momentum variables for the hadronic �nal state observed in the detector	 These cuts

are highly e�ective in removing background� but also result in small losses in signal for

low mass di�ractive events	 Corrections for these losses are described in section �	�	

Data obtained with the ToF�IA trigger are allowed to by�pass the level � beam gas cuts	

Instead� cuts on the energy deposited in the calorimeters are made for the removal of

beam gas events at the analysis stage	 For the nominal vertex ToF�IA sample� the total

energy deposited in the LAr and BEMC calorimeters is required to be greater than �GeV	

This cut is relaxed to �	�GeV for the shifted vertex data� but the additional requirements

that there should be at least �	�GeV in the BEMC alone� and that there should be at

least one BPC hit� are introduced	

A further e�ective requirement that is normally used in the removal of beam�gas back�

ground is that there should be a vertex reconstructed in the region of the bunch�crossing

point	 The probability that a di�ractive event has a reconstructed vertex depends on

the kinematic variables� y and MX 	 At the values of y considered in this analysis� tracks

produced in events of type EL or for the low MX part of the GD spectrum� are gen�

erally backward of the acceptance region of the central tracker� and a vertex is rarely

reconstructed	 For higher dissociation masses� the existence of a reconstructed vertex

becomes considerably more likely	 Figure �	� shows control plots for the position in z of

the reconstructed vertex in the three samples� after subtraction of beam�gas background	

It is clear that the requirement of a reconstructed vertex would be catastrophic to the

acceptance at low MX in the ToF�IA samples	 Consequently� a cut is applied� whereby

if a vertex is reconstructed in the ToF�IA data� it is required to be within ��cm of the
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Figure �	�� Control plots	 showing the z�vertex distributions for a� The z�vertex sample�
b� The nominal vertex ToF�IA sample� c� The shifted vertex ToF�IA sample� Events for
which no vertex was reconstructed are shown in b� in the bin at z � ���cm	 and in c�
at z � ��cm� The Monte Carlo histograms are averages of the PHOJET and PYTHIA
models� The shaded regions correspond to EL processes	 and PD events in which the
proton dissociation mass is less than ��GeV� The cross�hatched region corresponds to the
GD process	 and DD where the proton dissociation mass is less than ��GeV�

nominal value for the run	 Where no vertex is reconstructed� the event is retained	 For

the z�vertex sample� in which a vertex has already been required at the trigger level� it

is demanded that a vertex within ��cm of the nominal value is also reconstructed for the

event	

Finally� events in which recognised noise patterns are found in the LAr calorimeter data

are rejected	
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����� Trigger Element E�ciencies

The �nal state energy �ows of the four di�ractive sub�processes are dependent on the

kinematic variables� y� MX and MY 	 The fraction� y� of the electron beam energy carried

by the interacting photon� de�nes the centre of mass energy of the �p collision according

to equation �	�� and hence describes the boost of the colliding system relative to the

laboratory frame	 The region of good acceptance of the electron tagger restricts the

analysis to the case where the �p system is strongly boosted in the forward direction	

The regions of rapidity populated by �nal state hadrons depend on the masses� MX and

MY � of the di�racted systems on both the photon and proton sides	
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Figure �	�� Trigger element e�ciencies for events of types GD and EL	 in the range	
��� � y � ���� The points plotted are the averages of results obtained with the PHOJET
and PYTHIA Monte Carlos� The inner error bars are statistical� The outer error bars
represent the statistical errors added in quadrature to a systematic error	 equal to half of
the di�erence between the e�ciencies obtained with each Monte Carlo on its own� For the
overall sub�trigger e�ciencies	 these values must be convoluted with the e�ciency of the
electron tagger	 which is ���� � ���� when averaged over the y range�

The acceptance of the z�vertex trigger is particularly sensitive to the extent of the frag�
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z�vtx NOMINAL ToF�IA NOMINAL ToF�IA SHIFTED
Phojet Pythia Phojet Pythia Phojet Pythia

ND ��	� � �	� ��	� � �	� ��	� � �	� �
	� � �	� ��	� � �	� ��	� � �	�
GD ��	� � �	� ��	� � �	� �
	� � �	� 
�	� � �	� ��	� � �	� ��	� � �	

PD �	� � �	� ��	� � �	� 
�	� � �	� 
�	
 � �	� 

	� � �	
 
�	� � �	�
DD ��	� � �	� ��	� � �	� ��	� � �	
 
�	� � �	� ��	� � �	� 
�	� � �	�
EL �	� � �	� �	� � �	� 
�	� � �	� 
�	� � �	� 
�	� � �	� 
�	� � �	�

Table �	�� Monte Carlo estimates of the overall e�ciencies of the z�vertex trigger element
with nominal vertex	 and the ToF�IA trigger element with both shifted and nominal vertex
positions� The errors quoted are statistical�

mentation region of the photon	 At relatively largeMX � tracks are produced in the central

region of laboratory rapidity� and the z�vertex trigger element is e�cient	 At small values

of MX � activity in the central trackers is rarely observed	 Figure �	�a shows the results of

a Monte Carlo study of the e�ciency of the z�vertex trigger bit� as a function of MX � for

GD and EL events in the range� ��� � y � ���	 A threshold behaviour is observed� with

full e�ciency reached at MX � ��GeV	 A similar study of the acceptance as a function

of MX � for events of types DD and PD� yields very similar results	 The acceptances are

slightly improved in the case where the event is inelastic at the proton vertex� since at

large MY � parts of the dissociating proton system may be observed in the central parts

of the detector	 The z�vertex trigger element can only be used for the study of di�ractive

processes yielding �nal states at relatively large MX 	

Since the ToF device is located in the very backward region of the detector ����� �

� � ����� the ToF�IA trigger element is e�cient for the detection of backward�going

hadrons throughout a large part of the photon fragmentation region� even in the range of

y considered	 Figure �	�b shows the acceptance of the ToF�IA trigger bit� with nominal

vertex� for GD and EL events� as a function of MX 	 Figure �	�c shows the same thing

for the shifted vertex case	 The e�ciency is found to be large� throughout the range in

MX 	 Once again� very similar results are obtained in studies of e�ciencies for PD and

DD events	 In the shifted vertex case� the larger coverage of the photon fragmentation

region results in a slight enhancement in the e�ciency for the EL and PD processes	

Monte Carlo estimates for the overall ToF�IA and z�vertex trigger bit e�ciencies for

each of the �ve photoproduction sub�processes are shown in table �	�	 The ToF�IA

trigger element has high e�ciency for all four di�ractive sub�processes� as well as for

non�di�ractive photoproduction	 The z�vertex trigger element is e�cient only for non

di�ractive events� and for GD and DD events where MX is large	
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��� Selection of Di�ractive Photoproduction Events

����� Final State Rapidity Distributions

Di�ractive events are characterised by large gaps in the rapidity distributions of �nal

state hadrons� indicating the absence of any colour string connecting the photon and

proton fragmentation regions	 At the mean centre of mass energy of this measurement�

hW�pi � �
�GeV� the �p centre of mass is boosted forwards relative to the laboratory

frame� by approximately two units of rapidity	 The detector thus provides better coverage

of the photon fragmentation region than it does that of the proton	 In general� at least

part of the �nal state photon system� X� is observed in the detector� though at low

MX � it is restricted to the very backward region	 By contrast� except where MY is large

��� ��GeV� no evidence of the di�racted proton system is visible in the main detector	

Di�ractive events of all four types thus tend to have a rapidity gap that extends to the

forward edge of the LAr calorimeter	

In non�di�ractive events� colour is generally exchanged� and the proton and photon frag�

mentation regions are connected by a colour string� giving rise to a hadronic plateau of

low but detectable activity	 The separation in rapidity of adjacent energy clusters in

the calorimeter falls o� exponentially� and the most forward cluster observed in the LAr

calorimeter is typically very near to the edge of its acceptance	

����� �max Cuts

A cut in the variable� �max� de�ned as the most forward track� BPC hit� or calorimeter

deposit passing noise cuts� has previously been used in the isolation of clean samples of

di�ractive events	 Figure �	�a shows a control plot of the �max distribution for the ToF�

IA nominal vertex data	 The strong peak at large �max is dominated by non�di�ractive

events� and the peak at low �max is dominated by events of types EL and PD	 There is a

relatively �at region in between the two peaks� which contains predominantly GD and DD

events	 A simple cut at around �max � � has been used in previous studies of di�raction

at HERA �����	

The rapidity� ��� of the undecayed state� X� produced in the dissociation of the photon�

is given� in the centre of mass of the �p system� by �see for example ����	

��� � ln
MX

W�p
��	��

If the decay products of the state� X� have an isotropic distribution in the centre of mass of
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Figure �	�� �a� Control plot	 comparing an average of PHOJET and PYTHIA predictions
to the �max distribution of all data collected in the nominal vertex ToF�IA sample� The
most forward energy deposition or track in the LAr and BEMC calorimeters	 central
and forward trackers	 and the BPC de�nes �max� The shaded histogram shows the non�
di�ractive contribution in the Monte Carlo� �b� The correlation between �max and log�M

�
X

for the same data� The dashed line shows the prediction of the multi�peripheral model
described in the text	 and given by equation ���� � The solid line is the prediction for
an isotropic decay of the di�ractively produced state in its centre of mass	 expressed in
equation ���� � The �nal state masses are reconstructed using the method described in
section ��� �

the di�racted system� the resulting rapidity distribution is expected to be approximately

Gaussian� with a half width� !�� that has little dependence on MX 	 The maximum

pseudorapidity reached by the dissociating photon system is therefore expected to depend

logarithmically on MX at �xed W�p�

��max � ln
MX

W�p
�!� ��	��

Elastic and low mass dissociating states decay to low multiplicity �nal states� with angular

distributions that �ll the available phase space	 Provided that the most forward extent of

the photon fragmentation region is contained within the acceptance of the main detector

components� the variable� ��max of equation �	�� corresponds to the measured �max plotted

in �gure �	�a� apart from the boost between frames	

Figure �	�b shows a scatter plot of logM�
X against �max� for the full data sample obtained

with the nominal vertex ToF�IA trigger	 For values of MX �
p
�GeV� below the triple
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Regge region� the line�

�max � lnMX � ��� ��	��

is superimposed on the scatter plot� corresponding to the prediction of equation �	���

boosted to the laboratory frame with hW�pi � �
�GeV� and with !� � ���units	 Such a

parameterisation gives a reasonable form for the average behaviour of the data	

At larger dissociation masses� corresponding to the triple Regge region� the distribution

of �nal state hadrons is well known ����� to be limited in p
T
	 Multiperipheral models �����

have proved successful in the description of rapidity distributions of the decay products

of X at large masses	 In such models� the cross�section is treated as an incoherent sum

of cross�sections for chains of soft exchange processes� very similar to those occurring in

long range hadronic interactions	 Each �nal state particle in the chain is produced at low

p
T
with respect to its neighbours	

Multiperipheral models give rise to a �at rapidity distribution for the dissociating pho�

ton system� spanning several units of rapidity� centred at ��� with a half width at half

maximum� !�
HWHM

� proportional to the log of the mass of the dissociating system

!�
HWHM

� ln

�
MX

h	i
�

��	��

where h	i is a hadronic mass scale	 From equations �	�� and �	��� the maximum

pseudorapidity reached by the �nal state hadrons arising from the fragmentation of the

photon state is given� in the �p centre of mass� by

��max � ln

�
M�

X

h	iW�p

�
��	��

For MX �
p
�GeV� the line�

�max � lnM�
X � ��� ��	��

is superimposed on the scatter plot of �gure �	�b� and gives a good description of the

average behaviour of the data at large MX 	 Inserting this parameterisation in equation

�	��� with hW�pi � �
�GeV� gives h	i � ����MeV� after boosting between frames	

The plateau in the �max distribution in �gure �	� is to be expected	 From equation �	���

the MX dependence is given approximately in the triple Regge region by dN�dM�
X �

��M�
X 	 Equation �	�� implies that dM�

X�d�max �M�
X 	 Then

dN

d�max
�

dN

dM�
X

dM�
X

d�max
��	��

� �

M�
X

M�
X ��	�


� const ��	��
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An �max cut is e�ective in isolating a di�ractive sample� once the relatively �at dependence

on �max of �gure �	�a is established in data� but severely limits the kinematic range of

the sample obtained	 From equation �	��� a cut in the region of �max � � restricts the

resulting sample to MX
�� ��GeV	

����� The Forward Detector Selection

In order to extract a sample of di�ractive events extending to larger values of MX than

is possible with a standard �max cut� use must be made of detectors that are sensitive

to energy �ow at higher values of rapidity than those covered by the main calorimeters

and trackers	 Since jtj must be small for di�ractive events� the intact �nal state proton

in the GD and EL processes is scattered at very large rapidities ��lab �� 
	 Setting

MX � ��GeV in equation �	��� such that � � ����� leads to an approximate upper limit

for di�ractive events of �max � �	 Di�ractive events of types GD and EL are therefore

expected� irrespective of MX � to display an absence of hadronic activity in the region

� �� �lab �� 
	

In the case of di�ractive events of types DD and PD� the system X is still con�ned to

�lab �� �	 Using similar arguments� based on the multiperipheral model� for the dissociating

proton system as were used for the photon fragmentation region� the minimum rapidity

reached by the decayed system� Y � is given by

��min	Y � ln

�
W�p h	i
M�

Y

�
��	��

Taking hW�pi � �
�GeV� and h	i � ����MeV� and boosting to the laboratory frame� one

obtains� for large MY �

�min	Y � ��
� lnM�
Y ��	��

From equation �	��� it can be seen that even for comparatively small values of MY �

events of types PD and DD give rise to �nal state hadrons throughout a large part of the

region� � � �lab � 
� that is expected to be devoid of activity in the EL and GD cases	

Detectors that are sensitive to energy �ow close to �lab � 
 are therefore e�ective� not

only in the isolation of di�ractive events� but also in the separation of GD and EL events

from di�ractive events in which the proton dissociates	

In this analysis� the Forward Muon Detector �FMD �section �	�	� and the Proton

Remnant Tagger �PRT �section �	
 are used for the detection of �nal state hadrons

at high rapidity	 A �nal state particle may interact with the walls of the beam�pipe� a

collimator� or quadrapole magnet� and produce a shower of secondary particles� some of
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Figure �	�� The results of a study of single particle detection e�ciencies as a function of
rapidity	 for forward detector components	 using the MEPS Monte Carlo ����� � Particles
may be detected either directly	 or indirectly via secondary scattering from the beam�pipe	
or other material in the forward direction� The open histogram shows the e�ciency for
the LAr calorimeter	 the shaded histogram is that for the FMD	 and the cross�hatched
pattern is that for the PRT� With typically large particle multiplicities in the region cov�
ered	 the e�ciency per event of these detectors alone	 is around ��� at large MY � The
Plug calorimeter	 shown with a diagonal pattern	 is not used in this analysis	 due to noise
problems� The dotted histogram shows the e�ciency for the Front End Cap of the In�
strumented Iron	 which is also not used	 since it is not well described by Monte Carlo
simulations� The plot is taken from ���� �

which have su�cient transverse momentum to be observed in the forward components

of the detector	 For this reason� the FMD and PRT are sensitive to particles at larger

rapidities than would be expected from their geometric acceptances	 Figure �	� shows

single particle detection e�ciencies for various forward components of H�� as a function of

rapidity	 The combined detection e�ciency of the FMD and the PRT for a single particle

is greater than ��� throughout the range� ��� � � � ���	 Since non�di�ractive� PD and

DD events typically give rise to many �nal state particles in this region� the absence of

activity in the FMD and PRT is a powerful tool for the isolation of a sample of EL and

GD events	

The level of activity in the PRT is quanti�ed by counting the number of scintillator layers

that �re for each event	 Noise levels are su�ciently low for this to provide a clean signal�

requiring negligible correction	 During the data taking period for this measurement� the

post�toroid layers of the FMD su�ered from a large �ux of synchrotron radiation� origi�

nating from the electron beam	 This source of background heavily dominates the signal in
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all three post�toroid layers� making them unusable as a tag of forward activity	 However�

synchrotron radiation is almost entirely absorbed in the iron toroid� leaving the pre�toroid

layers more or less free of beam induced background	 The only signi�cant noise in the

pre�toroid layers is generated in the readout electronics� at the rate of approximately

�	��� hits per cell per event	 Since this source of noise has a random distribution� recon�

struction to the level of pairs of hits within a layer� is found to be su�cient to reduce

the noise contamination to acceptable levels	 The pairing algorithm �section �	�	� has

been extended so that it can recognise tracks originating from secondary scattering in the

beam�pipe that enter the system at large polar angles	 Any compatible pair of hits within

�cm in the local y coordinate are accepted as a track segment	

����� Response of the Forward Detectors
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Figure �	�� �a� Noise distribution per event in the Forward Muon Detector	 as extracted
from randomly triggered events distributed uniformly throughout the run period spanning
the measurement� �b� The stability of the noise level in the Forward Muon detector	
as measured using randomly triggered events� The mean number of reconstructed pre�
toroid pairs per event is plotted against the run number� The level generally falls steadily
throughout each machine �ll	 which typically covers several runs�

Approximately �� of all events written to tape during standard data taking are triggered

on random bunch�crossings� in which both the electron and proton bunches are �lled�

but where no trigger elements are required to �re	 Residual noise levels in the FMD and

the PRT have been quanti�ed by studying the level of activity in the detectors in such

randomly triggered events� from the same run range as was used for the measurement	

The noise level in the PRT is found to be negligible �� �� ���	 hits per event� but even
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after pairing hits� there is a signi�cant residual noise signal for the pre�toroid layers of the

FMD	 Figure �	�a shows the distribution of the number of FMD pairs� reconstructed as

discussed in section �	�	�� for the randomly triggered events	 Approximately ��� of the

events have a single pre�toroid pair� an unacceptable level of noise	 In light of this fact�

at least two pre�toroid FMD pairs are required as a signal for forward activity	 �	�� of

randomly triggered events still fail this criterion� and a correction is made to the measured

cross�sections to account for this	

The stability of the FMD noise level has also been investigated ��gure �	�b� by plotting

the mean number of pre�toroid pairs per randomly triggered event for each run	 The noise

level is seen to depend on beam currents and background conditions	 No systematic trends

in the noise level are observed� nor are there any runs with anomalously high background	
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Figure �	
� Control plots for �a� The Forward Muon Detector and �b� The Proton Rem�
nant Tagger signals	 with the nominal vertex ToF�IA data� A cut of �max � ���� is applied
to suppress di�ractive events� Each Monte Carlo event has a random trigger event super�
imposed	 such that noise e�ects are also simulated�

The response of the forward detectors has been studied in the data samples� and compared

to the predictions of the PHOJET and PYTHIA Monte Carlos	 Noise e�ects are included

in the simulation� by adding the signals from a randomly triggered event to each Monte

Carlo event	 The version of the detector simulation used includes a detailed description

of the forward detectors and their environment� including the forward beam�pipe� and

collimators in the region	 The comparison of forward detector activity in Monte Carlo

and data� with a cut of �max � ���� to suppress di�ractive events� is shown in �gure �	
	

The PYTHIA model is found to give a signi�cantly better description of the activity in

the FMD than does PHOJET	 Both Monte Carlos give an acceptable description of the
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PRT activity	 The Monte Carlo simulation has been further tested using data� by cross�

calibrating the e�ciencies of di�erent forward detectors ����	 The agreement between

data and Monte Carlo for the FMD� PRT and LAr calorimeter e�ciencies was found to

be better than ��	

����� Selection of Diractive Events that are Elastic at the Pro�

ton Vertex

The selection of di�ractive events of types GD and EL is based on the absence of activity in

the FMD and the PRT	 An �max cut using information from the main detector components

is still applied� but with the forward detector cuts� it can be relaxed from �max � � in

previous analyses� to �max � �	 In the parameterisation of equation �	��� this corresponds

to an extension in the accessible kinematic range from MX
�� ��GeV to MX

�� ��GeV	

To summarise� the following forward cuts are de�ned for the reduction of minimally biased

photoproduction samples to di�ractive samples in which there is a leading �nal state

proton	

 Number of pre�toroid FMD pairs � �

 Number of PRT scintillators giving a signal � �

 From the main detector� �max � ���

After all cuts� ����
 events remain in the z�vertex triggered sample� ����
 in the nominal

vertex ToF�IA sample� and ����� in the shifted vertex ToF�IA sample	

����� Selection of Diractive Events that are Inelastic at the

Proton Vertex

From equations �	�� and �	��� it can be seen that� even for relatively small values of MX

and MY � it is quite possible for DD events to contain only very small rapidity gaps	 This

makes DD events with large dissociation masses very di�cult to distinguish from non�

di�ractive events	 Where a large rapidity gap does exist� its location depends strongly on

the values of MX and MY 	 The measurements of cross�sections for di�ractive processes

that are inelastic at the proton vertex are therefore restricted� in this analysis� to small

values both ofMX � and ofMY 	 A consequence of this is that the z�vertex triggered sample

cannot be used	
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Figure �	�� Monte Carlo estimates of Forward detector e�ciencies for PD and DD events	
as a function of the mass of the dissociating proton system	 MY 	 for nominal vertex run�
ning� �a� The Forward Muon Detector� �b� The Proton Remnant Tagger� �c� Combined
use of the Forward Muon Detector and the Proton Remnant Tagger� �d� The combined
e�ciency of both detectors	 but with the additional requirement that the largest rapidity
gap in the Liquid Argon calorimeter should be adjacent to its forward edge� In each case	
an average of the PHOJET and PYTHIA models is shown� The inner error bars are sta�
tistical� The outer error bars show the statistical error added in quadrature to a systematic
error equal to half of the di�erence between the two models�

The dissociating proton system in PD and DD events may be detected in the forward

detectors down to very low proton dissociation masses� MY 	 Figures �	�a and �	�b show

the results of a Monte Carlo study of the e�ciency for the detection of the dissociating

system in the FMD and PRT� as a function of MY 	 Since its single particle acceptance

region extends to � � ���� the e�ciency of the PRT is relatively �at� and covers the

masses of the lowest lying proton excitations	 The e�ciency of the FMD shows a threshold

behaviour� reaching saturation atMY � �GeV	 Figure �	�c shows the combined e�ciency

of the two detectors	

A large proportion of events of types PD and DD give rise to a signal in the forward

detectors� distinguishing them from events in which the proton does not dissociate	 How�
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ever� non�di�ractive events also give rise to activity at high rapidity� and a large gap

must be required elsewhere in the event� if a clean sample of PD and DD events is to

be obtained	 Figure �	� shows that the acceptances of the FMD and PRT� and of the

LAr calorimeter overlap little in rapidity space	 At MY � ��GeV� equation �	�� predicts

that the minimum laboratory rapidity reached by the fragments of the proton is approx�

imately �	�� which lies at the limit of the acceptance of the LAr calorimeter for primary

tracks� and well inside its acceptance for secondary scattered particles	 Requiring that

the largest rapidity gap in the main parts of the detector extends to the forward edge of

the LAr calorimeter provides a method of distinguishing PD and DD events at low MY �

from non�di�ractive events	 In the ND case� secondary scattering usually means that

the most forward part of the LAr calorimeter is the most active	 Table �	� shows the

combined e�ciency of the FMD and the PRT for ND events� as well as overall e�ciencies

for the PD and DD processes� where MY � ��GeV� and MY � ��GeV	 The e�ciencies

are quoted with and without the additional requirement that the largest gap in the �nal

state rapidity distribution in the main detectors should be adjacent to the forward edge

of the LAr calorimeter	 Figure �	�d shows the combined FMT and PRT e�ciency for

the PD and DD processes as a function of MY � with the same additional requirement	

Although the central gap cut results in a signi�cant decrease in e�ciency for PD and DD

events at all masses� and almost zero e�ciency for MY � ��GeV� such a cut is highly

e�ective in the removal of non�di�ractive events	 Re�ecting the range of acceptance of

this cut� measurements in this thesis of cross�sections for processes in which the proton

dissociates are corrected to MY � ��GeV	

To summarise� the cuts used in the isolation of a sample of di�ractive events that are

inelastic at the proton vertex are

 A forward detector signal either from the FMD or the PRT or both	

 The largest rapidity gap in the main detector must extend to the forward edge of

the acceptance	

After all cuts to isolate events of types PD and DD� the sample size for the nominal vertex

ToF�IA triggered data is ���� events� and that for the shifted vertex ToF�IA triggered

data is 
�� events	
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All Events Central Gap
PHOJET PYTHIA PHOJET PYTHIA

Nominal Vertex

PD� DD ��	� � �	� ��	� � �	� ��	� � �	� ��	� � �	�
MY � ��GeV

Nominal Vertex

PD� DD ��	� � �	� 
�	� � �	� �	� � �	
 �	� � �	�
MY � ��GeV

Nominal Vertex

ND ��	� � �	� 
�	� � �	� �	� � �	� �	� � �	�

Shifted Vertex

PD� DD ��	� � �	� ��	� � �	� ��	� � �	� ��	
 � �	�
MY � ��GeV

Shifted Vertex

PD� DD ��	� � �	� 

	� � �	� �	� � �	� 
	� � �	

MY � ��GeV

Shifted Vertex

ND ��	�� �	� ��	� � �	� �	� � �	� �	� � �	�

Table �	�� A Monte Carlo study of the combined e�ciency of the Forward Detectors for
PD	 DD and ND events� The PD and DD events are split into low and high dissociation
mass samples at MY � ��GeV� The �rst two columns show the e�ciencies of the simple
requirement that there should be activity in the forward detectors� The �nal two columns
show the e�ciencies with the additional requirement that the largest rapidity gap in the
LAr calorimeter should extend to the Forward edge of its acceptance� The errors quoted
are statistical�

��	 Reconstruction of Invariant Masses

At the centre of mass energies and dissociation masses that are considered in this analysis�

the decayed system� X� never extends as far as the forward edge of the detector� but

particularly at low masses� there are losses in the backward ��z direction	 A method of

reconstructing invariant masses that is relatively insensitive to such losses has therefore

been devised	

The invariant mass of the di�racted system is given in terms of the total ��vector� ph� of

the hadronic �nal state associated with the photon� by

M�
X � E�

h � p�xh � p�yh � p�zh ��	��

Since the incident photon in the �p interaction at Q� � � is collinear with the beam axis�
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the overall transverse momentum of the state� X� is zero	 Equation �	�� can then be

written

M�
X � �Eh � pzh�Eh � pzh ��	��

For a particle that is lost in the backward direction� E � �pz so that the term� �Eh�pzh

is insensitive to such losses� whilst the term� �Eh � pzh is maximally a�ected	 Using

equation �	�� equation �	�� may be re�expressed as

M�
X � �yEe �Eh � pzh ��	��

The value of y is then obtained from equation �	� using the energy measurement of the

tagged electron� and �Eh � pzh is measured from the full hadronic �nal state observed

in the BEMC and LAr calorimeters� as well as the central and forward trackers� which

provide more accurate momentum determination for charged tracks	

To avoid double counting of energy where a track is to be taken� the part of the calorimeter

in a cylinder of radius ��cm about the extrapolated track is masked o�	 If the energy

counted in the resulting cylinder is greater than twice that of the track� then the energy

in the calorimeter cylinder is taken	 Otherwise the track is used� under the assumption

that it is a pion	 A control plot for the number of charged tracks in each event with this

reconstruction method is shown in �gure �	��a	
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Figure �	��� �a� Control plot for the multiplicity of charged tracks used per event in the
shifted vertex ToF�IA analysis� �b� Control plot for the �E � pz of the LAr clusters that
are taken to be noise and are not used in the reconstruction of MX 	 in the nominal vertex
z�vertex analysis�

At low masses� the value of MX � reconstructed by this method� can still be seriously

a�ected by small amounts of noise in the forward part of the LAr calorimeter	 A noise
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suppression technique has therefore been developed� whereby isolated low energy clusters

in the forward direction� compatible with noise� are not considered in the invariant mass

reconstruction	 All clusters with energies greater than ���MeV are taken	 For smaller

energy deposits than this� a sphere of radius ��cm about the cluster is de�ned	 If the

energy in the resulting sphere is found to be less than ���MeV� the cluster is considered

to be isolated� and is not used	 If the energy in the sphere is greater than ���MeV� the

cluster at the centre is used in the MX determination� irrespective of its energy	 In the

more backward region of the LAr calorimeter� the activity is highest in most events� and

since �E � pzh is no longer maximal� the presence of noise is no longer catastrophic to

the measurement of the �nal state mass	 Where the polar angle of a cluster�  � ��o� the

threshold at which a cluster is automatically taken is relaxed from ���MeV to ���MeV	

The energy required to be in the ��cm sphere for a cluster to be considered as non�isolated

is changed from ���MeV to ���MeV	 An example of a control plot for the E�pz of clusters

that are considered to be noise by this algorithm is shown in �gure �	��b	

Scatter plots showing reconstructed masses plotted against generated masses� from a

study using the PHOJET Monte Carlo� with MX reconstruction using equations �	��

and �	�� with noise suppression� are shown in �gure �	��	 Particularly at low masses�

a considerable di�erence in the resolution on MX is observed	 De�ning the resolution in

MX to be given by the width� and the shift to be the mean of the � distribution� where �

is de�ned as

� �
Mgen

X �M rec
X

Mgen
X

��	��

the remaining shifts and resolutions implicit in the MX reconstruction method have been

estimated using both Monte Carlo models	 With the cuts that are applied to each data

sample� and both for the proton�elastic and proton�inelastic measurements� similar results

are obtained	 For the low mass states leading to more isotropic decay distributions� the

resolution is � ���	 At larger dissociation masses� such that the decay of the state� X

is limited in p
T
� the resolution improves to � ���	 These �gures are su�ciently good

for the mass distributions to be measured in six bins per decade of MX � with bin sizes

remaining larger than resolutions throughout	

The remaining level of losses in theMX determination is quanti�ed as the shift in the mean

of the � distribution from zero	 The proportional shift is more or less constant throughout

the MX range� being approximately �� in the nominal vertex case� and approximately

��� for shifted vertex	 Accordingly� the reconstructed masses are multiplied by a universal

factor of �	�� for nominal vertex� and �	�� where the vertex is shifted	
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Figure �	��� Scatter plots of reconstructed versus generated MX 	 using the PHOJET
Monte Carlo with shifted vertex� �a� EL and GD events using equation ���� � �b�
EL and GD events using equation ���� � �c� PD and DD events using equation ���� �
�d� PD and DD events using equation ���� � In all cases	 the same cuts as are applied
in the �nal analysis are used�

��
 Further Corrections to the Data

After all cuts� the ToF�IA samples still contain a signi�cant fraction of electron beam�

gas background� whilst the z�vertex triggered data is comparatively pure	 The pilot

bunches� described in section �	� are used to estimate the remaining level of contamination

with background from beam�gas interactions	 All triggered events from bunch�crossings

corresponding to pilot bunches are written to tape� and are treated in the same way

throughout the trigger and reconstruction chain� as events from normal bunch crossings	

Using the ratio of total to pilot bunch currents �equation �	�� the resulting numbers
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of events passing cuts� that originate from the pilot bunches can be scaled to measure

the contribution from beam induced background	 In all cases� beam gas background

is statistically subtracted on a bin by bin basis from the data samples	 The resulting

corrections to the z�vertex sample are negligible	 In the ToF�IA samples� there is a

correction at the ��� level in the very low mass part of the spectrum� where events of

types EL and PD are heavily dominant	 Only very small corrections are required for

MX
�� �GeV	

Using the pilot bunch method to subtract beam�gas background neglects second order ef�

fects for which both beams are required	 For example� a proton beam�gas event depositing

hadronic activity in the main parts of the detector may coincide with the detection of an

o��momentum or gas�scattered electron in the luminosity tagger	 For the ToF�IA trig�

gered data� such background is negligibly small� since an interaction of a proton from the

beam� with a near stationary gas particle in the vertex region� has a very low probability

of producing a backward going track that will trigger the ToF	 This has been veri�ed by

studying a monitor sub�trigger that requires a hit in the ToF interaction strobe� but does

not require a scattered electron in the luminosity tagger	 No events corresponding to pro�

ton pilot bunches are found in the monitor trigger sample	 The situation for the z�vertex

triggered data is somewhat more complicated� since the probability of a proton beam�gas

induced event giving a central track is no longer negligible	 However� proton beam�gas

events give rise to signi�cant activity at large rapidity� and the forward detector cuts

applied in the GD and EL measurements remove almost all of this source of background	

Corrections must also be made for losses caused by cuts at the level � and level � stages

of the trigger	 As discussed in section �	�� �� of level � rejects are written to tape in

a separate stream	 None of the events written to the level � monitor tape during the

run period of the measurement pass the o��line cuts imposed in the data selection� and

so no correction is needed	 The beam gas cuts applied to the z�vertex sample� at the

o��line level � stage of the trigger� are stated in equations �	�� and �	��	 The losses to

the z�vertex sample� due to these cuts were estimated using the PHOJET and PYTHIA

Monte Carlos	 Corrections at the level of ��� are applied on a bin by bin basis for the

level � losses� which a�ect both the GD and the DD measurements	

The e�ect of noise in the forward detectors is accounted for with a �	�� correction� as

discussed in section �	�	�	 In the case of the PD and DD measurements� the result

of the noise is that a �	�� fraction of GD and EL events are misidenti�ed as having a

dissociating �nal state proton system	 A correction based on the measured GD and EL

cross�sections is made	 A correction of �� for ine�ciencies of the ToF�IA trigger bit� not

described in the Monte Carlo simulation is applied to the ToF�IA samples	
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Chapter �

Di�ractive Cross Section

Measurements

��� Uncorrected Mass Distributions

After all cuts� the Monte Carlos models are compared to the data samples� in order

to test the level to which the physics and detector simulations are able to describe the

data	 Figure �	� shows uncorrected mass distributions for the two ToF�IA samples�

after cuts used to isolate di�ractive events� both where the proton vertex is elastic� and

inelastic	 In all cases� clear elastic peaks and relatively smooth higher mass continua are

visible	 The description by the Monte Carlos of the higher MX parts of the spectra is

always good	 In the elastic and resonance regions� the Monte Carlo spectra show some

deviations from those of the data� indicating small� but not surprising inadequacies in

the event generators or detector simulations	 For all acceptance corrected measurements�

systematic errors� de�ned by half of the di�erence between the PHOJET and PYTHIA

model predictions are applied	 To within such errors� the Monte Carlo description of the

data is su�ciently good at all values of MX � for the PHOJET and PYTHIA models to

be used to correct the data for acceptance and smearing	

��� The Cross�Section
d
��p�Xp

dM�
X

����� Extraction of Dierential Cross�Sections

The di�erential cross�section� d�
dM�

X

� for di�ractive events containing a leading �nal state

proton� is extracted separately in the three largely independent samples	 An ep cross�
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Figure �	�� Comparison of Monte Carlo predictions to uncorrected mass distributions at
the low end of the mass spectra	 after the cuts described in sections ����� and ������
PHOJET � PYTHIA averages are always used� The open histograms show the Monte
Carlo predictions	 after cuts	 for all processes combined	 and the cross�hatched histograms
show those for the quasi�elastic processes at the photon vertex� �a� Nominal Vertex ToF�
IA sample	 GD	 EL selection� �b� Shifted Vertex ToF�IA sample	 GD	 EL selection� �c�
Nominal Vertex ToF�IA sample	 DD	 PD selection� �d� Shifted Vertex ToF�IA sample	
DD	 PD selection�

section is obtained in each mass bin� using

d
�ep� epX

dM�
X

� K �N �Nback

A � L �W ��	�

where N denotes the number of measured events per bin� and Nback is the estimate of the

number of background events from beam�gas interactions and from the PD� DD and ND

processes	 A is the Monte Carlo estimate of the average acceptance for the bin	 The e�ect

of smearing of events between bins� due to the �nite resolution on MX � is also accounted

for with this correction	 L is the integrated luminosity of the measurement� andW is the

width of the bin in M�
X 	 Implicit in the bin width factor is also a correction for the fact

that the bin centre does not correspond to the average value of MX for the data in the
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bin	 The correction is made by modelling the data with the FMSR �section �	�	� and

is at the �� level	 The factor� K accounts for all of the corrections to the data� discussed

in section �	�	 An integration over t is implicit in the measurement	

In order to measure a �p rather than an ep cross�section� it is necessary to estimate the

�ux of quasi�real photons� F �y�Q�� emitted from the electron beam	 The equation�

d�
ep�s

dydQ�
� 
�p�ys�� � �RCF �y�Q� ��	�

is used� where �RC is the QED radiative correction factor� and the �p cross�section is

assumed to be independent of Q�	 The photon �ux is given by the Weizs$acker �Williams

formula ���
�� with modern re�nements ������

F �y�Q� �
�em
��Q�

�
� � ��� y�

y
� ���� y

y

Q�
min

Q�

�
��	�

with

Q�
min �

�mey
�

��� y
��	�

In the measured range of ��� � y � ���� the resulting �ux� integrated over y and Q� is

calculated analytically� and found to be

F �
Z
F �y�Q�dydQ� � ����� ���	 ��	�

The mean value ofW�p averaged over the photon �ux dependence was found to be hW�pi �
�
�GeV	 The value of �RC is taken to be ��� �� for the z�vertex trigger� and ��� ��

for the ToF�IA trigger� as was the case in ����	

Corrections for ine�ciencies of the detector� and losses due to analysis cuts� are made

with an average of the acceptance calculations using the PHOJET and PYTHIA Monte

Carlos	 The resulting acceptances for the GD and EL processes are shown for the three

data samples in �gure �	�	 Residual background from other photoproduction processes

is also estimated for each bin� using an average of predictions from the two Monte Carlos	

In order to normalise the background to the measured processes� the relative sizes of the

cross�sections for the �ve photoproduction sub�processes are taken to be in the ratios

ND � GD � PD � DD � EL � ��� � ����� � ����� � ��� � ��� ��	�

which is consistent with previous measurement ����	 The resulting estimates of the frac�

tion of non�di�ractive and proton dissociative background that remains in each of the

proton�elastic samples after all cuts are shown in �gure �	�	 Only bins for which overall

acceptances� including those of the electron tagger� are greater than ���� and backgrounds

are less than ���� are considered for the measurements	
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Figure �	�� The acceptance in each bin of MX for the GD and EL processes in each data
sample� The points are averages of those obtained with the PHOJET and PYTHIA Monte
Carlos� The inner error bars show the statistical errors� The outer error bars are the
statistical errors added in quadrature to a systematic error equal to half of the di�erence
between the values obtained using the two models� The acceptance of the electron tagger
is included in the plots	 and contributes a constant factor of ���� � ����	 irrespective of
the value of MX �

The luminosities for the three samples are determined using the o��line calculation based

only on the photon arising in Bremsstrahlung events� discussed in section �	�	�	 After

corrections for pre�scale factors� the integrated luminosities are found to be ��������nb��

for the nominal vertex ToF�IA sample� ���� � ���nb�� for the nominal vertex z�vertex

sample� and ���
����nb�� for the shifted vertex ToF�IA sample	 The error in the nominal

vertex case is dominated by the understanding of the calibration of the photon arm of

the luminosity system	 The larger error on the shifted vertex luminosity measurement

re�ects the lower level of pilot bunch statistics collected in the shorter shifted vertex run

period� and required for the statistical subtraction of beam�gas background	
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Figure �	�� The proportion of background that is subtracted in each bin in the proton�
elastic measurement	 due to contamination with events of types PD	 DD and ND� The
inner error bars are statistical� the outer error bars re ect the model dependence added in
quadrature to the statistical error�

����� Evaluation of Errors

There are two contributions to the statistical error on each measured point� arising from

the �nite sample size and from the �nite size of the pilot bunch samples used to make

beam�gas subtractions	 These are added in quadrature to give an overall statistical error	

Systematic e�ects are considered on a bin by bin basis for each sample� by the variation

of important parameters by equal amounts in either direction� about the central value as�

sumed in the measurement	 The systematic error assigned is then taken to be equivalent

to half of the di�erence between the points obtained with the two shifts	 The sources of

systematic error that have been considered are listed below	

BEMC Calorimeter Energy Scale
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Section
d���p�Xp�

dM�
X

���

The main purpose of the BEMC calorimeter is the detection and measurement of scattered

electrons in DIS processes	 The response for hadronic showers is considerably less well

known than that for electromagnetic showers� and a ��� uncertainty in the hadronic

energy scale is applied	

Liquid Argon Calorimeter Energy Scale

An uncertainty of �� is assigned to the hadronic energy scale of the LAr calorimeter	

Uncertainty on Track Measurements

A �� variation is made in the momentum scale of track measurements	

Model dependence of Acceptance Corrections

Half of the di�erence between the acceptances obtained using the PHOJET and PYTHIA

models is taken as a systematic error	

Subtraction of Beam Gas Background

A systematic error resulting from the subtraction of beam�gas background is formed by

shifting the number of events that are subtracted by ��� in either direction	

Subtraction of Background from Other Processes

Since the cross�section for the DD process is not well measured� its background subtraction

can potentially give rise to a large systematic e�ect	 To account for this possibility� the

relative size of the DD cross�section� assumed in equation �	�� is varied by ��� in either

direction� mainly at the expense of the ND fraction	 Smaller variations in the fractions

of the other processes are also made	

De�nition of the GD Process

The dissociation mass spectrum for the GD process is assumed by both Monte Carlos to

begin at MX� � �GeV	 A systematic error is formed by taking a ��� variation in this

�gure	

Assumptions on Dissociation Mass Spectra

Both PHOJET and PYTHIA assume a distributions in MX and MY beyond resonance

regions similar to d
�dM� � ��M�	 GD and DD processes in the Monte Carlos are

reweighted at all masses by ���M�
X
������ and a systematic error is assigned accordingly	

A further error is formed by reweighting PD and DD events by factors ���M�
Y 
���		

Assumption of t dependences

The Monte Carlos have exponential t distributions� ebt� with slope parameters� b � �� for

EL� b � � for GD and PD� and b � � for DD	 Systematic errors are formed by varying b

by �� units for EL� �� unit for GD and PD� and ���� units for DD	
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Monte Carlo Statistics

Statistical errors due to the limited Monte Carlo sample sizes available are included in

the systematic errors	

The sources of error discussed above a�ect the measurement in ways that vary from bin to

bin	 Systematic e�ects due to errors in the luminosity measurement� and the calculation

of the acceptance of the electron tagger� shift all points by a constant factor	

Luminosity Measurement

The errors on the luminosities for the three samples result in systematic errors on each

measured point of �	�� for the nominal vertex ToF�IA sample� �	
� for the nominal

vertex z�vertex sample� and �	�� for the shifted vertex ToF�IA sample	

Acceptance of the Electron Tagger

As discussed in section �	�	�� a �gure of �� is assumed for the systematic error on the

acceptance of the electron tagger� averaged over the di�erent periods of beam optics� and

the measured range in y	

����� Combination of Measurements

Figure �	� shows a comparison of the di�erential cross�sections measured in the three

di�erent samples	 For the most part� they agree to within the level of statistical errors	

Due to the small correlation between the two nominal vertex samples� discussed in section

�	�	�� only one of the nominal vertex measurements can be used in combining to a �nal

point	 The two ToF�IA measurements are therefore combined to make the �nal points�

and the results obtained with the z�vertex sample provide a cross�check	

Points are obtained from combinations of the separate measurements� fxi�
ig� such that

the best value is given by

�x �

P xi
��iP �
��i

��	�

and the weight given to each measurement is in proportion to the inverse of the statistical

variance	 The statistical error on the best value� �x� is then given by


���x �
�P �
��
i

��	


To evaluate the systematic errors on the averaged points� the full measurement and com�

bination of points is made with each systematic shift imposed� and each systematic error
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Figure �	�� Comparison of points measured for the di�erential cross�section	 d�
dM�

X

	 for

di�ractive processes in which the proton remains intact	 using the three di�erent data
samples� a� The nominal vertex z�vertex sample� b� The nominal vertex ToF�IA sample�
c� The shifted vertex ToF�IA sample� d� Points from all three samples superimposed� In
each case	 the �rst bin is dominated by the EL process	 and is plotted at the � mass	 with
error on the MX value equal to the bin width� The mass dependence in the remaining bins
is assumed to be smooth	 and the value is plotted at the centre of the bin in logM�

X 	 with
no error in MX�
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is obtained from the resulting shifts in the averaged points� f�xg	 Combining the mea�

surements in this way leads to a signi�cant decrease in statistical errors� with systematic

errors on the averaged points comparable to those in the separate samples	

BIN M�
X Bin Width d�

dM�
X

Stat Error Sys Error

�GeV� �GeV� �	bGeV�� �	bGeV�� �	bGeV��
� �	��� �	�
 ��	� �	� �	�
� �	�� �	
� �	�� �	�
 �	��
� �	�� �	�� �	��� �	��� �	���
� ��	
 
	�� �	��� �	��� �	���
� ��	� �
	� �	���� �	���
 �	���

� ��	� ��	� �	��
� �	���� �	���

� ��
 
�	� �	���� �	���� �	����

 ��� �
� �	����� �	����� �	�����
� ��� ��� �	����� �	����� �	�����

Table �	�� Details of the �nal points measured	 and of the statistical and systematic errors�
The �rst bin is quoted at the � mass� The remainder are quoted at the bin centres in
logM�

X�

The di�erential cross�section� obtained by this method of combination� is shown in �gure

�	�	 Full details for each bin are given in table �	�	 The systematic error on the �rst

point is dominated by the beam gas subtraction ��	�� and uncertainty in modelling

��	��	 The fractional systematic error on the second point is signi�cantly larger than

that on any of the others	 The dominant sources are the BEMC energy scale ���	�� and

the assumption of the lowest MX value for the GD process ���	��	 At larger MX � the

systematic error is dominated by the background subtraction of other processes �� ����

the MX � MY and t dependences assumed by the Monte Carlos �� ��� combined� and

the model dependence �� ��	

The possibility of unforeseen systematic e�ects is investigated by performing the mea�

surement in two di�erent ranges of �p centre of mass energy	 For ��� � y � ���� or

��� � y � ���� the points are stable to � ���� which is at the level of the statistical

errors	 No systematic trends in the changes to the points are observed in either range	

The sensitivity of the results to the multiplicative factors of �	�� and �	��� applied in the

MX reconstruction �section �	� has also been studied	 If the factor is entirely removed�

none of the �nal points change by amounts that are larger than the statistical error	
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Figure �	�� The �nal points obtained for the cross�section	 
��p� Xp	 by combination
of results from the three samples� For bins such that M�

X � ���GeV�	 a �t to the form	
d�

dM�
X

� �A�M�
X

n is made� This is based on the triple Regge prediction of equation ���� 	

with experimental integration over t�

����� The Mass dependence of Diractive Dissociation

From equation �	��� at �xed centre of mass energy� the di�erential cross�section for the

GD process at large MX may be approximated as

d


dM�
X

�
�

�

M�
X

�n
��	�

where n is an e�ective value for the pomeron trajectory in the measured kinematic range	

n takes a lower value than the intercept of the trajectory� �
IP
��� due to the �nite values

of t at which the measurement takes place	 Integrating equation �	�� over t with �� �

����GeV�� and � � b � 
GeV�� sets the limits

n� ���� � �
IP
�� � n� ���� ��	��

For M�
X � ���GeV�� by which stage the triple Regge limit is reached� the �nal points are
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�tted to the form of equation �	�	 A value is obtained for the t averaged trajectory of

n � ����� �����stat� �����sys ��	��

The principal sources of systematic error on this measurement arise from the BEMC

and LAr energy scale uncertainties ��	�� and �	�� respectively� the model dependence

��	
� and the assumed MX dependence used in the Monte Carlo models ��	��	 The

�� of the �t was �	
�� with � degrees of freedom	

The values obtained separately for the averaged trajectory in each of the three individual

samples are

n � ����� �����stat� �����sys �Nominal Vertex ToF�IA ��	��

n � ����� �����stat� �����sys �Shifted Vertex ToF�IA ��	��

n � ����� �����stat� �����sys �Nominal Vertex z�vertex ��	��

When the data are divided into two ranges in y� the measurement of n is also found to

be stable to within statistical errors	

��� The Cross�Section
d
��p�XY 

dM�
X

In �gure �	�d� the acceptance of the cuts used in the selection of di�ractive events in which

the proton dissociates was shown to be small	 The result is that the measurement of cross�

sections for the DD and PD processes is substantially less accurate than that for GD and

EL	 Additionally� the requirement that none of the dissociating proton system is observed

in the main components of the detector restricts the analysis to comparatively low values

of MY 	 Attempts to select DD events at higher MY by searching for large rapidity gaps

in the main calorimeter� closed at both ends by hadronic activity� have proved fruitless�

since the gaps tend to be small and the resulting topologies are often indistinguishable

from those of non�di�ractive events	 The di�erential cross�section for di�ractive events in

which the proton dissociates is measured and corrected to MY � ��GeV	 The low MX

part of this cross�section may be interpreted in terms of the PD process� whilst the higher

MX part corresponds to DD	 The method of extracting a �p cross�section is identical to

that used in the case where the proton vertex is elastic� and is described in section �	�	�	

All of the systematic errors considered in the measurement of the GD and EL cross�

sections also apply to the measurement where the proton dissociates	 Since the acceptance

corrections are large� the systematic errors are dominated by Monte Carlo uncertainties�
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in the form of the MX � MY and t dependencies� as well as the PHOJET & PYTHIA model

dependence and the statistical Monte Carlo error	
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Figure �	�� The overall acceptance	 including that of the electron tagger	 for the proton
dissociation measurement in each MX bin for the two ToF�IA samples� The points are
averages of those obtained with the PHOJET and PYTHIA Monte Carlos� The inner error
bars show the statistical errors� The outer error bars are the statistical errors added in
quadrature to a systematic error equal to half of the di�erence between the values obtained
using the di�erent models�

The backgrounds from the GD� and EL processes are relatively well understood� and are

less than ��� at all values of MX 	 Non�di�ractive background is less well understood�

and becomes increasingly important with decreasing rapidity gap size	 The measurement

is therefore restricted to small values of MX�� ��
GeV� under which circumstances� the

rapidity gap between the systems X and Y is kinematically forced to be large	 At such

values of MX � only the two ToF�IA samples can be used	 The acceptances for the proton

dissociation measurement are shown for each mass bin in �gure �	�� and can be seen

to be rather �at in the measured range	 The di�erential cross�sections measured in the

separate samples are shown in �gures �	�a and �	�b� and are superimposed in the same

plot in �gure �	�c	 Final points are obtained from weighted averages of measurements

using the two ToF�IA samples� in the manner described in section �	�	�	 The combined

points are shown in �gure �	�d� and full details of the measured di�erential cross�section

and its errors are given in table �	�	

The fractional systematic errors for the measurement of cross�sections in which the pro�

ton dissociates are signi�cantly larger than those where the event is elastic at the proton

vertex	 In the low mass bins� the dominant sources of error are the model dependence�

BEMC energy scale uncertainty� start point for the DD process in MX � and the back�
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Figure �	�� Comparison of points measured for the di�erential cross�section	 d�
dM�

X

	 for the

process	 �p� XY � a� The nominal vertex ToF�IA sample� b� The shifted vertex ToF�IA
sample� c� Points from both samples superimposed� d� Combined points�
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BIN M�
X Bin Width d�

dM�
X

Stat Error Sys Error

�GeV� �GeV� �	bGeV�� �	bGeV�� �	bGeV��
� �	��� �	�
 �	�� �	�� �	��
� �	�� �	
� �	�� �	�� �	��
� �	�� �	�� �	��� �	��� �	�
�
� ��	
 
	�� �	��� �	��� �	���
� ��	� �
	� �	���� �	���� �	����

Table �	�� Details of the �nal points measured	 and the statistical and systematic errors
for di�ractive processes in which the proton dissociates� All points are made from weighted
averages of the values obtained with the two ToF�IA samples�

ground subtractions of other photoproduction processes	 At larger masses� the MX and t

dependencies of the Monte Carlo� the model dependence and Monte Carlo statistics give

the largest contributions to the error	

��� Total Di�ractive Cross�Sections

From the di�erential cross�sections� measurements of total cross�sections for di�ractive

sub�processes may be inferred	 The PHOJET and PYTHIA Monte Carlos are used to

separate the GD from the EL and the DD from the PD components� and to correct for

the unmeasured regions of phase�space	 Each correction is made using an average of the

PHOJET and PYTHIA models� and a systematic error equal to half of the di�erence

between the two models is assigned	

In the proton�elastic measurement� the corrections required are small	 The EL cross�

section is obtained from the �rst MX bin� after subtracting a fraction� ��� � ���� to

account for GD events	 The resulting elastic cross�section� de�ned as discussed in section

�	�� is found to be


�p�V p
W�p���GeV � �
��� ��
�stat� ����sys 	b ��	��

The systematic error is obtained by making the full measurement with each systematic

shift� and arises principally from the beam�gas background subtraction ��	�� and the

model dependence ��	��	 The measured value for the EL cross�section is consistent with

that found in a separate analysis� using the low mass part of the shifted vertex ToF�IA

sample �����	 In that analysis� a cross�section for �p � ��p� is extracted� with a proper

treatment of � and � background� and of interference between resonant � production� and
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the non�resonant process� �p� ����p	 The value for the resonant elastic � cross�section

is found to be ����� ��
�stat� ����sys 	b

The GD cross�section is estimated by summing the measured cross�sections from all MX

bins except the �rst	 The fraction� ���� ����� of the cross�section in the �rst bin� that is

assumed to arise from the GD process� is added	 The total cross�section in the measured

region is found to be


�p�Xp
W�p���GeV 	 MX�����GeV � ����� ����stat� ����sys 	b ��	��

The statistical errors are given by the sum in quadrature of the statistical errors on

each bin	 The largest contributions to the systematic error arise from the subtraction of

background from other processes �
	�� and the MX and MY dependences of the Monte

Carlos �
	��	

In order to correct the total cross�section to � � ����� in line with previous measurements�

a correction factor of ����� ���� is applied� to account for the part of the cross�section

that lies outside the measured range	 The total GD cross�section is then


�p�Xp
W�p���GeV 	 ������ � ���
� ����stat� ����sys 	b ��	��

Dividing the measurement into two ranges in y yields variations in the measured value

of the EL cross�section that are slightly larger than the statistical error� but are well

contained by the overall error	 The variations in the value of the GD cross�section are

found to be well within the statistical error	 This is also the case when the measurement

is performed using any of the three separate samples on its own	

The measurement of the di�erential cross�section where the proton dissociates allows an

extraction of the PD cross�section� and a very limited extraction of that for the DD

process	 By subtracting a quantity ��������� from the cross�section in the �rst MX bin�

to correct for DD events� the cross�section for PD in the measured MY range is found to

be


�p�V Y
W�p���GeV 	 MY ���GeV � ���� ����stat� ����sys 	b ��	�


The principal sources of systematic error are the model dependence ���	��� the assumed

starting point of the invariant mass spectrum of GD events ���	�� and the background

subtraction from other processes ��	��	 Multiplying this cross�section by a factor� �����
���
 in order to correct to �

Y
� ����� a value is obtained for the total cross� section for

the PD process


�p�V Y
W�p���GeV 	 �

Y
����� � ���� ����stat� ��
�sys 	b ��	��



���� Discussion ���

The sensitivity of this �gure to the value of MY to which the original measurement

is corrected has been investigated� by performing the full measurement� with an initial

correction to MY � �GeV	 The change to the overall PD cross�section is at the ��� level	

The cross�section for the DD process in the measured range is evaluated in the same way

as the GD cross�section is extracted	 It is found to be


�p�XY
W�p���GeV 	 MY ���GeV 	 MX���GeV � 
��� ����stat� ����sys 	b ��	��

The restriction of the DD measurement to low values of MX and MY ensures that the

background subtraction and model dependence systematic errors are small	 The dominant

sources of error arise from the Monte Carlo MX and MY dependences ��	
� and the t

dependence ��	��	

Since the DD cross�section is measured in a very limited range of MX and MY � any ex�

trapolation to a total cross�section for the process must be heavily model dependent� and

should be treated with caution	 There is no direct experimental evidence to support the

parameterisations that are used by either Monte Carlo� but if the MX and MY depen�

dences are assumed to be approximately correct� the two models are in surprisingly good

agreement about the fraction of the total DD cross�section that lies outside the measured

range	 Since there are signi�cant di�erences between the two models� this must to some

extent be coincidental	 If the average of the PHOJET and PYTHIA models is taken to

make the extrapolation� then the cross�section in the measured range should be multiplied

by a factor ��� � ��� to obtain a full cross�section for the process bounded by � � ����

and �
Y
� ����	 The resulting DD cross�section would then be


�p�XY
W�p���GeV 	 ������ 	 �

Y
����� � ���
� ����stat� ����sys 	b ��	��

though the quoted systematic error does not give a true re�ection of the uncertainty	 When

the measurement is remade� with a correction in the �rst instance to MY � �GeV� the

change in the resulting estimate of the overall DD cross�section changes by approximately

�	� statistical standard deviations	

��� Discussion

Although cross�sections for elastic �� and J�� photoproduction have previously been

measured at HERA ����� ������ the analysis presented here is the �rst detailed study of

di�ractive dissociation in the real photon�proton system	 The main limitation on the

precision with which cross�sections for the GD and EL processes have been measured�
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both here and elsewhere� is the understanding of the proton dissociation background	

Experimental conditions dictate that only very limited measurements of the PD and DD

cross�sections are possible� but the constraints that have been placed on their sizes here

will facilitate a reduction in systematic errors in future analyses	

In ����� total cross�sections for three of the four sub�processes of di�ractive photoproduc�

tion were extracted� by an entirely di�erent method� but with similar data samples to

those used in this measurement	 The de�nition of the EL process was identical to that

used here	 Dissociative processes were corrected to � � ��� and �
Y
� ���� which results

in a di�erence in the measured cross�sections at the ��� level	 The EL� GD and PD

cross�sections were measured as a function of the DD cross�section� which was assumed

to lie in the range� � � 
DD � ��	b	 The estimate of the DD cross�section in this anal�

ysis indicates that its value lies in the middle of the range proposed in ����	 If the DD

cross�section measured here is assumed� then the EL and GD cross�sections found in the

two analyses are consistent at the level of statistical errors	 The PD cross�section is larger

here� but remains consistent within systematic errors	

The total GD and EL cross�sections measured in this analysis are consistent with those

in the previous analysis for most values of 
DD	 The PD cross�section is larger here� and

is consistent within full errors only for 
DD �� ��	b	

PROCESS EL GD PD DD

This Analysis �
��� ��� ���
� ��� ���� ��� ���
� ���
Previous H� Analysis ����� ��� ����� ���� ��
� ��� �
��� �
��

CKMT �� �� � ��
SaS �� �� � ��
GLM �� �� �� ��

Table �	�� Two H� Measurements of the cross�sections for the four di�ractive photo�
production sub�processes	 quoted in 	b and compared to predictions� The results from
this analysis are at hW�pi � �
�GeV� Those from the previous analysis ���� 	 are at
hW�pi � ���GeV� The quoted errors for both analyses are the statistical and systematic
errors added in quadrature� All �gures in the table are scaled to � � ���� and �

Y
� �����

The �gures quoted for the PD	 and in particular	 the DD cross�section	 for this analysis
are based on measurements in a very limited kinematic range	 and rely heavily on Monte
Carlo corrections to extrapolate to the full range in MX and MY � The quoted DD �gure
for the previous H� measurement was not measured	 but assumed�

Table �	� shows a comparison of total cross�section measurements from this analysis with

those of ����� and to three Regge inspired phenomenological models� which make varying

assumptions for the forms of the di�erential cross�sections� and for the couplings of the
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pomeron to external particles	 The model of Schuler and Sj$ostrand �SaS ����� is essen�

tially that implemented in PYTHIA� and is described in section �	�	�� with the di�erential

cross�sections for the four di�ractive sub�processes given by equations �	��� �	��	 The

photon couplings to the pomeron are derived from those of the �� � and � mesons using

the simple VDM	 For the MX and MY dependences of the PD� GD and DD processes�

a critical pomeron is assumed	 Like SaS� Gotsman� Levin and Maor �GLM ����� derive

a prediction for the EL cross�section� via the optical theorem� from Donnachie Land�

sho� type �ts to the total cross�section	 For the GD cross�section� the same supercritical

pomeron is used as is implied by �ts to total and elastic cross�sections	 In order to obtain

predictions for the remaining sub�processes� the relations�


PD �
�
GD
�

��	��


DD �

GD 
PD

EL

��	��

are used� both of which arise from the additive quark model	 Capella� Kaidalov� Merino

and Tran Thanh Van �CKMT have extended their model of di�ractive dissociation in

DIS ����� to make predictions for the photoproduction regime	 Calculations are explicitly

made for each of the four sub�processes� based on a supercritical pomeron with large

absorptive corrections	

The EL cross�section measured in this analysis is well reproduced by all three of the

models	 The two single dissociation cross�sections are less well predicted� and all three

models anticipate a value for the DD cross�section which is smaller than that obtained in

the current analysis by at least ���	

A comparison of the di�erential cross�section� �p� Xp� throughout the measured range

inMX ��gure �	�� to a typical measurement for pp� Xp ��gure �	�� shows qualitatively

a similar behaviour	 A strong elastic peak at low MX is observed� which falls sharply

through the resonance region� until the data are well described at large MX by the triple

Regge behaviour� d
�dM�
X � ��M�

X 	 Since t is not measured in this analysis� a detailed

study of the data in the framework of the FMSR is not possible	 However� the highly

signi�cant departure of the data from a ��M�
X behaviour at low MX indicates that the

e�ective incoming photon mass of equation �	�� is �nite	

From the MX dependence in the triple Regge region of the di�erential cross�section�

�p � Xp� an e�ective t averaged value for the pomeron trajectory was obtained �equa�

tion �	��� and found to be entirely consistent with that expected for the universal soft

pomeron from hadron�hadron interactions	 Since no hard scales are present in di�ractive

photoproduction processes� it comes as no surprise that there is no evidence for a harder

pomeron� such as that discussed in section �	�	 The measured value for the pomeron
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intercept is found to be consistent with those extracted from the W�p dependence of

the total and exclusive �� photoproduction cross�sections	 The value is within � �
 of

that obtained from the x
IP

dependence of di�ractive DIS data ������ though there is a

signi�cant di�erence if ZEUS results ���
� are taken into account	
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Chapter �

The Forward Muon Trigger

This chapter is concerned with the trigger processor that uses the information from the

Forward Muon Detector �FMD� described in section �	�	�� to provide information about

high momentum forward going muons to the �rst level of the central trigger �CTL�	 The

hardware implementation of the trigger is �rst surveyed� and the track��nding algorithms

that are used are then described	 The current mode of operation of the trigger is explained�

and its acceptance is studied using simulations of single muons	 A review of physics

processes that lead to muons within the identi�ed range of acceptance follows� along with

the prospects for making measurements with the FMD	

	�� Overview of the Forward Muon Trigger

The Forward Muon Trigger �FMT ����� uses the  planes of the FMD� to provide a fast

decision for the �rst level trigger	 It must discriminate muon tracks originating from ep

interactions from an overwhelming level of background� from

 High rapidity proton fragments� both from ep� and beam gas interactions	

 Beam halo muons	

 Cosmic muons	

 Synchrotron radiation from the electron beam	

 Muons from � or K decays in the main detector	

 Electronic noise	
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The requirement that a track should point to the nominal interaction vertex region is

su�cient to reduce all sources of background to tolerable levels	 Half of the trigger

elements sent to CTL� relate to full tracks� passing through all four  planes of the FMD�

and the other half are activated by pre�toroid track segments only	 If possible� the trigger

should provide T� information� uniquely identifying a muon track with a bunch�crossing	

More detailed information is sent to the level � and level � stages of the central trigger	

Pipelining �section �	� is implemented in the FMT by the use of digital shift registers	

These are shifted serially� one bit at a time� by a clock that is phase�locked to the HERA

RF signal	 Bu�er registers� which are also strobed with the HERA clock� store the trigger

information until a readout instruction arrives� whereupon the pipelines are rewound� and

all trigger data are read out for monitoring purposes	 A decision from the FMT is required

to reach the central trigger within �� bunch�crossings ����	s of an interaction	 After the

�ight time of muons from the vertex� drift times in the FMD cells� and unavoidable cable

delays have been taken into account� only � ���ns remain for the trigger logic	 In the

FMT� the pipelines are clocked at double the bunch�crossing frequency� in order to increase

spatial hit resolution� and to allow for more logical steps in the trigger electronics	

The implementation of the trigger is e�ected� mainly by the use of two semi�custom Appli�

cation Speci�c Integrated Circuits �ASICs ������ and the hardware is �eld programmable

at all stages of the algorithm	 A reconstruction is e�ectively performed on�line�� so that

only combinations of hits that are consistent with a track originating from the nominal

vertex region are accepted�	 In order to standardise the electronics� all four  planes of

the FMD are treated identically by the trigger� irrespective of the numbers of cells that

they contain	 This is achieved by the ORing together of information from the outer cells

of the post�toroid planes� and by the presence of null chambers in �	

The input information to the trigger arrives in analogue format from the pre�ampli�ers of

the FMD	 Signals pass through three distinct modules in their processing by the FMT	

The �rst of these is the Discriminator module� which is responsible for digitising the

signals	 The second is called the Road Finder Module �RFM� and identi�es tracks within

a single octant of the FMD	 The RFMs contain on�board RAM� so that simulations� and

tests of the trigger programming can take place with known input signals	 The �nal

stage is the Final Decision Module �FDM� where information from di�erent octants is

�Philosophically� the track reconstruction method used by the trigger is similar to that used by the
o��line reconstruction of FMD information 
section ������� The main restrictions in the case of the
trigger are that the � layers are not used� and that tracks passing between octants during their �ight
through the system cannot be triggered�

�The trigger may also be programmed to accept tracks from cosmic or beam halo muons� Samples of
such tracks� triggered by the FMT have been particularly useful for calibration and acceptance studies�
both of the FMD� and of other sub�detectors�
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Figure �	�� Block diagram of the Forward Muon Trigger�

combined to produce the �nal trigger elements that are sent to the level � trigger	 A

block diagram� showing the passage of information through the FMT� is shown in �gure

�	�	 A brief description of the various logical stages is given here	 Fuller details can be

found in �����	 The integration of the FMT with the central trigger and data acquisition

systems is described in �����	

����� The Discriminator Modules

The analogue input signals to the trigger pass �rst through the discriminator module�

where a single discriminator circuit receives information from two chambers of the FMD

that are coupled by a link resistor	 An 
�bit programmable threshold determines whether

or not a pulse should be considered as a possible track component	 The circuit must

resolve the ambiguity as to which of the two coupled cells was struck� and produce a
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digitised signal	 This is done by the use of a comparator� which samples the pulses at

the two wire ends at a �xed time after rising above threshold� and chooses the bigger	

In order to avoid double strobing from messy pulses� the discriminator circuit remains

inactive after identifying a hit� until the signals from both wire ends have passed back

below threshold	 Where a hit has been identi�ed� an output� corresponding to the wire

that was struck� emerges from the discriminator circuit in the form of a �
ns digital signal	

The pulse height thresholds are chosen to be as high as possible� without decreasing the

e�ciency for minimally ionising particles	 The best level is chosen by studying cosmic

muon rates as a function of threshold �����	 The resolution with which the discriminator

circuit is able to determine the start time of a pulse has been investigated by comparing

the arrival times of hits in the RFMs to the drift times measured by the Q� t algorithm	

With current thresholds� it is found that the discriminator resolution is around �ns	 This

is more than su�cient� as the trigger itself operates in time�slices of �
ns	

����� Pair Finding

Finding pairs of hits in the twin planes of a  layer� consistent with tracks originating in

the vertex region� is the �rst stage of the track reconstruction algorithm� and takes place

in the �rst of the ASICs� in the RFMs	 It is at this stage that the majority of non vertex�

pointing background is eliminated� and that the T� information for the event is extracted	

One pair��nding chip takes serial input from the discriminator circuits corresponding to

two cells from di�erent sub�planes of a layer� overlapping in their coverage in local y� as

shown in �gure �	�	 A single ASIC therefore services a �cm region of drift space	 Single

bit inputs arrive asynchronously from the discriminator modules� and are strobed into

the �X� and �Y� input registers of the pair��nding chips every �
ns� using a clock derived

from the HERA clock	 The existing contents of the X and Y registers are shifted by one

position at each clock cycle� to accommodate the new bit	

Logically connected to the X and Y registers is a �� � �� array of AND gates� each of

which can be programmed to be active or otherwise� as illustrated with the �lled elements

labelled �ASIC Load� in �gure �	�	 Where an AND gate is active� and its inputs from the

X and Y registers are both high� an output� corresponding to an identi�ed pair� appears

on a third �Z� register	

The path in the array followed by a pair of hits as time passes is similar to that shown

with grey shading in �gure �	�� with time increasing from the bottom right to the top

left	 For a track at normal incidence to the drift cells� such as that shown in the �gure�
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Figure �	�� The principal of operation of a pair �nding chip�

the sum of drift times in the two layers is a constant� equal to the maximum drift time	

t� � t� � tmax ��	�

A diagonal line in the direction of that shown for the load in the �gure is therefore crossed

in the same clock cycle by any pair of hits originating from a muon� passing at normal

incidence� anywhere through the pair of cells at a particular point in time	 If the load

is made to be narrow enough� the pair of hits generate an output in the Z register for

one clock cycle only	 The Z register contents are passed to the later stages of the trigger

processor in parallel at each clock cycle	 The T� extraction can therefore be implemented

by placing the load diagonal of every T� chip in the system such that the output occurs

in the same clock cycle for any track originating in the vertex region in a given bunch�

crossing	 Tracks that do not point to the vertex region generally give outputs from T�

chips� but those in di�erent planes occur in di�erent time�slices� and only vertex pointing

tracks give correlations at the later stages of the algorithm	
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The location of the hit within the �cm drift space is measured by the quantity� t� � t��

which translates to the position in the shift�register reached by by the X signal� when the

load condition is satis�ed	 The location of an entry in the Z register is de�ned by that in

the X register� so that the position of the Z output gives the local y coordinate for the

pair� with � �mm resolution	

Pipelining of the data is e�ected by continuing to strobe the X and Y register contents

into bu�er registers until the L�Keep signal is returned from CTL�	 This occurs a �xed

number of bunch crossings after an interaction	 When a readout instruction arrives� the

pipelines are rewound by the appropriate number of register positions� and the full trigger

response is automatically reproduced from the pair �nding stage	

����� Segment Finding

After �nding pairs of hits within a layer of the FMD� the next stage of the trigger algorithm

is to identify track segments in the  layers either before or after the toroid	 This is done

using the second set of ASICs� which are also located in the RFMs	

Once the T� for an event has been extracted� it is no longer necessary to carry information

with the same granularity in the local y coordinate	 In order to make correlations between

 layers on the same side of the toroid� the information from an entire octant of a layer

is reduced to �� bits	 This is done by ORing bits from the Z registers of the pair��nding

chips� in groups of 
� ��� or the full register� with the highest granularity nearest to the

beam�pipe	

Depending on the experimental conditions� either three or four�hit segments can be ac�

cepted	 Since the single hit e�ciency of the system is not perfect� and some of the cells

have become inactive with time� the e�ciency of the trigger improves substantially when

only three hits per segment are required	 However� if background conditions are un�

favourable and trigger rates become too high� the trigger retains the capacity to tighten

its requirements and accept only four hit segments	 In order to cater for both possibil�

ities� inputs to the segment �nding chips are taken not only from the outputs from the

pair �nding chips� but also from their inputs	 The inputs to the pair �nding chips are

combined to provide a �� bit map of the octant along similar lines to the �� bit map of the

pair �nding outputs	 Information from the same sense wire is passed to the Y register of a

pair �nding chip as is passed to the X register of an adjacent ASIC	 Taking the inputs to

alternate chips is therefore su�cient to produce a complete single hit map of the octant�

provided that ORs are made of the relevant regions of each X and Y register	
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Figure �	�� The segment �nding stage of the triggering process	 illustrated for the case of
a single octant of the pre�toroid layers�

The full algorithm for the case of the pre�toroid layers is illustrated in �gure �	�	 A

single segment��nding chip combines the single hit information from one  layer with the

information on pairs from the other	 Once again� the chips consist of �� � �� arrays of

programmable AND gates� but this time� they take parallel input at each �
ns clock cycle	

Two segment �nding chips are needed to perform each correlation� and two correlations

must be performed for each pair of planes� to account for the possibility with the three�

hit criterion� that the unpaired hit could be in either plane	 The choice between three

and four�hit segments is implemented by combining the outputs from the two pairs of

segment��nding chips either in bitwise ANDs� or in bitwise ORs	 The output from the

segment �nding stage of the algorithm is in the form of a �� bit map of each octant�

describing the presence or absence of a track segment	
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����� Track Linking

The �nal stage of processing in the RFMs is the linking of track segments from before

and after the toroid	 This is done in much the same way as the segment��nding� and the

same ASICs are used	 The �� bit maps of pre and post�toroid segments for an octant

are fed� at each �
ns clock cycle� into the two input registers of a single ASIC� which is

programmed with the desired load condition	 The pre�toroid information is also passed

through a �dummy� chip ��gure �	�� where it is correlated with itself to give an automatic

output	 At the output stage of the track�linking chips� the resolution is further reduced�

and the �� bits of output from each ASIC are ORed in groups of four� leaving 
 bits in

local y per octant	 The �nal output from the RFMs is therefore in the form of two �� bit

maps� covering all octants of the FMD� one describing full tracks� and the other describing

pre�toroid segments	

����� The Final Decision Modules

Figure �	�� The logical process that takes place in a Final Decision Module�

Once the data leaves the RFMs� the tracks and pre�toroid segments that have been found

for a given bunch�crossing are fully determined	 The FDMs merely sort this information�

in a programmable manner� according to multiplicity and topology� before the results are

sent to the central trigger	 The pre�toroid segment signals are sent to one FDM� and

those for fully reconstructed tracks to another	
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Figure �	� illustrates the mode of operation of the FDMs	 Two sets of programmable

Look Up Tables �LUTs are used to process the information arriving from the RFMs	

The �rst set of LUTs take the eight bits from a single octant� and give a four bit output	

One bit from each of the eight octant LUTs is passed to each of the second set of four

trigger bit LUTs	 The trigger bit LUTs produce a single bit output� to be sent to the

central trigger	 Since the FMT is strobed every �
ns� and the central trigger is clocked

every ��ns� some form of cycle combination must take place before the outputs from the

trigger bit LUTs are sent to CTL�	 The FMT may be programmed to combine pairs of

�
ns clock cycles� or to send information from alternate cycles	

	�� Loading the Trigger

����� Philosophy of the Load

The trigger loads described in this section have been used since the beginning of the ����

run period	 They optimise the sensitivity of the system to full muon tracks produced at

the vertex with momentum� p �� �GeV� and for pre�toroid segments with p �� �GeV� whilst

maintaining acceptably low background trigger rates	 The trigger is con�gured to search

for three�hit� rather than four�hit segments� and in order to improve the background

rejection� the alternate mode of cycle combination is used in the FDMs	

The acceptance of the FMD extends in the forward direction as far as  � �o� whereas

those of other sub�detectors that are sensitive to forward going muons �the instrumented

iron and the forward tracker reach only as far as  � �o	 In order to obtain acceptable

trigger rates� the level � trigger always combines FMT trigger elements with further

information from at least one of the central muon system and the forward tracker� before

forming the sub�triggers that �re events	 This� coupled with the fact that the innermost

region of the FMD is subjected to the largest �ux of beam�halo and hadronic background�

means that the region� �o ��  �� �o of the FMD is of little use for the triggering of muons	

As discussed in section �	�	�� the FMD has been used to tag hadronic activity� in the

selection of elastic and di�ractive events	 The level of activity from this source falls

o� with increasing distance from the beam�pipe� so that the region of the FMD that is

ine�ective for muon triggering is ideally suited� instead� to providing a di�ractive veto

signal to the level � trigger	

By recon�guring the loads of the ASICs that correspond to the low  region� the di�ractive

selection has been implemented at the trigger level� and one of the trigger bits sent to the
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central trigger describes the presence or absence of steep particle tracks in this region	

In conjunction with positive signals from other sub�detector triggers� this veto bit can be

used in the triggering of events with large rapidity gaps adjacent to a leading proton	

Possibly the most obvious approach to generating the loads for the correlation matrices

of the ASICs would be to take samples of simulated muon tracks� originating from the

vertex region� and determine which elements of the ASIC loads have to be �lled in order

to trigger them	 However� to perform the task e�ectively� taking full account of the e�ects

of smearing due to multiple scattering� and closely monitoring the e�ectiveness of the load

for muons at all polar angles� large numbers of simulated muons are necessary	 The loads

are therefore generated analytically� and smaller samples of simulated muons are used to

verify that the e�ciency is optimised	

����� Loading the pair��nding chips

The loads for the pair��nding chips are designed to give outputs in the same clock cycle�

regardless of the location of the corresponding drift space in the FMD� for any muon that

originates from the vertex region at a �xed point in time	 In reality� tracks from the vertex

region do not arrive at normal incidence� but with polar angle increasing with the local

y coordinate	 This results in small relative changes in the �xed value of t� � t� from cell

to cell� and the load diagonal must be shifted accordingly	 This� along with other small

corrections to the position of the load diagonal from chip to chip� is detailed in �����	

Apart from the variation in the polar and azimuthal angles at the vertex� the other main

factors that in�uence the path of a muon are

 Smearing in the vertex position	

 Multiple scattering in the main body of H�	

 Multiple scattering in the iron toroid	

 De�ection in the �eld of the toroid	

The rms in z of the vertex distribution for ep collisions during ���� and ���� running

was approximately ��cm	 Changes from the nominal vertex position at this level have

negligible e�ect on the polar angle of a muon entering a given drift cell� by comparison

with the other e�ects� and so no correction is made	 The widths of the pair��nding chip

loads are therefore determined by consideration of the other three factors	
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Figure �	�� The location in the pair��nding chip correlation matrix of pairs of hits gener�
ating outputs	 from two chips covering adjacent drift spaces towards the outside of layer	
�� The load diagonal must be shifted in opposite directions from its central value for
the two cases	 due to the opposite e�ects on the sums of drift times occurring in the two
di�erent con�gurations of pairs of cells� The insert shows the orientation of the cells in
the two cases�

A reference position in the correlation matrix of the pair��nding chips� of the main diag�

onal that is loaded ��gure �	�� is chosen for tracks arriving at normal incidence	 But for

a constant o�set� this de�nes the sum of drift times in the two cells of a plane covered by

a single chip �equation �	�	 For each �cm drift space� the change� �t� in the sum of drift

times� due to the polar angle of a track originating from the vertex is calculated from

�t � �
!z Y

zplane

vdrift
��	�

where !z �� ����cm is the separation of the two sense wires in the z direction� Y is the

local coordinate of the centre of the �cm drift space	� zplane is the z�coordinate of the plane

relative to the nominal vertex� vdrift is the drift velocity� and a small angle approximation

has been used	 As illustrated in �gure �	�� the sign of �t changes between adjacent drift

spaces	 The diagonal on which the load is positioned is displaced by the value of �t� after

converting to �
ns clock ticks	

�The identi�cation of Y�zplane as the polar angle of incidence of a muon� is only strictly valid at the
centre of a cell in the local X coordinate� Away from the centre� the polar angle increases� The e�ects
of this� as well as other factors� such as non�constancy of the drift �eld� have been studied in ���	�� and
are found to be small by comparison with the e�ects of multiple scattering and discriminator resolution�
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The width of the load for pre�toroid cells is determined by the sum in quadrature of the rms

deviations in the sum of drift times� due to multiple scattering� and the �nite discriminator

resolution	 The de�ection in track angle due to multiple scattering is approximated to a

Gaussian distribution� with rms ������


�!MS �
���
o

p�GeV 

p
X�� � ����
 lnX ��	�

where p is the track momentum� and X is the e�ective number of radiation lengths of

material� through which the particle must pass before reaching the FMD� taken to be

���	 As it passes through the main body of H�� a muon track loses an average energy of

approximately �GeV	 In using equation �	� to estimate the necessary width of the pre�

toroid pair��nding ASIC loads� the value of p sets the e�ective momentum threshold	 The

smearing in  due to multiple scattering is converted to a smearing in �t� by application

of equation �	�	 A load spanning three diagonals is found to be appropriate throughout

most of the pre�toroid region	

In passing through the toroid� a track at normal incidence encounters a further �� radiation

lengths of dead material� and loses approximately a further �	�GeV of energy	 When

estimating the total smearing to be taken into account due to multiple scattering for the

post�toroid pair �nding chips� equation �	� is used once again� with X � ���� and the

average value of the momentum chosen to correspond to the desired threshold for full

tracks	 The de�ection in polar angle of a track passing through the �eld of the toroid

follows approximately

! � �����o � Bt

p�GeV 
��	�

where B is the magnetic �eld strength� taken to be �	�T� and t �� ���m is the thickness

of the toroid	 In devising the loads for the post�toroid pair��nding chips� account is taken

of bending in the �eld for muons of either charge� multiple scattering� and discriminator

resolutions	 Loads covering either �ve or six diagonals� are found to be necessary	

There is an additional complication that a�ects the loading of the pair��nding chips� in

that an inclined track can occasionally pass on the same side of both sense�wires	 This

situation is illustrated in �gure �	�a for the extreme case of very sharply angled tracks�

passing through a drift space near to the beam�pipe	 The �gure shows the contents of the

X and Y registers of a single pair��nding chip� whenever an event is read out for a certain

run	 Since most events do not contain a forward going muon� the overwhelming majority

of tracks in such events originate from secondary scattering of proton fragments with the

�For the outer cells in the post�toroid planes� whose signals are ORed together before entering the
trigger system� the load is extended to accept tracks in any of the drift spaces covered�
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Figure �	�� An illustration of the e�ect on the pair��nding chips	 of tracks that pass on
the same side of both sense wires� �a� shows the contents of the X and Y registers of a
pair��nding chip near to the beam�pipe whenever an event is read out in normal luminosity
running� Almost all of the tracks passing through the system under such circumstances
have vertices well forward of the nominal� �b� shows the three di�erent types of path taken
by tracks through the cell covered by the pair��nding chip� In case	 �i�	 the track passes
between the two sense wires	 and activity is found in the correlation matrix in the normal
region	 labelled �i� in �a�� Tracks of types �ii� and �iii� in �b� pass on the same side of
both sense wires� The sum of drift times is no longer a constant	 and the pairs of hits are
found in the regions labelled �ii� and �iii� in �a��

forward beam�pipe� and therefore have very large polar angles �compare the position of

the diagonal labelled �i in �gure �	�a with those in �gure �	�	 The three labelled

regions of the correlation matrix in �gure �	�a that are the most active� correspond to

the three di�erent con�gurations of tracks shown in �gure �	�b	 Although the situation

is considerably less drastic for the triggering of muons with shallower polar angles� the

same types of con�guration can occur	 In chips that correspond to drift regions far from

the beam�pipe� the load is made similar in shape to that de�ned by the densely populated

regions in �gure �	�a	 For tracks that pass on the same side of both sense wires� all

timing information is lost� and an output that is several clock cycles long emerges from

the pair��nding chips	 The T� for the event must be extracted in other planes	

The innermost six pair��nding chips in the pre�toroid layers of the FMD correspond

roughly to the region� �o �  � �o� that is to be used to implement the rapidity gap

veto trigger	 Due to similar considerations to those discussed in section �	�	�� hadronic

activity in the FMD is most e�ciently measured by counting pairs of hits	 Noise becomes
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a problem if single hits are used� and reconstruction to the level of four�hit track segments

is overkill� and reduces the e�ectiveness of the veto signal	 The current minimum require�

ment for the veto signal is a single pair of hits found in one of the innermost six chips of �	

To implement this criterion� the loads calculated for muon tracks are inverted in the six

chips used	 This results in triggering on sharply inclined tracks� originating well forward

of the vertex region� and as a by�product� also provides a veto against very shallow tracks�

with vertex positions well backward of the nominal� consistent with beam�halo muons	

No veto signal is sent when a track originating from the vertex region passes through the

drift space used for the veto bit	 At the segment �nding stage of the algorithm� a positive

correlation is required between a pair of hits from � and at least a single hit from �	

The highly programmable nature of the trigger processor allows this requirement to be

satis�ed arti�cially at each bunch�crossing	 The control software con�gures the innermost

chip in � such that it no longer takes input from the discriminators� but recirculates the

contents of the bu�er register back into the main register	 Two bits� spaced by �� register

positions are placed in the main and bu�er X registers� such that there is a single hit

signal from the chip at each clock cycle	 The Y register also recirculates� but contains no

�lled bits	

����� Loading the Segment�Finding and Track�Linking Chips

In designing the loads for the remaining two levels of the track��nding algorithm� the

only considerations necessary are geometric	 Each element of the segment and track

�nding chips corresponds to a correlation between the local y positions of pairs of hits�

or single hits in di�erent  layers	 The mixture of subtleties of the cell geometry� the

ORing of single hit and pair information from the pair��nding chips� along with the tails

of multiple scattering distributions� mean that the segment and track��nding ASIC loads

have a complex structure	 In order to generate the loads� a simple muon track simulation

has been devised� so that very large numbers of varying particle tracks can be considered	

A typical simulation considers � ��� tracks of either charge� at each of � ��� equally spaced

polar angles in the range� � �  � �
��o	 Each track is assigned the same limiting velocity�

for which the load is designed	 The local y coordinates of each track� as it passes through

each  layer is calculated� and the elements of the coincidence matrices that would need

to be �lled in order to trigger the track are recorded	 After simulating a large number of

tracks� any array element that must be �lled to trigger at least a �xed proportion of the

entries in that array �currently �	��� is �lled for the load	

Figure �	� illustrates how the simulation works	 The vertex is given a Gaussian smearing�

with a large standard deviation of ��cm	 Each track then takes a straight line path to an
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Figure �	�� Illustration of the track simulation used in obtaining the loads for the segment
and pair��nding chips�

e�ective centre for multiple scattering in the main body of H�� given by

zscat �

P
z�X�P
��X�

� ���cm ��	�

where the numbers of radiation lengths of all components of the detector are taken into

account	 In reaching z � zscat� the track undergoes an energy loss of �	���GeV� and at

zscat� its polar angle deviates by a single Gaussian distributed multiple scatter� !�� given

by equation �	�� with X����	 The track continues at the modi�ed polar angle� passing

through layers� � and � at local y values of Y � and Y �� until it reaches the centre in z

of the toroid� zbend	 In reaching this point� a further energy loss of �	�GeV takes place�

and at zbend� a multiple scattering is generated� based on �� radiation lengths	 Bending

in the magnetic �eld also changes the polar angle of the track via equation �	�� and the

overall de�ection in polar angle at zbend is !�	 Finally� the track passes� at its new polar

angle� through layers� � and �� with local y coordinates� Y � and Y �	

For the loading of the post�toroid segment �nding chips and the track�linking chips� only

tracks that remain within the geometrical acceptance of the FMD in all four  layers

are considered	 In loading the pre�toroid segment��nding chips� the track need only be

contained by the system for the two layers before the toroid	

The di�ractive part of the load is implemented by �lling all elements of the segment�

�nding chips that correspond to correlations between pair signals from any of the �rst

six pair��nding chips in �� and the arti�cially placed hit in the �rst chip in �	 The

corresponding region in the segment��nding chips that correlate single hits in � with

pairs in � is left empty	 With a three�hit segment requirement� only pairs of hits in the
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inner layers of � can then give a veto	
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Figure �	
� A test of the segment��nding chip loads� �a� Scatter plot for simulated tracks
in the momentum range	 � � p � �GeV	 giving at least a reconstructed pre�toroid segment
in the FMD	 showing the value of local y at which they pass through plane	 � against
the position in �� Superimposed on the plot are boxes	 showing the regions in local y
in the two planes corresponding to the elements of the array that are �lled in the load�
The cross�hatched box shows the region covered by the di�ractive veto bit� �b� As �a�	 but
for tracks simulated in the range	 p � ��GeV	 that give a fully reconstructed track in the
FMD	 and showing the correlation between � and � local y values�

Figure �	
 shows a comparison of the loads generated by the method described� with sam�

ples of simulated single muons that have passed through the full H� simulation� including

that of the FMD	 In �gure �	
a� the correlation is shown for fully simulated muons in the

momentum range� � � p � �GeV� between the values of Y � and Y �	 The superimposed

boxes show the region covered by the current ASIC loads� including the part that is sacri�

�ced to the rapidity gap veto	 Figure �	
b shows the correlation between Y � and Y � for

the post�toroid segment��nding ASICs� for muons passing through all four  layers� with

p � ��GeV	 Two bands are clearly visible� corresponding to muons of either charge� and

the load is considerably broader	 The load of the �nal track�linking chip is equally broad	

����� Final Trigger De�nitions

The �nal de�nitions of the trigger bits that are sent to the central trigger by the FMT

are determined by the contents of the LUTs in the FDMs	 Table �	� shows how they are
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currently de�ned	

TRIGGER BIT DEFINITION

� Di�ractive veto signal
� Pre�toroid� muon T�
� Pre�toroid� � � muons in the same octant
� Pre�toroid� � � muons in di�erent octants
� Post�toroid� muon T�
� Post�toroid� dimuon in opposite octants
� Post�toroid� � � muons in the same octant

 Post�toroid� � � muons in di�erent octants

Table �	�� The current de�nitions of the eight Forward Muon Trigger elements�

The rapidity gap veto has been combined with trigger elements from the trackers and

calorimetry� to make sub�triggers for di�ractive events in which there is no tagged electron	

The pre�toroid muon T� bit is combined with information from the z�vertex� forward

tracker� and Front End Cap instrumented iron triggers� to provide a low threshold sub�

trigger for J�� events� decaying to muon pairs	 The post�toroid muon T� bit is used with

various combinations of similar detectors� to give higher threshold sub�triggers that are

more stable against �uctuations in background	 It is also set in coincidence with Barrel

and Backward End Cap instrumented iron triggers� to provide a global dimuon sub�trigger

throughout the detector	 The post�toroid dimuon trigger elements have some acceptance

for J�� physics� and are very e�ective for the triggering of leptonic decays of heavier

states	 They are used with di�erent combinations of instrumented iron� forward tracker

and z�vertex triggers� such that some redundancy is retained	 The single muon post�toroid

trigger element is also used� in coincidence with Veto Wall signals� as a beam�halo monitor

sub�trigger	

	�� Acceptance of the Load

Various techniques have been used to study the acceptance of the FMT trigger elements	

The ideal method would be to use any available redundancy of the detector� and extract

FMT e�ciencies from samples of ep events that lead to forward going �nal state muons�

but which were triggered by di�erent detector components	 However� the overall ep cross�

section for muon production is small� and due to the very large background rates� almost

all of the sub�detector triggers that are sensitive to muons in the forward direction� in�

cluding the FMT� are always placed in coincidence when constructing sub�triggers	 In
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����� there were no sub�triggers that speci�cally searched for forward muons that did not

include the FMT	 In a study ���
� of ���� data� which contains by far the largest numbers

of high quality FMD tracks� a sample of events with two reconstructed muons anywhere

in H�� at least one of which is constrained to be in the FMD� and where the invariant

mass of the dimuon pair is broadly compatible with that of a J�� �� � m���� � �GeV�

��� events were selected	 Of these� ��� were triggered only by sub�triggers involving the

FMT	 Until much larger samples become available� measurements of the acceptance of

the FMT must be extracted from simulations	

The simulation of the FMT ���
� uses the loads that have been devised for luminosity

running� and contains a full implementation of the digital part of the trigger �the RFM

and FDM stages	 Information on muon tracks� after simulation through the FMD is

available to the trigger simulation in the Q� t format	 Since the pulse height information

in the FMD simulation is not yet fully reliable� the FMT discriminator threshold in the

simulation is set to be low	 However� as the thresholds for luminosity running have been

carefully tuned� using data� to accept minimum ionising particles ������ this should have

only marginal e�ect on the e�ciency measurements	 The time of arrival in the pair�

�nding chip registers is extracted from the Q� t time information� after simulation of the

smearing due to �nite time resolution of the discriminators	

����� E�ciency of the Rapidity Gap Veto Bit

Various samples have been used to study the e�ectiveness of the FMT rapidity gap veto

bit	 Some of the results are presented in �gure �	�	 The rejection e�ciency� as a function

of MY � for di�ractive events in which the proton dissociates �types PD and DD is ex�

tracted in simulations using events generated by PHOJET and PYTHIA	 The results are

shown in �gure �	�a	 The behaviour� as a function ofMY � is observed to be similar to that

of the o��line forward muon rapidity gap cut ��gure �	�a� with a threshold behaviour�

reaching a plateau at MY � �GeV	 The fact that only a very limited region of the FMD

is used by the trigger for the rapidity gap veto decreases the rejection e�ciency by only

� ��� at all values of MY 	 The overall rejection e�ciency of the veto trigger bit for

each photoproduction sub�process is shown in table �	�	 There is a very good rejection

e�ciency for non�di�ractive events� approximately ��� e�ciency for di�ractive events in

which the proton dissociates� and almost no incursion on the signal for di�ractive events

in which the proton remains intact	 Di�erences between the two Monte Carlos� as to the

details of �nal state energy �ow at large rapidity lead to discrepancies at the ��� level

in the e�ciencies extracted with the two models	
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Figure �	�� Results of studies of the e�ciency of the FMT rapidity gap veto bit� �a�
The e�ciency	 from simulations using the PHOJET and PYTHIA Monte Carlos	 for
di�ractive events with a dissociating proton	 as a function of the dissociating proton mass	
MY � The points shown are the averages of those obtained using the two models� The
inner error bars are statistical	 and the outer error bars are the statistical errors added
in quadrature with a model dependence error	 estimated from the di�erence between the
PHOJET and PYTHIA predictions� �b� The rejection e�ciency as a function of �max	
measured in the nominal vertex ToF�IA data sample	 compared to an average of PHOJET
and PYTHIA predictions� The sample	 and the cuts applied	 are described in chapter ��

For the veto bit at least� comparisons with data are possible	 Figure �	�b shows the

rejection e�ciency as a function of �max� for events in the nominal vertex ToF�IA sample

used in chapters � and �� with the cuts described in section �	�	�	 Compared to the

data is the rejection e�ciency predicted by an average of the PHOJET and PYTHIA

models� after identical cuts� and with relative fractions of each photoproduction sub�

process� as expressed in equation �	�	 The agreement between Monte Carlo and data is

good� particularly in the uppermost bin of �max� which contains most of the non�di�ractive

data	 Similar levels of agreement are found when the rejection e�ciency is made using

data samples from other photoproduction triggers	 This would indicate that� at least

as regards sharply inclined tracks arising from secondary hadrons� the simulation of the

trigger works well	

The rapidity gap veto bit is e�ective in the rejection of proton beam�gas events� since

the collision of an 
��GeV proton with another hadron at rest inevitably yields large

track multiplicities at high rapidity	 In order to investigate the rejection e�ciency of

the veto trigger element for proton beam�gas background� a sample of events� triggered
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MODEL ND GD PD DD EL

PHOJET 
���� ��� ���� ��� ����� ��� ����� ��� ���� ���
PYTHIA ����� ��� ���� ��� ���
� ��� ����� ��� ���� ���

Table �	�� Measurement of the overall rejection e�ciency of the FMT veto bit for each
photoproduction sub�process	 using the PHOJET and PYTHIA Monte Carlos� No cuts
are applied	 with the exception of the restriction	 ��� � y � ���� The names given to each
sub�process are the same as those used in chapters � and �� All results are quoted as
percentages and the errors are statistical�

predominantly by minimum bias photoproduction triggers� but from proton pilot bunches

is studied	 The overall rejection e�ciency for all beam�gas events in the sample was found

to be ���
� ���� �	

Events at values of Q� in the approximate range� ���� � Q� � �GeV�� in which neither

the luminosity electron tagger� nor the electromagnetic calorimetry in the main detector

has any acceptance� must be triggered on the basis of the hadronic �nal state	 The

absence of a tagged electron in such events leads to very large backgrounds from proton

beam�gas processes� and unless large values of p
T
are required for �nal state particles�

trigger rates are prohibitively high	 The largest use of the rapidity gap veto bit is likely

to be in obtaining samples of di�ractive events in which no �nal state electron is visible

in the detector	 Analyses of such samples are likely to be very revealing� as the Q� range

covered is that in which the transfer from the photoproduction to the DIS regimes takes

place	 An estimate of the e�ciency of the veto trigger bit for such processes has been

obtained� using a class of events that were triggered on the basis of high p
T
particles in the

central tracker and LAr calorimeter� and for which no �nal state electron is reconstructed	

Use of the FMT veto bit in combination with the untagged triggers� would reduce the

sample size in the non�di�ractive region of large �max by � ���	 This �gure increases to

� 
�� if the FToF�IA trigger �section �	
 is also used as a forward veto component	

Application of a forward veto at the level � trigger level can therefore reduce trigger rates

substantially� and ultimately� can lead to a reduction in the criteria required for triggering

events without a tagged �nal state electron	

�This �gure is smaller than the rejection e�ciency for non�di�ractive events for two reasons� Firstly�
the bulk of obvious beam�gas events are removed by the level � trigger� and do not reach data tapes�
Dead�time can be improved if these events are rejected at level � instead� The second reason is that proton
beam�gas events can also be di�ractive� and can contain large rapidity gaps in the region of acceptance
of the veto�
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����� Single Muon Acceptance

Acceptances for muons are estimated by studying samples of single muon tracks� passed

through the full detector simulation� including that of the FMD and FMT	 �� ��� pos�

itively charged� and �� ��� negatively charged muons are generated� in the momentum

range� ��� � p � ��GeV� with the highest statistics for the lowest momentum tracks� and

with a uniform distribution in polar angle� � �  � ��o	 The simulation of the FMD

contains all of the dead regions between the active drift spaces� and inactive cells are

removed
	 Single hit e�ciencies for minimally ionising particles have been studied using

independently triggered beam�halo data� and found to be approximately �
�	 A random

�� of hits are therefore removed	 All coordinates of hits are smeared to represent the

resolution	 Misalignments of the chambers are not implemented in the simulation� but

within the established limits� are not expected to a�ect the results as far as triggering is

concerned	

Despite the presence of dead cells� the acceptance is found to be rather �at in azimuth� and

a parameterisation as a function of momentum and polar angle only is possible	 Figure

�	��a shows the measured acceptance� in bins of momentum� p� and polar angle� � for

the FMT pre�toroid single muon trigger element� for positively charged muons	 There is

a relatively smooth plateau of e�ciency at the level of around ���� for p �� �GeV and


 �  � ��o	 Outside this region� the e�ciency falls o� fairly rapidly	 To parameterise

the acceptance� sigmoid functions are used� describing the e�ciency as a function of 

once the momentum plateau is reached� and as a function of momentum for the  plateau	

The form of the parameterisation is

f�x �
A

� � e
� �x�x��

x�

��	�

where x may be either the momentum or the polar angle	 The parameters� A� x� and

x� are determined in �ts	 A represents the e�ciency of the plateau region� x� is the

value of x at which the e�ciency is half that of the plateau� and x� describes the speed

at which the rise at threshold occurs	 Figure �	��b shows the result of a sigmoid �t to

the e�ciency as a function of momentum� taking only muons in the range of polar angle�

� �  � ��o	 Figure �	��c shows the �t to the rising edge of the e�ciency in  for

p � ��GeV	 Figure �	��d shows the �t as a function of ��o�� parameterising the falling

edge of the  distribution� in the same range of momentum	 The full parameterisation

of the single muon acceptance� as a function both of momentum and of polar angle� is

obtained separately for positive and negatively charged muons for both the pre�toroid and

�The cells that are dead are determined by monitoring the level of activity over a large number of
luminosity runs� For ���	� �� pairs of FMD cells were found to be inactive�
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Figure �	��� Parameterisation of the acceptance of the pre�toroid FMT trigger bit for
positively charged muons	 from studies of simulated single muons� �a� The e�ciency in
bins of momentum and polar angle� �b� Sigmoid �t to the e�ciency as a function of
momentum	 for �o �  � ��o� �c� Sigmoid �t to the rising edge of the e�ciency as a
function of 	 for p � ��GeV� �d� Sigmoid �t to the falling edge of the e�ciency as a
function of ��o � 	 for p � ��GeV�
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full�track triggers� and takes the form

��p�  � A �
�

� � e
� �p�p��

p�

�
�

� � e
� ������

��

��	�

where the value for A is taken from the momentum �ts� the rising edge  parameterisation

is used for  � ��o� and the falling edge parameterisation is used for  � ��o	 Similar

results to those shown in �gure �	�� are obtained for negative muons with the pre�toroid

trigger bit	 For the post�toroid trigger bit� the e�ciency on the plateau drops slightly�

and the momentum threshold rises considerably	 A summary of all parameters extracted

from the �ts is given in table �	�	

PARAMETER PRE�TOROID 	� PRE�TOROID 	� FULL�TRACKS 	� FULL TRACKS 	�

A �	�� �	�� �	�� �	��

p� �	�� �	�� �	�� �	��
p� �	�� �	�� �	�� �	��

Rising � �	�
 �	�� �	�� �	�

Rising � �	�
 �	�� �	�
 �	�


Falling � ��	�� ��	�� ��	�� ��	��
Falling � �	�� �	�� �	�� �	�


Table �	�� Values obtained from �ts to sigmoid functions	 and used in the parameterisation
of single muon e�ciencies� A describes the e�ciency of the plateau region� p� and p�
describe the momentum threshold and speed with which the rise at threshold takes place	
respectively� The values of � are the polar angle thresholds for the rising and falling theta
distributions	 and those of � are the speed with which the rise at threshold in  takes
place�

The source of the remaining ine�ciency in the plateau region has been investigated� by

running the simulation under varying conditions	 If all of the FMT ASICs are fully loaded�

corresponding to the maximum possible acceptance of the trigger� then the e�ciencies

improve by only � � ��	 If the simulation is performed without any dead cells� the

improvement is at a similar level	 The remaining ine�ciencies are caused primarily by

the dead regions between drift cells� and the tails of the multiple scattering distributions�

that deviate a small fraction of tracks nominally within the plateau region� out of the

acceptance of the FMD	

	�� Measurements with Forward Muons

A number of processes occurring in ep and �p interactions at HERA can give rise to high

momentum forward going muons within the acceptance of the FMD	 In this section� the
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Figure �	��� Perturbatively calculable J�� production diagrams� �a� Elastic production in
the model of Ryskin� �b� The photon�gluon fusion process	 in the colour singlet model�

capacity of the forward muon system to make useful measurements of a subset of such

processes is studied� using simulations	 Monte Carlo event generators are used to obtain

distributions in momentum and polar angle of muons produced in the interactions� before

simulation through the detector	 The generator level information is then convoluted with

the acceptance parameterisation for single muons �section �	�	�	 Whilst the parame�

terisation method inevitably results in some loss in detail� the alternative of running the

full detector simulation for each event is highly computer�time intensive� and with the

present level of understanding� is probably unjusti�ed	 The validity of the parameteri�

sation method has� however� been checked by performing a full simulation of the muon

tracks for one of the Monte Carlo models studied� and comparing results obtained with

the full simulation to those obtained by the parameterisation method	 The agreement in

the calculated e�ciencies was always found to be good at the �� level� which is less than

the present level of statistical errors	

����� Elastic J�� Production

The photoproduction of J�� mesons will be the largest area of interest in the use of

the FMD to make measurements	 By comparison with other processes yielding forward

muons� cross�sections are large	 The physics interest is sustained by the fact that J��

production� by various mechanisms� is sensitive to the gluon distribution of the proton	

The elastic process� �p� J�� p� additionally provides information on the � � J�� cou�

pling� and tests the ideas of the VDM with large vector meson masses	 A �nal motivation

is that elastic J�� production is an ideal arena in which to study the interplay between
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hard and soft di�ractive dynamics �see section �	�	 Models based on non�perturbative

di�ractive exchange ����� and the VDM have been applied to elastic J�� production� and

are successful in describing low energy data	 Perturbative models� such as that of Ryskin

������ based on the exchange of gluon ladders between the proton and a charm quark�

calculated in LLA�Q�� �nd the elastic cross�section to be proportional to the square of

the proton gluon density	 The production mechanism in the Ryskin model is illustrated

in �gure �	��a	 If perturbative QCD models are successful in describing the elastic J��

cross�section� then the study of the process may turn out to be one of the cleanest ways

to investigate the r�ole of absorptive corrections� and gluon saturation �section �	�	� in

the proton	

�
��
p
�

J
��
p�
�n
b�

W�p�GeV �

Figure �	��� Summary of measurements of the elastic J�� cross�section as a function of
�p centre of mass energy� Points are shown from H�	 ZEUS	 and �xed target experiments	
and compared to Regge parameterisations with a soft pomeron �long dashed line�	 a harder
pomeron with �

IP
�� � ����� �solid line�	 and the Ryskin model	 including higher order

corrections	 using parameterisations of the gluon distribution based on HERA measure�
ment �short dashed line�� The plot is taken from ����� �

Figure �	�� shows recent HERA measurements ����� ����� of the elastic J�� cross�section�

di�erential in W�p� along with lower energy measurements from �xed target experiments

�����	 If all of the data shown are �tted to extract an e�ective pomeron intercept via

equation �	��� then one obtains ��
IP
� ���������	 If the HERA data alone are �tted� the

value is found to be ��
IP
� ���������	 Additional information from HERA at lowW�p� will

enable the more precise determination of this quantity� and investigations of the presence

or absence of shrinkage �section �	�	�	 The experimentally measured dependence on �p

centre of mass energy can be reproduced by the Ryskin model if a gluon density in the
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low x regime� strongly rising with decreasing x� is assumed	

The acceptance of the FMT for triggering muons from the decay� J�� � 	�	� �Branching

ratio ����������� of elastically produced J��s� has been studied at vanishing Q�� using

the Monte Carlo generators� DIFFVM ����� and EPJPSI �����	 Both models are based

on soft di�ractive exchange in the �p system� with �
IP
�� � ���
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Figure �	��� �a� The W�p distribution at the generator level of two Monte Carlo �les
describing elastic J�� production in Donnachie�Landsho� type models� �b� The labora�
tory rapidity of the J�� plotted against lnW�p for the EPJPSI Monte Carlo� �c� The
momentum plotted against the polar angle for both muons arising from the decay of the
J�� in the EPJPSI Monte Carlo� �d� The same plot as �c�	 but restricted to the range
�� � W�p � ��GeV� The approximate region of acceptance of the FMT	 as calculated in
the single muon study	 is superimposed� The full line represents the acceptance of the pre�
toroid trigger	 and the dashed line shows the acceptance for validated tracks� The region
�lled with a striped pattern represents that used for the rapidity gap veto�

Figure �	��a shows the distribution in �p centre of mass energy in the two models�

which is essentially a relatively �at cross�section� convoluted with a y dependent photon

�ux factor	 The rapidity of the J�� produced is logarithmically correlated to W�p via

equation �	��	 Figure �	��b shows this correlation for the case of the EPJPSI Monte

Carlo	 J�� mesons produced at the lowest values of W�p are boosted most strongly in
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the forward direction relative to the laboratory frame	 The decay angular distribution of

the elastically photoproduced J�� has been shown ����� to be consistent with complete

transverse polarisation of the J��	 Figure �	��c is a scatter plot� based on EPJPSI at the

generator level� showing the polar angles and laboratory momenta of muons from the J��

decay� assuming a decay distribution in the J�� rest frame� d�
d cos ��

� �� cos� �� where �

is measured relative to the J�� direction	 Both because of the boost of the J�� meson�

and because of the angular distribution of its decay� elastic J�� production at low W�p is

expected to give rise to high momentum forward going muons	 Figure �	��d shows the

subset of muon tracks in �gure �	��c for which �� � W�p � ��GeV	 The approximate

region of acceptance of the FMT with the current ASIC loads is superimposed	 It is clear

that the trigger is capable of being very e�cient for the detection of the muons from the

decays of J�� mesons at low W�p	
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Figure �	��� E�ciency of the FMT for the triggering of elastic J�� � 	�	� events	
calculated using the parameterisation described in the text	 assuming a soft pomeron	 and
plotted as a function of the �p centre of mass energy� �a� The pre�toroid muon T� trigger
bit� �b� The full�track muon T� trigger bit�

Figure �	�� shows the e�ciency of the FMT pre�toroid and full�track muon T� trigger

bits� for the detection of at least one of the muons arising from J�� decays� in the elastic

process� using the parameterisation described in section �	�	�	 The e�ciency is best at

the lowest values of W�p� and falls o�� due to the upper polar angle� and lower momentum

limits in the FMT acceptance� with increasing W�p	 Comparison of �gure �	�� with �gure

�	�� shows that an elastic J�� measurement using the FMD can provide a data point in

the region currently covered only by �xed target experiments� and can help to increase
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the precision on the measurement of the power of W�p with which the cross�section rises	

If cross�checks with previous H� measurements made in similar W�p ranges are to be

performed� the importance of the pre�toroid trigger is apparent	

����� Inelastic J�� production

Inelastic J�� production can take place� either as a direct� or as a resolved photon inter�

action	 The direct case corresponds to the photon�gluon fusion process� �g � c�c� which�

as discussed in section �	�	�� provides a method of measuring the gluon distribution of the

proton	 Fixed target experiments ����� have used J�� production by the photon�gluon

fusion process for this purpose	 The variable�

z �
p � J��

p � �
��	


where particle symbols have been used to denote their four�vectors� measures the elasticity

of the process	 At very large values� z � �� all of the photon momentum is transferred

to the J��� and the process is elastic	 Inelastic processes in which the photon interacts

directly� yield larger values of z than those in which only part of the photon momentum

enters the hard sub�process	 With good reconstruction� a rather pure sample of directly

produced inelastic J�� events may be obtained by selecting events with ��� �� z �� ���

�����	

The Colour Singlet Model �CSM ������ in which the colour octet c�c system� produced

in photon�gluon fusion� reverts to an S�wave colour�singlet state by emission of a single

gluon� is used to describe the process	 The diagram for the CSM model is shown in

�gure �	��b	 Since �s�mc � ���� the full diagram� including the gluon emission� can be

treated perturbatively in QCD	 The large charm quark mass also means that the J�� may

be treated to reasonable approximation as a non�relativistic system	 The original CSM

ignores the J�� binding energy� and ascribes half of its mass and ��momentum to each

of the charm quarks	 Since the J�� is treated as an S�wave system� the wavefunction

at the origin �xes the normalisation	 The CSM in leading order of QCD provides a

good description of the z and p
T
distributions of the process� although a �K��factor of

���� attributed to higher order corrections� is required for a proper normalisation	 The

cross�section depends linearly on the proton gluon density� via

d


dxdt
� G�x� 	�

d�


d�t
��	�

where 	� is a mass factorisation scale� and d�
�d�t is a parton cross�section� calculable to

leading order in QCD	
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Figure �	��� �a� The generated W�p distribution from the EPJPSI Monte Carlo	 for J��
production by photon�gluon fusion� �b� The generated z distribution for the EPJPSI Monte
Carlo� �c� The e�ciency of the FMT pre�toroid T� trigger bit for the photon�gluon fusion
process	 as calculated using the single muon parameterisation� The e�ciency is shown as
a function of z	 for di�erent ranges in W�p� �d� As �c�	 but for the full�track FMT trigger
bit�

The CSM� with some relativistic corrections� is implemented in the EPJPSI Monte Carlo

for the direct photon�gluon fusion process	 Figures �	��a and �	��b show the expected

W�p and z distributions respectively� using parameterisations of the gluon structure func�

tion based on HERA measurement	 Any inelasticity of the production process can only

result in the J�� being boosted further forwards in the laboratory frame than is the case

for the elastic process at the same W�p	 The e�ciencies of the FMT pre�toroid and full�

track muon T� trigger bits are shown in �gures �	��c and �	��d	 There is a band of

good acceptance in the W�p � z plane� such that the FMT is most e�cient at high z and

low W�p� or at low z and high W�p	

Apart from the value of z� elastic and inelastic J�� processes can be distinguished using

track multiplicity and topology	 The FMT alone is able to provide an e�ective trigger
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for the elastic process� by requiring both that a muon should be identi�ed� and that the

rapidity gap veto should not be set	 In the EPJPSI simulation of photon�gluon fusion

events� ��� of events giving a single muon trigger� also set the rapidity gap veto	 A

trigger explicitly searching for boson�gluon fusion events would require further track and

calorimetry triggers� other than those for muon tracks� in the main body of H�	

����� Other Processes

Apart from the elastic and photon�gluon fusion mechanisms described in the previous two

sections� a number of other processes can lead to the production at HERA of J�� mesons	

The di�ractive process in which a J�� is produced elastically and the proton dissociates

produces forward muons with similar distributions to those in the fully elastic case� and

has similar cross�section �����	 There is also the possibility of J�� production as part of

the �nal state� X� in di�ractive dissociation processes at all Q�	 At HERA energies� a

signal for J�� production via resolved inelastic processes �q�q � c�c and gg � c�c at the

parton level should also be visible	

The cross�section for the production of pairs of charmed hadrons is estimated to be as

high as �	b ������ arising mainly from photon�gluon fusion processes� without subsequent

conversion to a J��� and from resolved processes	 Semi�leptonic decays of charmed parti�

cles can lead to muons within the acceptance of the FMD	 Open charm provides further

channels in which to investigate the gluon density of the proton� and with such a large

cross�section� searches for rare decays of D mesons may be possible	

Since the b�quark mass is � �GeV� perturbative QCD in low order is unquestionably valid

for studies in the b sector� making them theoretically less complicated than is the case for

charm physics	 All of the charm production mechanisms discussed also apply to bottom

quarks� though the photon�gluon fusion process is expected to be dominant	 The large

mass of the b quark results in cross�sections typically lower by two orders of magnitude

than those for charm production� and with poor signal to background ratios� HERA is

not expected to be competitive as a b factory	

Various electroweak processes yield forward going muons at high momentum	 The FMD

is well located for the detection of muons arising from the decays of electroweak gauge

bosons� and heavy exotic states� produced in �p and ep interactions	 For example� in the

production of the weak gauge bosons via the processes� �qi � Z�qi� and �qi �W�qj� the

heavy state is strongly boosted forwards in the laboratory frame� the decay muons have

very large momenta� and may lie within the angular acceptance of the FMD	 Preliminary
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acceptance studies of the e�ciency of the FMT for the muon decay channel of the Z�

�Branching ratio ����� ������ for the above production mechanism� using the PYTHIA

����� Monte Carlo and the single muon parameterisation� give a result of ��� ��stat� �	

Since only one muon can be produced in the decays of W bosons� the e�ciency is smaller

than that for the detection of Z bosons	 The FMT load was found� in the simulation� to

be ��� ��stat� e�cient for detection of the muon from the decay W � 	��	 However

the larger branching ratio ����� � ���� means that the overall e�ciency for the W

production process studied is better than that for the Z	 Cross�sections for weak gauge

boson production are small� and large amounts of luminosity are required before any

detailed study can realistically be made� but when statistics allow� the FMD will be

essential to measurements	

A �nal class of events for which the FMD may prove useful� are those containing photon�

photon interactions	 A photon density associated with a quark� and generated by the

splitting� q � q�� can be calculated in QED� and convoluted with quark density functions�

leads to an e�ective photon density for the proton that is strongly peaked at low Q� �����	

The beam electron can interact with the nearly real photon �ux associated with the

photon� by Compton scattering� or DIS	 The process� �� � 	�	� is estimated ����� to

have a cross�section of approximately ���nb� and with full track reconstruction of the

event� provides an alternative method of measuring F��x�Q
�	

	�� Conclusions

The FMD has been fully operational as a component of H� since the �rst days of data

taking� and the FMT was installed at the beginning of the ���� run	 Since that time�

extensive monitoring has indicated that the trigger processor works to its speci�cations	

The method by which the trigger is loaded has developed over the three years since its

implementation	 Simulation studies in this chapter indicate that the load is e�cient�

whilst being e�ective in the removal of background by the use of vertex pointing criteria	

The acceptance for single muons is found to be high in the region� ��� ��  �� ����o� with

momentum thresholds of approximately �	�GeV for pre�toroid segments� and �	�GeV for

fully validated tracks	 The region� �o ��  �� �o is used to provide a rapidity gap veto signal�

which has been shown to be approximately ��� e�cient for the rejection of non�di�ractive

and proton beam�gas events at the level � stage of the trigger	

The principal potential use of the FMD has been identi�ed as the study of elastic and

�The e�ciencies of the pre�toroid� and full�track trigger bits are within ��� since the track momenta
are always su�ciently high for the track to be only slightly deviated in the toroid�



inelastic J�� production at low W�p	 The detector and trigger are believed to be well

enough understood to produce measurements of these processes using ���� data	 With

larger integrated luminosity in the future� a number of other processes giving rise to muons

within the acceptance limits of the system are also expected to become accessible in the

longer term	

	Low overall luminosities in ����� and problems with synchrotron radiation in ���� have prevented
measurements in previous years�
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